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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Dream of laser control

Ever since the discovery of the laser in 1960, the dream of using the characteristics of
laser light to control chemical reactivity has fascinated scientists. The ultimate goal of
chemistry is as old as chemical synthesis itself: Selectivity. That is, to maximise the
yield of desired products and suppress formation of unwanted byproducts. Tradition-
ally, the approach to chemical control has beenpassive, using macroscopic quantities
like temperature and pressure to influence the yields of reactions, in which wanted
and unwanted products are formed statistically according to the governing potential
energy landscapes. In other words, in passive control the environment (i.e. the energy
landscape) of a reaction is manipulated and the reaction yields vary accordingly. The
fundamental difference with the dream of laser control is the aim foractive control
where chemical and physical processes are manipulated coherently using the micro-
scopic properties of the light-matter interaction. To compare:

Passive control: Reactant molecules and any surrounding solvent molecules are
not subjected to manipulation by external influences duringthe evolution from
reactants to products. Further, the evolution of energisedreactants is largely or
completely incoherent. Finally, the traditional role of the experimenter is merely
to initiate the reaction without having any control of subsequent evolution of the
system. Typical passive control knobs are concentration, temperature, pressure,
pH, solvent, catalyst, synthetic design of reactants, etc.

Active control: Molecular dynamics are manipulated externally to influencethe evo-
lution of the reactant molecule to generate more or all of a particular product.
The control knobs of active control relate to the used control field and its inten-
sity, phase, polarisation, spectral content, time profile,etc.

The first attempts of using optical fields of lasers to controlchemistry focused on
bond-selective (mode-selective) reactivity by laser light. Conceptually, the idea is sim-
ple: To choose the light frequency to be in resonance with thevibrational frequency

1
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

of the bond to be broken. The resonant activation then accumulates energy into the
vibrational mode and leads to selective dissociation. However, in practice the motion
belonging to the chosen vibrational mode is coupled to many atoms within the mole-
cule and intramolecular vibrational redistribution leadsto a loss of selective excitation
and ‘heating’ of the molecule. Hence, this simple approach works only for a limited
number of small prototype molecules [1, 2].

1.1.1 Coherent control

To overcome this hurdle, we need to consider the quantum mechanical nature of mat-
ter and make use of the coherence properties of laser light incontrolling the reac-
tions. In other words, we seek coherent control which means control by exploiting
a broad range of quantum interference effects and utilisingthe relevant properties of
the molecular Hamiltonian. Coherent control can be realised using different feasible
schemes in time domain, frequency domain, and adiabatic domain.

The multiple path interference control scheme works in the frequency domain.
According to the scheme, the probability of forming a product depends on the relative
phase of two continuous-wave laser fields tuned to interfering excitation pathways,
for example one-photon and three-photon excitation [3]. Briefly, we can postulate that
the solutions of the Schrödinger equation (as a function of energy) provide a complete
description of the system, and that the solutions to the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation can be represented as a superposition of the time-independent eigenstates.
Therefore, it is possible to uniquely correlate specific product state wave functions
with the total system eigenfunctions. Now, if two independent pathways connect the
same initial and final states, the probability of forming a specific final state is propor-
tional to the square of the sum of amplitudes associated withthe individual transitions
from the initial to final states. Thus, depending on the relative phase between the two
fields we have constructive or destructive interference in the probability of forming
the product. In practice, this means that by controlling thephase difference between
the excitation laser fields we can control the product yield.

The stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) scheme uses electric fields
large enough to generate many so called Rabi oscillations. STIRAP uses a ‘counter-
intuitive’ pulse sequence where a Stokes pulse first createsa coherent superposition
of two initially unpopulated states. When this coherent superposition state is coupled
to a populated state by the pump pulse, a ‘trapped’ state is formed and the pump field
cannot transfer population to the intermediate state [4].

The time domain control scheme uses femtosecond laser pulses because that is the
time scale of nuclear motion in molecules. In the time domainpump-dump scheme,
the reactant can form two or more different products on the ground state potential
energy surface (PES) [5, 6]. An electronic excited state of amolecule has generally
different conformation than the ground state such that the vibrational wavepacket cre-
ated on the excited PES evolves by translation. Now, by proper timing of a suitable fs
pulse we can interfere with the wavepacket evolution and dump the molecule at a par-
ticular moment to the desired ground-state product. Note that according to the second
order perturbation theory the transfer of amplitude from excited to ground state is not
sensitive to the relative phase of the pump and dump laser pulses. Further, the time
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Section 1.1. Dream of laser control 3

and frequency tuning of the pump and dump pulses requires precise knowledge of the
PESs of the electronic ground state and first electronic excited state.

The presented early strategies of coherent control have allthe fundamental limita-
tion that they require precise knowledge of the molecular Hamiltonian and hence work
best on small model systems. We want to combine these schemesand utilise a broad
range of quantum interferences to discriminate in the favour of desired final states
over unwanted pathways when we manipulate the evolution of the system. Hence, we
ask: With a given target distribution of photoproducts and the quantum mechanical
equations of motion, what are the characteristics of the electric field required to guide
the temporal evolution of the system appropriately? In other words, can we perform
control field design to find the right settings for the controlknobs of active control:
intensity, phase, polarisation, spectral content, time profile, etc.

Optimal control theory

Optimal control theory (OCT) aims to find these control fieldsby using wavepacket
(or density matrix) propagations between initial and desired final states in combina-
tion with an optimisation algorithm [7]. However, OCT has many inherent difficul-
ties. First, it needs accurate PESs and molecular Hamiltonians as input. Polyatomic
molecules are computationally heavy and PESs are rarely known, especially over all
range of nuclear separations necessary to describe a reaction. Second, the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation (which provides the basis for calculations) often fails
at numerous points on the multidimensional space. Third, the multidimensional char-
acter of the PES (3N − 6 for polyatomic molecules whereN is the number of atoms)
makes the search space too large to be scanned completely. Finally, the predicted
fields are often difficult to reproduce accurately enough under laboratory conditions.

1.1.2 Teaching lasers to control chemistry

To overcome the aforementioned difficulties, an experimental approach was proposed
where femtosecond pulse shaping is steered by an optimisation algorithm and experi-
mental molecular feedback in an iterative learning loop [8]. A schematic representa-
tion of this approach is shown in Figure 1.1. The approach takes a fundamental view
to the problem by making use of the fact that a molecule knows its own Hamiltonian:
For a given control fieldE(t), the molecule solves its own the Schrödinger equation
rapidly and the answer can be then read out by the experiment.By testing several pulse
shapes on the sample and creating new pulse shapes based on the feedback the lear-
ning algorithm tries to find important features of the control field. The loop proceeds
iteratively as better solutions are found.

The learning-loop approach offers several advantages. Forthe purposes of biomo-
lecular control, the most important one is that noa priori knowledge of the Hamilto-
nian is necessary. This makes the learning-loop approach anappealing tool for sys-
tems that are intractable on the quantum mechanical level. The approach has proven
broadly applicable as coherent control by learning-loop has been realised in several
successful studies on complex systems. Examples of pioneering work include con-
trol over nuclear motion [9–14], electron dynamics [15] as well as nonlinear optical
phenomena [16, 17].
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4 Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Teaching lasers to control molecules. Experimenter sets a control objective for a
given molecular system. A learning algorithm steers laser pulse shaping inan iterative loop
where new pulse shapes are created based on the feedback information from the molecule. A
fitness function is evaluated based on the feedback. As the pulse shapesget better a learning
curve shows the increase of the fitness.

In summary, coherent control of chemical reactions is a rapidly expanding field of
science. As a versatile approach the learning loop experiments hold many promises
for studies of various kinds of systems. The existing literature already offers a great
deal of new knowledge on the properties of matter that is obtained using the learning
loop. The field is rapidly developing and new leaps in understanding the obtained re-
sults and deciphering control mechanisms are appearing oneafter another as scientists
refine methodology, cultivate control objectives and move further towards increasingly
relevant and interesting molecular systems.

1.2 Biomolecular control

Biomolecules are here loosely defined as complex polyatomicmolecules that perform
specific biologically-relevant functions i.e. functionalmolecules. The structural and
functional complexity of biomolecules presents a serious challenge for detailed spec-
troscopical studies. In this work we develop a novel approach for reducing biological
complexity. Our strategy is to apply the tools of coherent control to study biomolecu-
les in solution and especially make use of the versatility ofthe learning loop approach.
Such optimal control experiments have a great potential to reveal new functionally rel-
evant information, since finessed quantum mechanical manipulations can be used to
unravel interactions that govern molecular dynamics. By analysing the pulse shapes
we aim to identify functionally relevant motions as well as other microscopic proper-
ties that influence reactivity. In particular, we have applied this approach to explore:

• Emission properties of fluorescent label molecules
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Section 1.2. Biomolecular control 5

Figure 1.2: Energy transfer process in light harvesting. Left: The structure of thenatural LH2
complex. Right: the structure of the artificial light harvesting dyad. Following photoexcitation
by a laser pulse (green arrow) the excited donor molecules (green) are deactivated via competing
pathways of energy transfer (red arrow) to acceptor molecules (red) and internal conversion
(blue arrows).

• Energy-transfer pathways in a bioinspired artificial light-harvesting complex

• Efficiency of photoactive molecular switches

• Emission yield of silicon nanocrystals

• Efficiency of sensitiser molecules for photomedical applications

In this thesis we focus on two of these studies, as introducedbelow.

1.2.1 Artificial light harvesting

The first molecular application is on artificial light-harvesting and relates to one of
the important challenges of science and technology today: Conversion of light energy
into chemical potentials using artificial photosynthesis [18]. The design of such artifi-
cial systems takes inspiration from Nature and its complicated natural light-harvesting
complexes. By using this idea of biomimicry the structural complexity can be reduced
to the basic elements while the functionality is preserved [19].

In this thesis, we study an artificial light-harvesting complex that closely mimics
the photophysics of the LH2 complex from the purple bacterium Rhodopseudomonas
acidophila. The chosen system is a dyad molecule consisting of a single donor (caro-
tenoid) and single acceptor (purpurin) moiety, thus reducing the structural complexity
significantly compared to the natural complex. Figure1.2 shows the structure of LH2
having several donor (green) and acceptor (red) molecules embedded in a protein mat-
rix; alongside the structure of the dyad having only one of each covalently bound with
an amide linker. In both systems the energy of blue-green light is first absorbed by
a donor molecule and then passed on to the acceptor by an ultra-fast energy transfer
process. Competing with the energy transfer (ET, red arrow)process, an internal con-
version (IC, blue arrow) process leads to intramolecular deactivation and further to
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6 Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of energy-flow pathways of photodynamic therapy. Pho-
toexcited sensitiser molecules trigger the formation of singlet oxygen, which then leads to cell
death.

energy loss by heat dissipation. It is this branching between the functional (ET) and
the loss (IC) channels that we seek to manipulate by means of coherent control. We
first resolve the intricate details of the photophysics in ancomprehensive characteri-
sation study (Chapter 6) and then realise coherent control of energy flow in the dyad
molecule using adaptive femtosecond pulse shaping (Chapter 7).

1.2.2 Photodynamic therapy

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a fairly novel and promising technique in cancer treat-
ment [20], in which so-called photosensitiser molecules localise at tumour cells and,
upon optical excitation, facilitate the production of singlet oxygen which is toxic to
cancerous cells. Figure1.3 shows a schematic representation of the PDT mechanism
via the so-called type 2 sequence. Briefly, photosensitisermolecules are administered
and they concentrate in cancerous tissue. The photosensitiser is excited by a light
source from the ground singlet state to the first excited singlet state from which it
undergoes intersystem crossing to the lowest lying excitedtriplet state. Oxygen is
abundantly available in the tissue and has a ground triplet state. Therefore, as the
photosensitiser and an oxygen molecule come in proximity, an energy transfer can
take place where the photosensitiser to relaxes to its ground singlet state while oxygen
becomes excited to its excited singlet state oxygen. Singlet oxygen is a very ag-
gressive chemical species and will very rapidly react with any nearby biomolecules.
Ultimately, these destructive reactions will result in cell death.

The PDT reaction chain offers challenges along the whole process starting from
the synthesis of an optimal photosensitiser to delivery mechanisms localising the drug
to the proliferating tissue and to providing selective uptake of photosensitisers to par-
ticular tissue layers, as well as to precise delivery of suitable light at the treatment
site. From the photophysical viewpoint, the efficacy of thistechnique depends on the
properties of the photosensitiser: the wavelength and extent of absorption, quantum
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Section 1.3. Thesis context and overview 7

yields of excited state processes as well as the photodegradation rate. Relatively little
is known about the excited state properties and intramolecular dynamics of photosen-
sitisers, and hence the molecular basis of the mechanisms underlying PDT is not well
understood.

We chose zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) in this study to serve asa model photosen-
sitiser. ZnPc has been in clinical trials of PDT, it producessinglet oxygen with high
yield and has a high absorption cross section in the far-red part of the spectrum where
human tissue is most penetrable. After characterising the system with techniques such
as steady state absorption, fluorescence and transient absorption spectroscopies, we
ask if it is possible to find pulse shapes that enhance the functional efficiency and
minimises the energy dissipation vie the competing loss channels.

1.3 Thesis context and overview

Part I discusses the methodological aspects of coherent control of molecular processes.
Chapter 2 (Learning loop and beyond) is a conceptual chapter on the used experi-
mental approach and related techniques as well as on the challenges related to them.
Chapter 3 (Experimental setup) dives deeper into the technical details of the used
experimental setup. The following Chapters 4 (Evolution strategies for laser pulse
compression) and and Chapter 5 (Retracing the pathways of evolutionary algorithms)
present the novel results in the methodology development.

Part II presents the biomolecular applications on the chosen two target systems:
an artificial light-harvesting complex and a photosensitiser for photomedical applica-
tions. In Chapter 6 (Ultrafast energy transfer dynamics of a bioinspired dyad mole-
cule) the photophysics of the artificial light-harvesting complex are studied in detail
and in Chapter 7 (Coherent control of an artificial light-harvesting complex) we show
how the branching between the competing energy-flow pathways is manipulated by
adaptive femtosecond pulse shaping as well as by open-loop quantum control spec-
troscopy. Photophysics of the model photosensitiser zinc phthalocyanine as well as
results of coherent control of the triplet yield of the photosensitiser are presented in
Chapter 8 (Characterising and controlling photodrug efficiency).
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Chapter 2
Learning loop and beyond

In this chapter we will take a closer look at the process of teaching lasers to control
molecular reactions. The experimental learning-loop approach is presented and its
basic elements are described in detail:

1. Adaptive femtosecond pulse shaping

2. Transient absorption spectroscopy

3. Evolutionary learning algorithm

A description of the electric field of a laser pulse is given together with an introduction
to optical pulse shaping in frequency domain. The basics of transient absorption spec-
troscopy are given as well as how different processes and transitions express them-
selves in the measured transient spectra. A hypothetical example is used to explain
how transient absorption spectroscopy can be used to extract molecular feedback for
the learning loop. Evolutionary algorithms and related terms like ‘learning curve’, ‘fit-
ness function’, ‘mutation rate’, etc. will become familiar. Furthermore, we will take
a look beyond the closed-loop control. Some fundamental problems related to such
a black-box experiment are discussed as well as means to overcome these hurdles.
Finally, the idea of quantum control spectroscopy (QCS) will be introduced.

11
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Figure 2.1: The basic elements of the learning-loop experiment. Voltages from the algorithm
are transformed into pulse shapes in the pulse shaper and tested in an experiment to obtain
molecular feedback. The algorithm creates new pulse shapes based onthe molecular feedback.

The optimal control experiments utilise a closed-loop optimisation strategy [8, 21],
whose basic elements are presented in Figure 2.1. The molecular systems studied
here are complex and available theoretical quantum mechanical information is limited.
For instance, the potential energy surfaces belonging to different electronic states are
unknown, which makes it impossible to determine the drivingoptical field in advance.
Therefore, we begin with so-called ‘blind’ optimisations,which means that we start
without an initial guess, but rather a set of random phase patterns generated by the
pulse shaper. The shaper modulates the dispersed spectrum of the input femtosecond
laser pulse to create the shaped pulses. These shaped pulsesare then tested on the
sample and a feedback signal is derived based on the molecular response. The pulse
shapes are then ranked according to how well they achieve thedesired objective. A
learning algorithm then uses the genetic information codedin the best pulse shapes
to create new generation pulse shapes. Another iteration ofthe cycle may now begin,
and the loop proceeds to search for pulse shapes that furtherincrease the value of
the feedback function, thus optimising the pulse shapes according to the set target
objective.
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Section 2.1. Pulse shaping 13

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the zero dispersion grating compressor layout of the 4-f pulse shaper
apparatus. An unmodulated pulse enters the shaper. Grating 1 and Lens1 image the individual
frequency components onto the Fourier plane, where the shaping is done by the SLM mask.
Lens 2 and Grating 2 perform the inverse Fourier transform collecting thecolours spatially and
a shaped pulse emerges from the shaper.

2.1 Pulse shaping

A laser pulse is defined by its intensity and phase in either the time or the frequency
domain

E(t) =
√

I(t)e−iϕ(t) (2.1)

Ẽ(ω) =
√

S(ω)e−iφ(ω) , (2.2)

whereE(t) and Ẽ(ω) are the electric fields in time and frequency domain, respec-
tively. I(t) is the pulse intensity envelope in time andS(ω) the pulse spectrum, and
ω is the carrier frequency.ϕ(t) is the phase of the electric field in time andφ(ω) the
spectral phase.

Pulse shaping means manipulating the electric field according to

Eout(t) = h(t) ⊗ Ein(t) , (2.3)

whereh(t) is the shaping function and⊗ marks convolution. However, since the
fastest electronic components operate with bandwidths that correspond to time re-
sponses in the picosecond regime, the femtosecond pulses are too fast to be manipu-
lated directly in time domain and the shaping must be done in frequency domain:

Ẽout(ω) = H(ω) ⊗ Ẽin(ω) , (2.4)

whereH(ω) is now the shaping function in the frequency domain.
Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of a standard 4-f shaping arrangement for optical

pulses. The incoming unshaped pulse is dispersed by a grating onto a focusing element
that focuses the individual frequency components in the Fourier plane of the shaper.
The phases and the amplitudes of the different frequency components are manipulated
by a computer controlled liquid-crystal spatial light modulator (SLM) that is placed
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14 Chapter 2. Learning loop and beyond

Figure 2.3: Analogy between the acoustic and the optical domain. The stave describesthe time
and the frequency information of music in the acoustic domain. Similarly, wecan express a
shaped pulse in time and frequency in the optical domain.

in the Fourier plane. After the SLM, the colours are collected back into one beam and
the shaped output pulse exits the shaper. A more detailed description of a pulse shaper
is given in Section 3.7.

Generally, any continuous function can be used to describe the spectral phase of a
laser pulse. Sometimes, a polynomial form is practical

φ(ω) = a0 + a1(ω − ω0) + a2(ω − ω0)
2 + a3(ω − ω0)

3 + ... , (2.5)

whereω0 is the centre frequency.a0 is the absolute phase that describes the phase
of the carrier frequency with respect to the field envelope. As our pulses are many
optical cycles long we can use the slowly varying envelope approximation and neglect
this contribution. The first order term produces a time delay, while the quadratic term
creates a linearly increasing (decreasing) colour sweep inthe time domain, which is
more commonly known as the linear chirp. The following termsdescribe what is
called higher order or nonlinear chirp.

Chirping of a bird is an useful analogy from the acoustic domain, in that it de-
scribes well how the frequency (colour) of a laser pulse changes as a function of time
analogously to the frequency sweep of the pitch of a bird’s singing. Taking this line
of thought further, Figure 2.3 shows how the familiar acoustic domain can generally
be used to illustrate the shaping of ultrafast laser pulses.

An ultrafast laser pulse is, in fact, a wavepacket that includes a spectrum of differ-
ent frequencies. In the discrete form, the frequencies in the spectrum can be regarded
as individual notes of a musical scale. In a transform-limited pulse where theφ(ω)
is constant, these frequencies all occur at the same time, which is like a ‘cluster’ of
notes plucked at the same time. A linear chirp, corresponding to the quadratic term of
φ(ω) in Equation 2.5, is in the time domain analogous to a constantsweep across the
scale. Finally, with a sophisticated pulse shaper we have control over the ‘harmony’
and ‘melody’ of the laser pulses and we can write highly complex optical scores on
command.
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Section 2.2. Transient absorption spectroscopy 15

2.2 Transient absorption spectroscopy

An optimal control experiment imposes no restriction on howwe ‘communicate’ with
the molecular quantum system. In principle, the experimentcan be anything from flu-
orescence measurement comparing the average emission between molecular species
[22] to mass spectrometric detection of photofragmentation products [12], etc. We
chose transient absorption spectroscopy to be the core experiment for extracting the
molecular feedback for the algorithm. The choice relies mainly on three characteris-
tics of the transient absorption technique. First, ultrafast laser pulses are the fastest
things created by man and by using these pulses to excite and monitor we obtain a
‘camera’ with a shutter speed fast enough for assessing processes occurring on the
molecular timescales. Secondly, from all ultrafast techniques available nowadays,
transient absorption is perhaps the most versatile and flexible technique. It is capa-
ble of providing information on various different systems over a broad range of fre-
quencies and on processes that occur on the ultrafast as wellas on slower timescales.
Finally, we want to utilise electronic resonances of molecules, which occur with tran-
sition frequencies from 200 to 800 nm. Therefore, we need photons from the UV and
visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum of light, which are readily available
with a conventional pump-probe setup. This flexibility is ofadvantage in both the
characterisation experiments and the control experiments. Transient absorption spec-
troscopy is introduced here conceptually, and the details of the setup are described in
Chapter 3.

2.2.1 Linear absorption

Macroscopically, the exponential Lambert-Beer law describes linear absorption of
light passing through a medium as a transmission change in the light. Accordingly,
absorption or optical density (OD) is defined by

A = OD = ǫCl = −log

(

I(λ)

I0(λ)

)

, (2.6)

whereǫ is the molar absorption coefficient,C is the concentration of the sample, and
l is the sample thickness.I andI0 are the transmitted intensities with and without the
sample, respectively.

The molar absorption coefficientǫ in Equation 2.6 links the observed absorption
to a molecular quantity of absorption cross sectionσ, and further the quantum me-
chanical quantity of transition dipole momentµ [23]. µ is a measure of transition
probability between molecular energy levels, and is linkedto the molecular reference
frame whereasσ relates to the laboratory frame and averages all molecular orienta-
tions with respect to the polarisation of the excitation field. Further, the magnitude
of the transition dipole moment belonging to a specific electronic transition depends
on quantum mechanical quantities like the overlap integrals between the orbitals in-
volved, selection rules, etc. [24, 25].

A traditional linear absorption spectrum gives a time-averaged picture of all the
possible transitions between all resonant energy levels inthe medium. Since, accord-
ing to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at room temperature [26], all molecules
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16 Chapter 2. Learning loop and beyond

Figure 2.4: Transient absorption measurement. The pump pulses (green) are overlapped with
the probe pulses (orange) at the sample. Every other pump pulse is blocked by the chopper. The
pump induced difference in the transmitted intensity of the probe light (∆I) is measured by a
photodetector.

are at their electronic ground states, the lifetimes of transient energy levels or molec-
ular species are generally short, and the intensities of theused electric fields are low,
the linear absorption spectrum is almost completely dominated by the resonances be-
longing to transitions from the electronic ground-state up. To gain information on the
transient molecular species and processes (e.g. populatedenergy levels, energy flow
between them, and processes involving nuclear degrees of freedom like bond making
and breaking, solvation, vibrational cooling, etc.), time-resolved spectroscopy must
be used.

2.2.2 Transient absorption

The aforementioned molecular processes occur on timescales ranging from femtosec-
onds to nanoseconds. For example, an energy transfer process or the inertial part of
dielectric solvation processes can take place in just few tens of femtoseconds whereas
the lifetime of fluorescence emission is commonly some nanoseconds. Therefore,
the time resolution has to be fast enough to measure the ultrafast molecular processes,
while the temporal range has to be long enough to follow the course of these processes
over longer periods of time.

Figure 2.4 shows the operational principle of the transientabsorption spectroscopy.
The ultrafast pump and probe beams are overlapped spatiallyat the sample and the
pump induced transmission change in the probe light (∆I) is measured. The transient
absorption is given by

∆A = ∆OD = −log

(

I(λ,∆t)ON

I(λ)OFF

)

, (2.7)

whereI(λ,∆t)ON andI(λ)OFF are the transmitted probe intensities when the pump
pulse is ON or when pump is OFF, respectively. The differencebetweenION and
IOFF depends on the wavelengths of the pump and probe pulses, sample concentra-
tion, and the intensity of the pump pulse. Importantly, the∆OD is dependent on
the time difference∆t between the pump and probe pulses. The time scan (∆t) is
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Figure 2.5: An energy-flow diagram and a transient absorption spectrum of a hypothetical sys-
tem. Panel a: The pump pulse (black arrow, solid line) brings population tothe excited state
X*. Energy flows via two competing pathways I and II from X* to A and B. An additional
radiative process III is indicated by the wavy line. The coloured arrowsshow resonances be-
longing to transitions from A (blue) X* (green), and B (red). Panel b: The species associated
spectra belonging to bleach of X (green line), and induced absorption from A and B (blue and
red lines). The corresponding transient spectrum at a time delay (blackline) is a superposition
of all contributing signals. The coloured bars represent the experimental feedback signals that
can be used in the control experiments to monitor the populations in X, X*, A,and B.

achieved by delaying the probe pulse with respect to the pumppulse by increasing
the beam path length with an optical delay line (1µm ≈ 3.34 fs). A transient spec-
trum simultaneously covering many transitions can be recorded by using spectrally
broad probe pulses. In summary, high resolution time scanning combined with the
extremely fast laser pulses and spectrally broadband probepulses enables the desired
time-resolved spectroscopy on the timescales of molecularprocesses.

2.2.3 Transient spectrum and molecular feedback

Panel a of Figure 2.5 shows a simplified energy-flow diagram ofwhat could be a can-
didate molecular system for coherent control experiments.This hypothetical system
has three competing pathways I, II and III from the initiallyexcited state X* taking
population to A, B, and X, respectively. A, B, X, and X* may symbolise electronic
energy levels in the same or different molecules, or for instance, photoproducts of a
photoisomerisation, or donor and acceptor species in an energy transfer process, etc.
Similarly, I, II, and III can belong to a number of molecular processes. Generally, non-
radiative processes of internal conversion and intersystem crossing as well as radiative
processes of fluorescence and stimulated emission may take place. If a donor/acceptor
system is present energy and/or charge transfer processes must also be considered.

After the excitation, X has less population in its ground state and a bleach/stimulat-
ed emission signal appears instantaneously (green arrow and bar). In this simplistic
example, A and B have only induced absorption resonances to higher lying states
(blue and red arrows and bars, respectively). The corresponding spectral bands appear
in time with rate constants belonging to I and II. The magnitudes of the resonant
signals belonging to transitions between different energylevels are governed by the
corresponding populations and transition dipole moments,as explained above.
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18 Chapter 2. Learning loop and beyond

Depending on the rate constants of the competing processes I, II and III and spec-
tral signatures of X, X*, A, and B, a temporally and spectrally resolved feedback
signal can be extracted for the control experiments as shownwith the colour coded
bars in Panel b. These signals are then further used to designa feedback function,
for instance, to maximise the energy flow to channel I againstchannel II. In this case,
the fitness functionf can simply be the ratio:f = A/B at a chosen time delay. Af-
ter evaluating the feedback function, we are ready to pass this information from the
molecule to the algorithm that uses it in creating more favourable pulse shapes.

Even for a simple real molecule, the given example is an oversimplification. The
participating energy-flow pathways are often complicated and the broad transient sig-
nals are overlapping each other. Furthermore, different processes related to solvation
and nuclear degrees of freedom might play an important role in the dynamics of mole-
cules. Therefore, real transient signals must be carefullystudied in order to understand
the details of the molecular dynamics and to resolve a possible reliable feedback signal
for coherent control experiments.

2.3 Evolutionary algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms are stochastic search methods that mimic natural biologi-
cal evolution. Evolutionary algorithms operate on a population of potential solutions
applying the principle of survival of the fittest to produce better and better approxima-
tions to a solution. At each generation, a new set of approximations is created. First,
by selecting individuals according to their level of fitnessin the problem domain, i.e.
their position on the fitness landscape. Secondly, by breeding them together using
operators borrowed from natural genetics such as selection, recombination, mutation.
The optimisation process leads to the evolution of populations of individuals that are
better suited to their environment than the individuals that they were created from, just
as in natural adaptation.

Evolutionary algorithms can be divided into three main categories: evolutionary
programming [27], genetic algorithms [28], and evolution strategies [29, 30]. Al-
though each has a different approach, they are all inspired by the principles of natural
evolution. A good introductory survey can be found in references [31, 32]. In this the-
sis work, algorithms from the class of derandomised evolution strategies are applied.

Figure 2.6 shows the progress of an optimisation. At the beginning of the com-
putation, a number of individuals are randomly initialised. We call the number the
population size and the set of individuals a generation. A fitness function is then
evaluated for these individuals, where fitness correspondsto how well the individual
achieves the target objective. If the optimisation criteria are not met, the creation of a
new generation starts. Evolutionary operations take placeinside the loop: Individuals
are selected according to their fitness. The selected parents are then recombined to
produce offspring and all offspring will be mutated with a certain probability. In case
elitism is in use, some parents may survive as the offspring are inserted into the pop-
ulation. The new generation has been now created and the fitness of the offspring can
be evaluated. This cycle is then repeated until the optimisation criteria are reached.
The learning curve describes the learning process and depicts the fitness values of the
best individuals of each generation. Usually, in the experiments the criterion for dis-
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Figure 2.6: A flow diagram of an evolutionary algorithm. After the initial guess, the learning
proceeds iteratively in a learning loop until the convergence to the chosentarget objective has
been reached. The best individual of the last generation representsthe best approximation of a
result to the original problem. The learning curve shows the fitness values of the best individuals
of each generation.

continuing an optimisation is simply a good enough convergence, which is evaluated
and decided by the user running the experiment.

Selectiondetermines which individuals are chosen for mating (recombination) and
how many offspring each selected individual produces. The first step is fitness
assignment, which in this study was rank-based. In the next step, the actual
selection is performed.

Recombinationproduces new individuals by combining the information contained in
the parents.

Mutation is performed for every offspring after the recombination operation. Off-
spring variables are mutated by small perturbations with low probability. The
extent of mutation is determined by the size of the mutation step and the proba-
bility by the mutation rate.

2.3.1 Characteristics of evolutionary algorithms

As evolutionary algorithms are the engine drivers of closed-loop optimisation exper-
iments, it is worth discussing their characteristics a little further. Evolutionary algo-
rithms differ substantially from more traditional deterministic search and optimisation
methods:
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• Evolutionary algorithms search a population of points in parallel, not just a
single point.

• Evolutionary algorithms use probabilistic transition rules, not deterministic ones.

• Evolutionary algorithms are generally straightforward toapply, because no re-
strictions for the definition of the target objective and thefitness function exist.

The complicated multidimensional fitness landscapes of coherent control experiments
on molecular quantum systems are better explored by using evolutionary algorithms
that sample the search space in parallel, rather than build asearch path from a single
point. The indeterministic nature of evolutionary algorithms is an advantage and a
drawback: Since evolutionary algorithms do not repeatedlyfollow the same search
path, a new experiment will scout new regions of the search space. This means that
just by repeating the experiment new regions of the search space are explored, and for
instance a local optimum can be avoided. However, it also makes repeating experi-
ments impossible, since the search path once taken is unlikely to be followed again in
a new experiment.

2.3.2 Used evolution strategies

For the experiments of this study, algorithms of the class ofevolution strategies (ES)
were applied. The most important feature of ES, distinguishing them from other evo-
lutionary algorithms, is their ability to automatically adapt the distribution parameters
of the underlying stochastic search. Since all evolutionary algorithms are stochastic
search procedures by nature, they all rely on more or less advanced random search
methods, usually hidden within the recombination and mutation operators. Yet most
of these random search methods are build using some distribution function like a uni-
form or Gaussian distribution, which by themselves have defining parameters, for
instance, standard deviations for Gaussians. The actual values of these parameters
trivially influence the course of an optimisation: A Gaussian distribution with wide
variances allows for big search steps, whereas a small variances allow for fine tun-
ing. However, fixing parameters to one value for the entire optimisation may not
be appropriate for efficient search, since coarsely identifying promising regions and
converging to an optimal solution require different searchdistribution characteristics.
This is commonly described as the contrast of exploration and exploitation of search
methodologies. To overcome the weaknesses of fixed distribution stochastic search
algorithms ES are capable of adapting their search distributions during the course of
evolution along with the actual optimisation variables. This is commonly referred
to as self-adaptation strategy. Different variants of ES most commonly differ in the
self-adaptation mechanisms used. Well known approaches ofself-adaptation are the
1/5-th success rule of1 + 1-ES and stochastic self-adaptation originally suggested
by Schwefel and Rechenberg [33] or, as used in this study, derandomised adaptation
[34, 35].

The defining features of the derandomised ES used here, are related to the muta-
tion operation. Generally, derandomised ES use a deterministic adaptation mechanism
to derive new step size information from old step sizes and the magnitudes of success-
ful mutation events. The core idea of derandomised step sizeadaptation is to compare
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the size of actual realisations of mutation events to the expected value of the originally
proposed distribution. In the experiments we used two different adaptation schemes
that are built on identical concepts but differ in the details of how the new step sizes
are computed. The simple derandomised adaptation (DR2) basically adapts then
variances of ann-dimensional Gaussian distribution [34], while the more advanced
covariance matrix adaptation (CMA) uses then(n + 1)/2 variances and covariances
[35]. A detailed description of the used algorithms can be found in Chapter 4, where
the performance of DR2 and CMA is evaluated against a real-life physical problem
of optimal SHG in a nonlinear crystal, using simulations as well as laboratory experi-
ments.

In general ES can be used both in an elitist and non-elitist fashion. The term
‘elitist’ refers to a detail of the selection mechanism thatspecifies which individuals
can take part in the recombination process for creating new offspring individuals. If
an evolutionary algorithm has an elitist type of selection old parent individuals are
allowed to take part in creating new offspring as long as their fitness is better than
any other individual’s fitness. That means in an elitist strategy some individuals may
survive forever. In a non-elitist strategy parent individuals are always discarded once
new offspring has been created from them. Thus, in a non-elitist strategy each parent
individual survives for exactly one generation. In common ES terms, the elitist strat-
egy is a(µ + λ)-ES and the non-elitist strategy is a(µ, λ)-ES. Hereµ describes the
actual number of parents used andλ describes the number of offspring derived from
the µ parents. So the difference between the elitist(µ + λ)-ES and the non-elitist
(µ, λ)-ES manifests in the set of individuals in generationn that may become parents
in generationn + 1: In a (µ + lambda)-ES the bestµ individuals of theµ + λ parent
and offspring individuals of generationn will become the new parent of generation
n + 1. In a (µ, λ)-ES only theµ best individuals of theλ offspring of generationn
may become parents of generationn + 1. For this study only(µ, λ)-ESs were used.
This is for two reasons:

1. (µ, λ)-ES have advantages for self adaptation of strategy parameters. In an eli-
tist (µ + λ)-ES individuals may survive forever that feature good optimisation
variable values but inappropriate search distribution parameters which will in-
hibit optimisation progress and convergence.

2. For the desired application of the optimisation algorithm in the lab systematic
decay of equipment and other measurement noise must be considered. In an
elitist strategy individuals might survive that were accidentally conside rd too
good because of measurement errors. Using an elitist(µ+λ)-ES would require
time consuming reevaluations of allµ parent individuals in each generation.

ES are commonly considered to mainly be driven by the mutation operator which
is a contrast to e.g. genetic algorithms where the recombination operator is usually
seen as the most important search mechanism. Due to the mutation-centric search of
ES it is quite common to apply the extreme case of(1, λ)-ES, i.e. one parent search
strategies that solely rely on mutation for search. In general this is a very efficient and
usefull approach1.

1In fact the derandomised adaptation scheme originally as described in [34] was originally suggested as
a (1, λ) − ES
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22 Chapter 2. Learning loop and beyond

Figure 2.7: The learning curves and the phase surfaces from the optimal control experiments
on the triplet yield of a photosensitiser zinc phthalocyanine. Panel a: Optimisation of the ratio
Triplet/Singlet. The fitness of the best individual of each generation (redcircles), and unshaped
pulse (blue squares). Panel b: The phases of the best individual ofeach generation. Panel c:
Optimisation of the ratio Singlet/Triplet. The fitness of the best individual of each generation
(red circles), and unshaped pulse (blue squares). Panel d: The phases of the best individual of
each generation. The grey areas in Panels b and d show the pump spectrum.

In the presence of noise and measurement error in the evaluation function though
using more than one parent is a promising approach to avoid getting trapped in false
decisions. If no explicit noise control measures like multiple evaluations are imple-
mented in the objective function there is the chance of overestimating the quality of
a proposed solution. This may mislead evolution to some extend and therefore slow
down both search and self adaptation.(1, λ)-ESs are unlikely to fail completely in
this situation, since mutation will gradually adapt to thissituation. Yet, using multiple
parents with weighted recombination as suggested in [35] ismay increase search effi-
ciency. One aspect of the optimisation experiments performed in this study is finding
good values forµ andλ for the optimisation problems under study.

2.3.3 Physical example

Figure 2.7 shows an example of an evolutionary learning process in a coherent control
experiment of a physical system. The optimisation of the phase of the laser pulse
closes into the chosen molecular target objective, which can be seen in the increasing
fitness values of the best individuals of each generation shown in Panels a and c (red
circles). The molecule here is a photosensitiser zinc phthalocyanine and the target
objective is to increase (decrease) the energy flow to the functional channel that brings
the photosensitiser to the excited triplet state of the photosensitiser (see details in
Chapter 8). Molecular feedback is resolved in a transient absorption experiment for
the triplet (T) and singlet (S) signals with the fitness function defined to bef = T/S
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in Panels a and b, andf = S/T in Panels c and d. To verify that experimental
conditions remained constant, the fitness of the unshaped pulse is evaluated before
each generation (blue squares).

In 200 generations, some∼6% and∼10% increase is found for the ratios T/S and
S/T, respectively. The initial searching by the algorithm can clearly be seen in the
Panels b and d. The firts 50 generations show a lot of changes inthe phase shape of
the best individual. During this period the fitness landscape is being broadly searched
and some favourable phase features are found. These features are then further refined
as the algorithm approaches the best approximation to the solution. As expected, the
optimal features differ between the optimal solutions thatincrease the two competing
pathways.

One striking feature of the shown learning curves shown in Figure 2.7 is the noise.
Even the fitness found with the unshaped pulse seems varies quite a lot. Obviously,
this presents a challenge for the algorithm in theselectionstep, introducing uncer-
tainty to the ranking. Chapter 4 presents a detailed study assessing this problem by
comparing the performance and robustness of the two used algorithms using different
initial settings.

2.4 Challenges of black-box experiment

However promising this kind of a learning-loop approach using evolutionary algo-
rithms might seem, it also has a number of drawbacks and limitations. A detailed
appreciation of the experiments and interpretation of the results presents a great chal-
lenge for the scientific community. Coherent control of chemistry is still a relatively
new and emerging field and many of the fundamental questions remain yet to be re-
solved. In this section we raise some of these points relatedto the black-box nature of
the closed-loop experiment.

Figure 2.8 shows the learning-loop experiment is actually aloop inside a superloop
that the user actively controls. In this scheme, the learning-loop experiment (recall
Figure 2.1) serves as a tool that is used to obtain optimal control. In other words, the
user has aquestionand uses theblack boxto find the bestanswerto it. The superloop
holds many fundamental issues concerning the different elements:

Question: Is the target objective well defined and physically feasible? Can we extract
an unambiguous physical feedback signal? Is the answer included in the given
search space? How can we avoid trivial answers?

The black box: Are the laser parameters adequate? Do the experimental conditions
remain constant? Is the pulse shaper resolution sufficient?Is the S/N ratio large
enough? Is the algorithm smart enough?

Answer: Is the result the global optimum? Is the result robust? Doesthe result
answer the question?

How we phrase thequestionis crucial for a successfull experiment. In order to
choose criteria for the feedback signals and set the feedback function, the user must
know the quantum system in good enough detail. The type and the size of the search
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24 Chapter 2. Learning loop and beyond

Figure 2.8: A flow diagram of an optimal control experiment that utilises the learning-loop
black-box tool. The experimenter has a problem (green box) and formulates a corresponding
question. After the decision to use theblack-box, the experimenter initialises and starts up
the learning-loop experiment. A result (blue box) emerges when the user decides to stop the
experiment and the quality of the obtainedanswercan be evaluated. The red question mark
symbolises the numerous questions and challenges arising from using such a black box tool. In
the case of an insufficient or incomprehensible answer, the user may try to use theblack box
tool again, perhaps with better initialisation (red-green arrow) or perform other investigations
(red arrow to outside the loop).

space must be carefully chosen to include the possible answer, but at the same time
taking care that the number of parameters does not sky-rocket. The search space
usually includes several trivial answers, which need to be taken into account in the
initialisation step. Also, the initial parameter settingsfor the algorithm must be set
right to ensure a learning process.

Operating theblack boxrequires attention for an almost countless number of ex-
perimental variables and conditions. Also the type and the properties of the algorithm
belong here. A great part of this thesis work was spend in improving the experimental
techniques and details as well as developing the algorithm.

Due to the omnipresent experimental noise, theansweris always an approxima-
tion. The quality of the other parts of the experiment reflects directly on how good
of an approximation we have obtained. Furthermore, the fitness landscape may suffer
from ambiguities that are related to the physical problem itself and/or due to plain
experimental limitations. Thus, the experimenter often rejoices atany result as it is
often the only way forward and towards further learning by perhaps complementary
techniques (see Section 2.5).
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It is the requirements for thequestionand theanswerthat ultimately define the
control experiment. After the proposal of the learning-loop experiment in 1992 [8],
a decade followed in the course of which a number of successful laboratory realisa-
tions of coherent control were reported. An overarching feature of all this work was
the question: Can we control? During this period quantum systems with increasing
complexity relented to the coherent control and yielded theanswer: Yes, we can!
However, it soon became clear that merely obtaining controlbrings very little new
knowledge into the world and perhaps is not the most interesting goal for coherent
control.

Today, as control has been succesfully imposed on various different quantum sys-
tems we are seeking answers to new questions. We now ask: Can we learn something
new? What, and especially how, can we learn from the control? Thus, we are search-
ing for answers beyond the learning-loop. The new goal is notonly to obtain control
but to understand the control, and to extract physical insights on the mechanisms be-
hind control. This takes us to methodology outside theblack box, and ultimately to
quantum control spectroscopy (QCS).

2.5 Outside the box

We now discuss the methodology that takes us beyond the learning loop. This is done
by presenting a brief overview of the existing methods that in one way or another can
be categorised as complementary techniques to the learningloop experiment. Where
some techniques take us back to the black box (Figure 2.8, red-green arrow), some take
us to new experiments and/or analytical tools (Figure 2.8, red arrow). Nevertheless,
the common feature for the first three techniques is that theyare concerned in shedding
light on the learning-loop results, whereas the open-loop and retracing methods seek
answers also beyond the frame of optimal control.

2.5.1 Pulse characterisation

One result of an optimisation experiment is the best found pulse shape that in principle
includes the solution worked out by the learning loop. I.e. we are searching an answer
to an inverted problem: Can we extract microscopic information of the molecular sys-
tem by analysis of the optimised laser field? Consequently, a‘standard’ closed-loop
coherent control research report includes pulse characterisation using techniques like
auto- or cross-correlation, FROG, MIIPS, etc. [36, 37] as a common extra measure-
ment. However, the mechanism is not always apparent or intuitively derivable just by
analysing the pulse shape. As the systems become larger, theresulting pulse shapes
become usually too complex to provide direct links to mechanism(s). Furthermore, it
has been shown that even prominent pulse features may not correspond to key controls
[38].

2.5.2 Analysing search

The resulting best pulse shape is just one outcome of the experiments. The pulse
shapes and the corresponding fitness values along the learning curve can also be con-
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sidered as a result. In fact, they map out the path through themulti-dimensional search
space that is followed by the algorithm. A course analysis can be used to extract phys-
ically meaningful parameters like subpulse distances in the course of the optimisation
[39]. A mathematical tool, principle component analysis (PCA) can be used to analyse
all pulse shapes in an optimisation to reveal principle control directions. PCA has been
used to interpret control results on selective excitation of methanol vibrational modes
[40]. In same fashion, dimension reduction by partial leastsquares regression analysis
of the normalised covariance matrix of the whole data set haselucidated mechanisms
behind two-photon fluorescence yield [41]. Dimension reduction by analysing the
phases that were recorded along the learning curve in a free optimisation run was also
used in the preliminary analysis of the control results in Chapter 7.

2.5.3 Reducing search space

One way to track down mechanistic insights is a stepwise experiment where the black
box is reused. We start with an unrestricted ‘blind’ optimisation and then, after some
analysis on the answer, return to the black box and conduct a second optimisation.
The analysis step helps us to better phrase our question and prepare the next step. The
performed analysis can be for instance the aforementioned pulse analysis or the PCA.

A common outcome of the analysis step is a reduced parameter space [10, 42].
Reducing the dimensionality by describing the search spacewith an analytical func-
tion may speed up the optimisation and, more importantly, reduce the complexity of
the obtained result. In case the simplified space still contains the optimal solution
more insights about the system become available as the complexity of the answer is
reduced. This approach has been successfully applied in references [43, 44] and is
used in Chapter 7. The importance of the basis of the search space has also been
discussed relating to gas-phase fragmentation studies in references [45–47].

Another way to reduce the dimensionality of the search relates to the running of the
black box. In this technique genetic pressure is applied on the spectral components
using cost functions during the search. This pulse cleaninghas been demonstrated
with simulations [38] as well as experimentally [48, 49].

2.5.4 Open-loop control

Open-loop control experiments take the aforementioned basis reduction a step further.
They are also a natural extension to the parametrisation of the search space. The
resulting simplified space may turn out simple enough to be mapped entirely. Thus,
in the experiments we map the chosen space by scanning a parameter. The nature and
the dimensionality of these scans depends on the analyticalfunction describing the
reduced search space. Periodic, polynomial, and phase jumpfunctions are typically
used. The power of these scans has been demonstrated by manipulating wave-packet
interferences in gas and liquid phase in references [50, 51]as well as in Chapters 7
and 8.
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2.6 Quantum control spectroscopy

Coherent control is inherently sensitive to molecular dynamics. Therefore, by realis-
ing control we open a door to new insights to the interatomic forces that govern the
function of molecular systems. However, as has been alreadyimplied, a successful
closed-loop optimisation itself often tells us but little about the underlying physics:
by running a learning-loop experiment it is perfectly possible to obtain control with-
out actually learning anything new as pointed out in reference [10]. Therefore, we
may argue that quantum control is only the first step on the path toward the more
general goal of extracting new information. Fortunately, the above-described method-
ology provides several complementary smart-tools for the further investigations of the
control. To use these complementary tools together with thelearning loop to learn
about the most intimate molecular-scale interactions is toperform quantum control
spectroscopy (QCS) [21, 52, 53]. Being sensitive to the function and the goncerning
microscopic-scale interactions hidden from conventionaltechniques, QSC offers sev-
eral advantages and may ultimately take us closer to one of the penultimate goals of
the field of coherent control: To find the coherent control ‘rules of thumb’, according
which a given shaped pulse produces a predictable and universal response [21]. We
conclude that the learning-approach and QCS are highly potential novel ways to look
at the molecular world and the reviewed methodology bears numerous promises for
fundamental research.

From a more prosaic point of view, the aforementioned new information and de-
rived rules of thumb have a potential to serve countless applications [54]. Coherent
control using learning loop provides us a handle to the function of molecular sys-
tems. A way to utilise this handle is to derive new design principles for chemical
engineering. For instance, the new information can be on structrurally relevant mo-
tions that play an important role in the deactivation pathways of the molecular system
[43]. Another practical aspect is to improve and refine existing analytical techniques,
for instance to provide chemical selectivity for two-photon microscopy through tis-
sue [55], or to realise coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering microscopy with a single
beam [56, 57]. Further, we can hypothesise ways of utilisingcontrol fields in direct
applications of imaging, photomedical therapies, and quantum computing. Part II
describes two applications relating to artificial light harvesting and cancer treatment
photodynamic therapy.
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Chapter 3
Experimental setup

This chapter introduces briefly the experimental tools usedin this work. Designing
and building the setup and various components within it, developing the software, and
solving numerous fundamental practicalities formed a significant part of this thesis
work. Therefore, we present an overview of these technical aspects of coherent control
laboratory work. The laser system, the detection system, and other components are
introduced. The key components — the noncollinear parametric amplifier and the
femtosecond pulse shaper — are described in more detail. This experimental part will
hopefully prove useful to experimental scientists aiming to perform similar work. To
appreciate the following chapters, this technical chapteris not an essential read, and
those who are more interested in the other aspects of the workmay wish to skip these
experimental details.

29
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30 Chapter 3. Experimental setup

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the pump-probe setup.

3.1 Transient absorption setup

Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy is the core experiment of this thesis.1 It
was the tool that provided both the molecular feedback in thecoherent control exper-
iments as well as the spectrally and temporally resolved data used to characterise the
dynamics of the molecular systems under study.

A schematic of the setup in Figure 3.1 shows the main components of the tran-
sient absorption setup. The laser system provides the fundamental femtosecond laser
pulses. The wavelength of the pump beam is tuned with a noncollinear optical para-
metric amplifier (NOPA) to the wavelength of a specific molecular absorption, which
in this work belongs to a transition between two electronic states. A synchronised
chopper blocks every other pulse to provide theION andIOFF (see Section 2.2) for
the∆-absorption measurement. The laser output, the output of the NOPA, or a white-
light continuum (WLC), can all be used as the probe beam, depending on the spectral
region of interest and the required time resolution. For coherent-control experiments
the pump beam is coupled into the pulse shaper in path a, whichin traditional pump-

1The pump-probe and coherent control experiments were complemented by other techniques like steady-
state absorption and fluorescence spectroscopies. These are well known standard techniques, and are used
here only for coarse characterisation before experiments, or as check-up techniques for sample degradation,
and therefore are not described here in detail.
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probe measurements is bypassed via path b. An optical delay line is used to vary the
time delay between the pump and the probe pulses. The pump andthe probe pulses
are focused and overlapped at the sample that is usually keptin a rotating cell or a
flow cuvette. After the sample, the pump beam is blocked and the probe coupled into
a house-build diode array detector via a spectrograph.

3.2 Laser system

The laser (CPA-2001; Clark-MXR Inc.) is actually three different lasers in a single
box, and the creation of the fundamental laser beam proceedsin three consecutive
steps. First, a seed beam is generated in the first floor of the laser housing by frequency
doubling the output of a mode-locked diode-pumped erbium-doped fibre laser, lasing
at 1548 nm. The resulting 774 nm pulses at∼34 MHz repetition rate having a spectral
bandwidth of∼5 nm and a pulse energy of∼40 pJ are coupled into the second floor
to be amplified. In the second floor, a grating pulse stretcherstretches the so-called
injection pulses in time from∼200 fs to few ps by introducing linear chirp, and then
passes the pulses to a chirped-pulse amplifier (CPA).

In the second step, pulses at 532 nm with a pulse duration of∼300 ns are created
in a Q-switched, mercury arc-lamp pumped, and frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser
providing approximately 7.1 W of average power at a repetition rate of 1004 Hz.

In the third, and the final step the Ti:Sapphire crystal of theCPA is pumped with
the high-power Nd:YAG beam in the cavity of the CPA. This is synchronised with a
Pockel’s cell pulse picker that picks one pulse every millisecond from the 34-MHz
pulse train of the injection laser for amplification. After some 20 cavity round trips
the initial injection pulse is amplified∼ 20 × 106 times in energy to∼870µJ/pulse.
Output of the CPA is then coupled out with another Pockel’s cell to a pulse compressor
that removes the introduced extra chirp. Finally, the amplified pulses are coupled out
from the box. All this is orchestrated by the control electronics and synchronised to
the frequency of the mode-locked fibre laser.

Owing largely to the temperature controlled, nitrogen purged, all-in-one-box ar-
rangement, the output characteristics of the laser system are usually stable and remain
constant from day to day. The spectral width of the CPA outputis∼4.5 nm supporting
approximately 200 fs pulse lengths. Standard deviation of the pulse energy is∼0.6%,
an important number for optimal control experiments that after the laser use nonlinear
optical processes in creating the driving pump pulses as well as the probe pulses (see
Appendix A).

3.3 Noncollinear optical parametric amplifier

For the purposes of this work, the characteristics of the fundamental laser pulses are
insufficient. The need for improvement is twofold: in order to study different samples
we need the capability to tune the wavelength of the excitation pulse to match the
desired electronic resonances of the different molecular species under study. Secondly,
the spectral bandwidth supports only∼200 fs pulses, which is not short enough for
the experiments. Short pulses are required because the processes we characterise and
control occur on molecular timescales and we seek better time resolution and more
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bandwidth to accurately resolve dynamical features of the molecules, as well as to
allow for several pathways in controlling the molecules. Therefore, we make use of
the noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPATM ; Clark-MXR Inc.) [58–60].

In order to provide spectrally broad and tunable output pulses the NOPATM utilises
three different nonlinear optical processes: white-lightcontinuum (WLC) generation,
second-harmonic generation (SHG) (i.e. frequency doubling), and optical paramet-
ric amplification (OPA). These processes are introduced in Appendix A. Inside the
NOPATM box, 4% of the 250µJ/pulse input is focused into a sapphire plate to gener-
ate WLC that is used as the seed beam in the first OPA step. The bulk of the initial
input energy is frequency doubled in a thinβ-barium borate (BBO) crystal to create a
∼80-µJ/pulse pump beam at 387 nm. The seed beam and 20% of the pump beam are
overlapped in a 1-mm BBO crystal in space and time. The first OPA process produces
spectrally broad signal pulses at a chosen centre wavelength. To increase the output
yield these pulses are amplified further in a consecutive OPAbooster stage using the
signal from the first stage as a seed and the main part of the SHGbeam as a pump.

The characteristics of the NOPATM output vary with the chosen output wavelength
and are always a subtle balance between output energy, widthof the spectrum, beam
profile, spacial frequency distribution, and pulse-to-pulse stability. As is shown in
Figures 3.2, 3.5, and 3.4, optimising according to the requirements of different ex-
periments normally gives an output with 7–25µJ/pulse energy, near-Gaussian beam
profile, and a 20–50 nm spectral width. According to the uncertainty principle, for
Fourier-transform limited pulses the minimum spectral width with a pulse duration of
∆t is

∆ν∆t = 0.441. (3.1)

If we assume a Gaussian shape for the spectral distribution,the shortest pulse sup-
ported by a pulse spectrum having a width of∆λ in nm, can be calculated from

∆t =
0.441λ2

c∆λ
, (3.2)

whereλ is the centre wavelength, andc the speed of light. Hence, a NOPATM spectrum
can theoretically support sub-10-fs pulses. In practice, pulse lengths are normally in
18–30 fs range, giving a time-bandwidth product of∼0.5.

3.4 Delay line

To vary the time difference between pump and probe pulses an optical delay line is
introduced to the probe arm of the setup. In fact, the setup makes use of two different
delay lines in order to have a long time range and a good time accuracy. The shorter
delay line (M-UTM150CC.1; Newport B.V.) has a 15 cm scanningrange and a mini-
mum step size of 0.1µm, whereas the longer one (M-IMS600CC; Newport B.V.) has
a 60 cm range and a minimum step size of 1µm. The latter is used in a double-pass
configuration enabling scans up to∼7 ns at the same time with an accuracy of 0.668 fs
(= 0.1µm).
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Figure 3.2: The CPA (red) and a typical NOPATM (black) output spectra. Spectra are over-
lapped using two x-axes.

3.5 Sample

To avert any accumulation to long lived states and/or unwanted photochemistry, the
samples needed to be moved during the experiments. Hence, the molecules were
dissolved in appropriate solvents and placed in the rotating sample cell or a flow cu-
vette. The rotating cell holder was designed and built in house. The design used an
air bearing, which provided an extremely stable rotation and ensured that the sam-
ple remained at the room temperature during the measurements. The cuvette rotating
in the cell holder is a sandwich arrangement, comprising of afront window, spacer,
and a back window. The front window is a thin microscope frontglass to minimise
the dispersion effects to the pump and probe beams. The back window is a 1 mm
glass (BK7) window with a hole in the middle for injecting theliquid sample into the
sample space. A ring of viton rubber having a thickness of∼0.5 mm is used as a
spacer between the front and the back windows. During the measurements, the speed
of rotation was adjusted so that each pump pulse sees a fresh volume of sample.

The flow cell is a standard 1 mm thick quartz cuvette (QS-137-1-40; Hellma
Benelux B.V.) connected with Teflon lined tubing to a gear pump. Again, the flow
speed is adjusted to provide a fresh sample volume for each pump pulse.

3.6 Detection system

After the sample, the probe beam is coupled into the detection system consisting of a
spectrograph (Acton-SP2150i; Princeton Instruments, Inc.) and a house-built diode-
array detector (Diablo). The spectrograph has a focal length of 150 mm and can house
different interchangeable gratings. Different gratings are needed for different appli-
cations. For pump-probe experiments, we used a grating blazed at 500 nm having a
groove density of 300 grooves/mm. For the pulse shaper calibration and pulse charac-
terisation we used gratings blazed at 500 and 300 nm, having groove densities of 600
and 1500 grooves/mm, respectively. The spectrograph images the dispersed spectrum
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the pulse shaper. An unshaped TL pulse enters the shaper. The
individual frequency components are dispersed and imaged with a grating and a cylindrical
mirror at the Fourier plane, where the liquid crystal mask is placed. Afterthe mask, the colours
are recombined in a symmetric setup and a modulated pulse exits shaper.

onto the diode array.

Diablo has two arrays having 256 pixels each. The pixel widthis 50µm resulting
in a 1 nm/pixel resolution and in pump probe experiments thatuse WLC for prob-
ing. The sensitivity of the diode array provides a detectionrange from∼200 nm to
1100 nm. The electronic design allows for 1 kHz read out bandwidth, which makes it
possible to have shot-to-shot statistics for individual pixels. This feature has a prac-
tical importance in day-to-day optimisation of the signal-to-noise ratio. The feature
was also utilised in the evolutionary algorithm study presented in Chapter 4. The shot-
to-shot signal statistics provided information on the experimental noise that was used
to model the experiment accurately in the simulations.

3.7 Femtosecond pulse shaper

The pulse shaper comprises of a dual-stack spatial light modulator (SLM-1280-VN-R;
Cambridge Research & Instrumentation, Inc.), two 1800-grooves/mm gratings, fold-
ing mirrors, and cylindrical mirrors withf = 500 mm in a symmetric lay out shown in
Figure 3.3.

The SLM placed in the Fourier plane has two liquid crystal masks with 640 100µm
wide pixels each. This leads to a theoretical resolution of 0.11 nm/pixel. The response
time of the crystals is∼35 ms, and in the experiment a new phase pattern can be
loaded every∼50 ms. The gap between the pixels is only 2µm and the SLM has a
low attenuation of approximately 6%. The main losses in the shaper come from the
gratings and the throughput of the shaper is, depending on the wavelength,∼50%.

The liquid crystals in the two masks are oriented±45◦ with respect to the direction
(x̂) of the polarisation of the electric field of the input laser pulses (Ein). The emerging
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field is given by [61]

Eout = Einei
(∆φ1+∆φ2)

2

[

x̂ cos

(

i(∆φ1 − ∆φ2)

2

)

+ iŷ sin

(

i(∆φ1 − ∆φ2)

2

)]

,

(3.3)
where∆φ1,2 are the retardation of the frequency components when passing through
the first and second layer. Using a polariser plate alongx̂ after the SLM enables phase
and amplitude shaping. The transmission of a frequency component then becomes

T ∝ cos2(
∆φ1 − ∆φ2

2
). (3.4)

As we can see from equation 3.4, the difference between the two phases takes care of
the rotation in the (x,y) plane and therefore of the amplitude modulation. The total
output phase phase of a frequency component is

φ =
1

2
(∆φ1 + ∆φ2). (3.5)

Thus, the sum of the phases introduces a common phase, that isa delay. These two
degrees of freedom make it possible to achieve at one time both amplitude and phase
modulation of the spectrum of the input pulse.

3.7.1 Calibration

To realise such uncoupled phase and amplitude control over the spectral component
of the input field the SLM must be carefully calibrated. Essentially, the calibration
means finding a relation between the amount of phase retardation and the input voltage
that is controlled by the computer. Only a careful calibration can ensure that the
shaping introduces no unwanted amplitude shaping to the pump pulse. Therefore, we
developed a robust calibration method, where each SLM pixelis calibrated.

We map the 640 SLM pixels to the 256 pixels of the spectrograph(see Section 3.6)
and work on each separate color in the bandwidth of the input field by scanning the
voltage of the whole mask at the same time. The resolution on Diablo is good enough
to resolve the SLM pixels within the optical resolution of the shaper setup. In practice,
a small ‘smoothing’ is present, which however does not reduce the quality of the
calibration significantly.

In a calibration scan, one mask is fixed to the maximum voltagevalue and the
voltage of the other mask is scanned over the necessary range. The spectrograph reads
the amplitude variations in the output spectrum. After obtaining thecos2()-shaped
curve for each pixel, we extract the monotonic curve for eachspectrograph pixel by
an automated data processing, which also fits the resulting curves with a polynomial
function to get a smooth calibration curve for each pixel. The obtained polynomial
parameters are then interpolated to get the calibration curves for each SLM pixel.
The quality of the calibration is verified by observing the leakage power when the
amplitude shaping is set to zero over the whole SLM. Values less than 1% leakage at
the worst wavelength are routinely recorded.

Following the calibration routine, the phase distortions in the input beam and the
phase anomalies introduced by the shaper setup are compensated. The compensating
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36 Chapter 3. Experimental setup

Figure 3.4: Beam profiles at the sample position. Panel a: The pump beam profile. Panel b: the
probe beam profile. The ‘stripes’ in Panel a are due to a read-out error in the untriggered CCD
imaging that interferes with the 1 kHz laser frequency.

phase pattern is found by optimising SHG efficiency using a 10µm BBO crystal (see
Chapter 4 and Appendix A).

3.8 Pulse characterisation

Naturally, the pulses from the laser, NOPATM and the shaper need to be characterised.
A fibre spectrometer provides (AvaSpec-2048; Avantes B.V.)a spectrum measure-
ment at any position on the optical table. For intensity measurements a power meter
(3sigma; Laser2000 Benelux CV) with various sensors (PM10,S10, and J5-09B) are
used. Especially useful is the pyro detector (J5-09B) capable of sampling at 1 kHz
repetition rate providing statistic on the pulse energy.

The beam profile, the pump and the probe beam sizes as well as the spacial overlap
between them at the sample position are determined by coupling the beams onto a
CCD surface of a beam-profiler camera (Beam Profiler System; MS Macrosystem).
This information is used to verify that the beams are optimally overlapped, and that
the probe spot size is small with respect to the pump beam spotsize, and thus sees a
uniform pump intensity. Further, the pump beam profile allows accurate calculations
of pump photon fluxes. An example of the pump and the probe beamprofiles is shown
in Figure 3.4.

Pulse lengths are measured with an autocorrelator (NOPATM-Pal; Clark-MXR,
Inc.) using a split-mirror arrangement to provide two replicas of the original pulse that
are then crossed in a BBO crystal to create the autocorrelation signal. Using a scanning
stage with a piezo motor, the autocorrelator can make a real-time measurement of the
autocorrelation function

AC(τ) =

∫

∞

−∞

I2ω(t, τ)dt =

∫

∞

−∞

Iω(t)Iω(t − τ)dt , (3.6)

whereIω is the intensity of the input field andI2ω the intensity of the SHG autocor-
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Figure 3.5: Typical autocorrelation of the NOPATM output. The measured trace (circles) is
fitted (grey line) with a Gaussian having a fwhm of 25.8 fs, which corresponds to a∼18 fs
pulse length.

relation signal. An example of a typical autocorrelation ofa 18 fs NOPA output is
shown in Figure 3.5.

The shaped pulses are characterised more thoroughly using afrequency-resolved
cross-correlation measurement (X-FROG)

F (τ) =

∫

∞

−∞

IShaped
ω (λ, t)ITL

ω (λ, t − τ)dt , (3.7)

whereIShaped
ω is the intensity of the shaped pulse, andITL

ω the intensity of the trans-
form limited gating pulse. For X-FROG measurements the sample is replaced with
a 10µm BBO crystal, and the cross correlation signal is resolved spectrally with the
detection system. Figure 3.6 shows examples of experimental and simulated X-FROG
traces.
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38 Chapter 3. Experimental setup

Figure 3.6: Examples of X-FROG traces of the shaper output. Panel a: SHG-optimised pulse.
Panel b: An example pulse train. Panel c: X-FROG simulation of the pulse train.
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Chapter 4
Evolution strategies for laser pulse
compression

This study describes first steps taken to bring evolutionaryoptimisation technology
from computer simulations to real world experimentation inphysics laboratories. The
approach taken considers a well understood laser pulse compression problem accessi-
ble both to simulation and laboratory experimentation as a test function for variants of
evolution strategies. The main focus lies on coping with theunavoidable noise present
in laboratory experimentation. Results from simulations are compared to previous
studies and to laboratory experiments.

39
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40 Chapter 4. Evolution strategies for laser pulse compression

4.1 Introduction

The use of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) is already widespread in several branches
of science and engineering, whenever a process or product design involving highly
nonlinear and complex operating conditions needs to be optimised at a pre-production
stage of modelling or planning. In some cases, however, the system to be optimised
cannot be adequately modelled or it needs to adapt to some (slowly) changing external
parameters that cannot be predicted at a design stage. In these cases, when feedback
is measured directly from the physical system, fitness evaluations will always be pol-
luted by noise. The effect of this noise on the performance ofthe EAs needs to be
minimised as much as possible. Generally speaking, one expects different EAs to re-
spond differently to noise, and even the same EA will displaya different degree of
robustness to noise depending on the values of certain initial settings. In the present
paper we report for the first time a study on the effect of real world noise on two com-
monly applied variants of EAs, namely evolution strategies(ES) using the CMA and
the DR2 selfadaptation scheme.

Taking advantage of a physical experiment of laser pulse compression through
optimisation (maximisation) of the intensity of second harmonic generation (a well
understood process and an experimental set-up where noise can be monitored and
controlled), we have run theoretical and experimental comparisons of CMA and DR2
as well as among different parameter settings of both algorithms.

Similar studies based on simulations of pulse shaping experiments have been per-
formed in [62, 63]. However, in contrast to the work presented here, the earlier sim-
ulations did not consider noise. Comparing results can reveal in how far algorithm
performance changes due to the addition of noise. Additionally, in this study results
of simulations are verified in the laboratory by physical experimentation.

4.2 Second harmonic generation as fitness function

The goal of our optimisations is to make the pulses coming outof our laser as short as
theoretically possible. In order to do that we send the laserpulses through two devices
that, at this point, we will consider as black boxes. First, acontrol box (pulse shaper)
acts on the pulses to lengthen or shorten them depending on some optimisation param-
eters [61]. Second, a monitoring box (non-linear crystal) produces light at double the
frequency of the input pulses by a process called second harmonic generation (SHG)
[64]. As we will see in more detail later, the stronger the intensity of the SHG pulses,
the shorter the initial laser pulses will be. This allows us to use the intensity of the
SHG pulses as the fitness function for our EAs. Next we will go into a little more de-
tail about the system, the way to achieve control over the input pulses and the creation
of second harmonic light.
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4.3 Introduction to optical second harmonic generation

4.3.1 Conceptual approach

The effect of SHG of a laser beam through a crystal can be explained quite simply
once some basic terminology is introduced. Whenever a pulsedlaser is considered
one refers to its shape and duration in time domain to characterise it. Imagining a
plane being transversed by the laser pulse and recording over time the intensity of the
light going through such a plane, the resulting plot of intensity vs. time is what is
called the shape of the pulse in time domain. Now, to explain the concept of SHG,
we will start from the idea that a pulse of light can be described as a superposition
of sinusoidal functions with different frequencies and phases (Fourier description or
description in frequency domain). The number of frequencies (i.e. colours) that are
required to describe the pulse depends on its duration and onthe complexity of its
shape. The set of necessary frequencies is called the bandwidth of the pulse. The plot
of the amplitude of these sinusoidals vs. their frequency isdefined as the spectrum
of the pulse, while the dependence of the phase term inside each sinusoidal on its
associated frequency is the phase profile of the pulse. The spectrum tells us how much
weight each sinusoidal has in describing the pulse, while the phase profile has to do
with the relative delay of each frequency component with respect to a fixed reference
(usually the frequency with the highest amplitude).

For our purpose a so called SHG crystal can be regarded as a black box in which all
frequency components within the pulse spectrum are combined to give new sinusoidal
components characterised by a frequency that is the sum of the input frequencies.
When combining all these frequencies, the phase in each sinusoidal function plays a
crucial role in determining the intensity of the SHG light inoutput.

4.3.2 Mathematical approach

Defining the pulse shape in time domain asE(t) and its corresponding spectrum as
Ẽ(ω), the SHG pulse in output from the crystal is given simply by:

ESHG(t) = E2(t) (4.1)

In frequency domain, one can use the property of the Fourier transforms that relates a
simple product of two functions in one domain to the convolution integral of the two
functions separately transformed in the other domain:

ẼSHG(ω) =

+∞
∫

−∞

Ẽ(ω − ω′)Ẽ(ω′) dω′. (4.2)

If we change variableω′ = ω+ω′′

2 , we find that Equation 4.2 can be rewritten as:

ẼSHG(ω) =

+∞
∫

−∞

Ẽ

(

ω − ω′′

2

)

Ẽ

(

ω + ω′′

2

)

dω′′. (4.3)
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Equation 4.3 highlights better the fact that every frequency componentω in theẼSHG

spectrum is the result of the combination of a (infinite) number of frequency couples
ωleft = ω−ω′′

2 andωright = ω+ω′′

2 whose center is located inω.

4.4 Role of the phase

The last step to understand our experiment of SHG optimisation consists in recognis-
ing the importance of the phase of the input pulse for the intensity of the SHG pulse
in output. In our mathematical approach to SHG, the phase terms have been hidden
until now in the functionsE(ω).

In the next equations we pull the phases out.

ẼSHG(ω) =

+∞
∫

−∞

|Ẽ

(

ω − ω′′

2

)

|e
iφ

“

ω−ω′′

2

”

|Ẽ

(

ω + ω′′

2

)

|e
iφ

“

ω+ω′′

2

”

dω′′(4.4)

φ(ω) = φ0(ω) + φsh(ω) (4.5)

In Equation 4.5, now, the phase profile of the input pulse is explicitly written as the
sum of two conceptually very different terms, the natural term φ0(ω) and a computer-
controlled termφsh(ω) introduced by means of our pulse shaper. The effect of the
phase terms on the integral can be immediately understood ifwe regard the amplitude
of the integrand as the length of a vector (length dependent on ω) and the phase as
the direction of such vector (also dependent onω). The best scenario that optimises
the output of the integral is then clearly when all the vectors are pointing in the same
direction. This case translates in all the vectors having the same phase (modulus2π),
which is tantamount to having a constant phase profileφ(ω) in the input pulses. In
an ideal pulse the termφ0(ω) should be constant as all frequencies should have the
same phase when coming out of the laser. Unfortunately, in real life applications, as
the pulse travels through optical tools like amplifiers, non-linear crystals for frequency
tuning, simple lenses, beam splitters etc., it picks up a significant frequency-dependent
phase profile that severely reduces the amount of SHG light coming out of our moni-
toring black box.

4.5 Fitness and free parameters

We define the fitness parameter for our evolutionary search asthe total intensity of the
SHG light generated in the crystal. In mathematical terms this would be:

F =

+∞
∫

−∞

|ẼSHG(ω)|2dω (4.6)

This function needs to be optimised by adding an adequate phase profileφsh(ω)
with our computer-controlled pulse shaper. In both our experiments and simulations,
this additional phase functionφsh(ω) is described by 320 parameters free of vary-
ing within a [0, 2π] range. The result of optimising a fitness functionF , as defined
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above, is to make the total phase functionφ(ω) = φ0(ω) + φsh(ω) a constant (mod-
ulus2π), which, in return, yields the shortest possible pulse for the given bandwidth
(transform-limited (TL) pulse).

4.6 Properties of fitness function, search landscape, noise

In this special case it is easy to prove that, modulus2π, there is only one optimal
solution with no local solutions. This lack of false directions or secondary solutions
would seem to make the problem easy to solve. However, as we will show both with
simulations and laboratory data, the most commonly used evolutionary algorithms do
not always converge to the optimal, constant phase, solution. This behaviour is ex-
pected in the presence of noise in the fitness functionF . In the following sections we
will show a comparison between CMA and DR2 algorithms and we will try to find
their best settings to handle a (realistic) noise level. After estimating the noise level of
the fitness functionF in the laboratory, we modelled the SHG process based on Equa-
tions 4.3 and 4.6 and we introduced a random noise on top of theF function according
to Equation 4.7 and 4.8. Due to software requirements the original problem had to be
turned from a maximisation problem to a minimisation problem. Equation 4.8 also
expresses the fact thatF−1 was used as a fitness function1.

nc ∼
5

29
· U(0, 1), nv ∼

0.05

29
· U(0, 1) (4.7)

Fopt = F−1 · (1 + nc) + nv (4.8)

whereU(0, 1) denotes uniformally distributed random numbers from the interval(0, 1).

4.7 Evolution strategies

For this study two algorithms from the class of derandomisedevolution strategies
(ES) were applied. The defining feature of derandomised evolution strategies is a
deterministic adaptation mechanism that derives new step size information from old
step sizes and the magnitudes of successful mutation events.

The two variants applied here differ mainly in the distribution information that is
adapted and used for creation of new offspring individuals:The simple derandomised
adaptation (DR2) as suggested in [34] basically adapts then variances of ann-dimen-
sional Gaussian distribution while the more advanced covariance matrix adaptation
(CMA) as in [35] uses then(n + 1)/2 variances and covariances. Though the details
of the two adaptation schemes differ they are built on identical concepts. The core
idea of derandomised step size adaptation is to compare the size of actual realisations
of mutation events (|z|) to the expected value of the originally proposed distribution
(E[|z|]). Letσ denote a parameter of the mutation distribution , and letσ′ = A(σ, z, θ)
be the adapted parameter derived from the oldσ, the successful mutation eventz and
some internal parametersθ. Then a derandomised adaptation functionA (i.e. here

1For future studies we would rather choose−F , but sinceF is strictly positive usingF−1 is a feasible
approach.
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either DR2 or CMA) basically implements a deterministic method that ensures the
following conditions:

E[|z|] ≥ |z| −→ σ ≥ σ′ = A(σ, z, θ) (4.9)

E[|z|] < |z| −→ σ < σ′ = A(σ, z, θ) (4.10)

That means that whenever asuccessfulmutation is observed whose magnitude is
smaller than what would be expected from the current step size the step size will
be reduced and vice versa.

To stabilise the adaptation process both DR2 and CMA use the concept ofcumu-
lation pathwhich means that the random variablez used for adaptation is not directly
the latest single successful mutation event but a weighted sum of successful mutations
stretching over multiple generations. Thereforez needs to be updated with successful
mutation eventsm by

z′ = cm + (1 − c)z (4.11)

wherec ∈ [0, 1] is an algorithm specific constant2.
The implementations of DR2 and CMA used for this study also share the use of

weighted recombination as introduced in [35]. Although theDR2 algorithm was orig-
inally suggested as a(1, λ) strategy without recombination the adaptation scheme is
sufficiently general to allow application of weighted recombination, i.e. new individ-
uals are created by recombination

x′ = x1:µ · w (4.12)

wherex1:µ denotes the matrix of theµ best column vectors of design variables andw
is a weights vector with

wi =
log(µ + 1) − log(i)

∑

wi

, 1 ≤ i ≤ µ. (4.13)

After recombination individuals are mutated by

m ∼ N (0,Σ) (4.14)

x′′ = x′ + m (4.15)

wherem ∼ N (0,Σ) denotes samplingm from a Gaussian distribution with expecta-
tion 0 and covariance matrixΣ.

4.7.1 Handling box constraints

As already mentioned in Section 4.6, optimal solutions to the SHG problem are unique
modulus2π. This introduces a certain difficulty for derandomised evolution strategies,
since a successful mutation event might appear to be big on first sight, but reduce to
a small change modulus2π. In this situation the ES will falsely consider a too big
mutation as a successful event. To avoid this kind of situation the Gaussian mutation

2c is usually assumed to depend on problem dimensionality.
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operator was slightly extended to ensure0 ≤ xi ≤ 2π for all optimisation variables
xi.

The basic idea of a mutation is a small change to the original data, such that evolu-
tion proceeds as a series of minor changes rather than a big singular, dramatic change.
This is one of the main reasons for using Gaussian distributions as mutation opera-
tors in evolution strategies [33]. Since Gaussian distributions are at least theoretically
unbounded the usual mutation operators as defined in Equations 4.14 and 4.15 can-
not assure upper or lower bounds on the outcoming, mutated optimisation variablex.
Assume box constraints of the formlb ≤ x ≤ ub, wherelb andub denote lower and
upper bounds onx, respectively. We propose a repair method working on top of the
usual Gaussian mutation, where the following conditions should hold:

1. Whenever an infeasible Gaussian mutation event is detected, the new mutation
operator should yield a mutation that is smaller or equal to the Gaussian mu-
tation event. By doing so, we assume that the Gaussian mutation event always
classifies as a small change, and ensuring that the new mutation event is even
smaller and therefore qualifies as a mutation like small change.

2. Whenever an infeasible Gaussian mutation event is detected, the new mutation
operator should create a mutation in the same direction, i.e. if the Gaussian
mutation event increasedx then the new mutation event should also do that
and vice versa. This is different from a simple resampling approach, where
Gaussian mutations are performed repeatedly until a feasible value is generated.
Resampling biases resulting values away from the interval bounds, which is
undesirable.

To implement this we suggest to mutate Gaussian first, and whenever that yields infea-
sible values, to replace the Gaussian sampling by a uniform sampling in the interval
given by the originalx and the respective bound violated by the Gaussian mutation
event. E.g. if the Gaussian mutation violateslb the mutation samples uniformly in
the interval[lb, x]. Doing so of course assumes thatx is always feasible, but that
should not be problematic by initialising feasibly. This approach is formalised in the
following equations:

m0 ∼ N (0, 1) (4.16)

x′ =







x + s · m0 if lb ≤ x + s · m0 ≤ ub
x + U(0, 1) · (x − lb) if x + s · m0 < lb
x − U(0, 1) · (ub − x) if x + s · m0 > ub

(4.17)

m = (x′ − x) · s−1 (4.18)

whereU(0, 1) denotes sampling uniformally from[0, 1). Equation 4.18 is required
for path accumulation (Equation 4.11) during derandomisedadaptation. For CMA
and DR2 the repair mechanism simply pretends that the mutation event was originally
created by Gaussian mutation, such that search distributions can be adapted appropri-
ately.
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4.7.2 Derandomised adaptation

The derandomised adaptation approach (DR2) used in this study was first introduced
in [34]. For ann-dimensional optimisation problem it usesn + 1 strategy or step
size parameters, where one (σ0) defines the global width of the Gaussian search dis-
tribution and the remaining ones (σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n) define the variances ofn indepen-
dent Gaussian distributions used to mutate the correspondingn optimisation variables.
Equation 4.19 shows the working principal of the adaptationscheme using the accu-
mulated pathz as defined in Equation 4.11.

σ′

0 = σ0 ·exp

(

c1

(

|z|

c2
− E[|z|]

))

, σ′

i = σi ·exp

(

c3

(

|zi|

c4
− E[|zi|]

))

(4.19)

whereE[|z|] andE[|zi|] denote approximations to the expected value of the length
of thez vector and the absolute value of its components, respectively, andc1,...,4 are
normalisation constants. For further details sees [34, 65]3.

4.7.3 Covariance matrix adaptation

The following equations give a bird’s eye view of the main aspects of the covariance
matrix adaptation (CMA) scheme. Further details, especially on the vastly simplified
setting of the various normalisation constants, can be found in [35]. ConsiderΣ the
covariance matrix to be adapted andB the corresponding matrix of eigenvectors and
D the corresponding eigenvalues, and letN (µ,Σ) denote a Gaussian random variable
with expectationµ and covariance matrixΣ. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues are
used for rotation and scaling such that a vector of independently N (0, 1) distributed
Gaussian random variables can be turned into a vector ofN (0,Σ) distributed Gaussian
random variables and vice versa. Assume further thatm0,1 is the vector ofN (0, 1)
distributed Gaussian random variables that happened to be asuccessful mutation4.

CMA first of all adapts a global scalar step sizeσ0 that determines the overall
width of the next search distribution. To do so CMA compares the length of the
accumulated successful mutation information vector to itsexpected valueE[|z′σ0

|].

z′σ0
= c1zσ0

+ c2Bm0,1, σ′

0 = σ0 exp

(

c3

(

|z′σ0
|

E[|z′σ0
|]
− 1

))

(4.20)

The actual covariance matrix is adapted after accumulationby adding a rank one mat-
rix yield from multiplying the accumulated path information by itself.

p′Σ = c4pΣ + c5BDm0,1, Σ′ = c6Σ + c7p
′

Σp′TΣ (4.21)

4.8 Second harmonic generation: Simulations

The simulation study considers the following parameters ofthe optimisation algo-
rithms:

3In [34] the adaptation of the local step sizeσi in Equation 4.19 has a slightly different form, yet in our
experience both versions perform equally well.

4In accordance with Equations 4.14 and 4.15m = BDm0,1 holds true.
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Adaptation Mechanism
The core method implementing self adaptiveness of the evolution strategy.

Number of Parents
Theµ parameter in a(µ, λ) evolution strategy

Number of Offspring
Theλ parameter in a(µ, λ) evolution strategy

Initial Step size
The magnitudeσ0 of the initial step sizes, i.e. width of the search distribution.

These parameters are probably the most frequently used parameters to tune evolution
strategies. Although by now there are useful suggestions available for automatically
setting population sizes [35] these heuristics are not necessarily applicable for noisy
functions. It has been observed before [66] that populationsizes are highly influential
for noisy fitness functions. From early on the numbers of parents and offspring have
not been considered as independent parameters (see e.g. [33]), it has rather been
assumed that the ratio ofµ andλ is a key parameter. Therefore, in this simulation
study, combinations of a number of parentsµ and the parent to offspring numbers
ratio µ/λ were tested rather than combinations ofµ andλ directly. The following
parameter values were combined for the simulation study:

µ ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20},
µ

λ
∈

{

1

2
,
1

4
,

1

10

}

, σ0 ∈ {0.2, 0.1, 0.01}

Table 4.1 summarises some of the results achieved with simulation runs. First of
all the table contains the best parameter sets detected. As quality measure the median
of the best fitness value recorded in 15 repetitions of the same optimisation run was
used. Table 4.1 also shows the mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation
of the 15 best fitness values associated with each parameter set. Additionally some
of the worse results are listed for reference. Due to limitedspace not all results can
be given. It is obvious from the table that with the exceptionof the last row there
are no trials listed using the smallest initial step size ofσ0 = 0.01. It turned out
that almost all optimisations using this small step size achieved only very bad results.
This can be seen in Table 4.2, where performance metrics wereaggregated over all
results with identical initial step size. The aggregation averages over very differently
performing strategies, as can be seen from the respective minimum, maximum, and
standard deviation columns. Still there seems to be a dramatic difference in the mean
and median values forσ0 ∈ {0.1, 0.2} on the one hand andσ0 = 0.01 on the other
hand.

Coming back to the results of Table 4.1 significant differences between the SHG
problem with and without added noise can be seen. While in [63]the (1,10)-ES us-
ing DR2 adaptation outperformed a (1,10)-ES using CMA adaptation, which itself
outperformed an (8,17)-ES using CMA, the addition of noise clearly discards the
(1,10)-strategies, which finished with ranks 35-38. Interestingly though, within the
set of (1,10)-strategies DR2 still performs better than CMA, so one might conclude
that DR2 manages the basic characteristics of the SHG problem more successful than
CMA, without noise changing this big picture for a (1,10)-ES.
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From Table 4.1, no clear answer to the question of which adaptation scheme to
prefer can be deduced. Although the table contains more wellperforming results
based on CMA than on DR2, the second best performing strategyuses DR2. The
fact that there are more rows filled with CMA results than withDR2 results basically
means that CMA is less sensitive to its parameter settings, i.e. it is less critical to
determine good population sizes for CMA than it is for DR2. Ingeneral, a certain
improved reliability turns out to be an advantage of CMA thatis also visible in the
standard deviation column of Table 4.1. Apart from less sensitive parameter settings
CMA’s higher reliablity can also be seen in smaller varianceof optimisation results.
With the exception of the (10,40)-ES using DR2 all CMA results have considerably
less spread than their DR2 counterparts.

4.9 Second harmonic generation: Laboratory

One of the main motivations for this study apart from studying the influence of lab-
oratory noise on optimisation performance was to assess thetransfer of knowledge
gained from simulated optimisation runs to real world laboratory experimentation.
This is largely because laboratory time is considerably more expensive and restricted
than computation time. A single optimisation run in the laboratory takes up to 30
minutes, neglecting considerable time to set up the experiment correctly. Due to lim-
ited laboratory infrastructure optimisation runs cannot be parallelised which is most
easily done with simulations. So in the light of limited experimentation time available
for this study we decided to trade widespread parameter testing for statistical signif-
icance, and ran multiple repetitions of a limited number of paremeter settings in the
laboratory. In order to not bias results by selecting only the best parameter settings
for both CMA and DR2, the best, a mediocre, and a rather bad setting as found in the
simulations were tested. In Table 4.1 these settings are marked with a⋆.

Table 4.3 summarises the results achieved in the laboratorytogether with the re-
spective simulation experiments. For technical reasons the numerical values for sim-
ulations and experiments in the table do not match exactly. To extract more mean-
ingful information on the link between simulations and experiments, we separately
normalised both type of results to their best value. Comparing these ratios in the last
two columns of Table 4.3 we can see how the results of simulations and experiments
are strikingly similar.

In contrast to the simulation results, though, CMA yields better results than DR2,
except when used with the much too small step size ofσ0 = 0.01. The issue of too
small initial step size is likely to be more problematic in the laboratory than it was
for simulations, since there are potentially additional sources of noise acting on the
inputs that were not covered during simulations. Too small initial step sizes may easily
lead to variable changes on the same scale as the noise, whichmakes optimisation
practically impossible.

4.10 Conclusions and outlook

In this study we compared two different adaptation schemes of evolution strategies,
namely DR2 and CMA, together with variations of their parameter settings in a proto-
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type laboratory situation. We found significant differences between simulations with
and without added noise. Nonetheless, the results from the noisy simulations trans-
ferred nicely to the laboratory, as verified by a number of experiments. Although
both variants of the evolution strategy in principle produced good results both in sim-
ulations and in the laboratory, CMA turned out to be the more reliable algorithm.
Since reliability is of fundamental importance in the laboratory, CMA is considered
the method of choice for future experimentation.

The results of this study suggest that Second Harmonic Generation can be used as
a prototype application for online control of laboratory experiments by evolutionary
algorithms. The obvious next steps are improvement of algorithm performance for
the targeted noisy fitness functions on the one hand, using SHG as a primary test
function. On the other hand, more challenging applicationscan be addressed with
the knowledge gained by the SHG experiments. Especially laboratory optimisation
experiments for which today no feasible computer simulations are available, may be
tackled using the methods and insights available from continuing improvement of the
algorithms.
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Table 4.1: Performance of different parameter settings after 5000 evaluations showing median (Median), mean (Mean), minimum (Min), maximum (Max),
and standard deviation (Std) of the best fitness values of 15 repeated optimisation runs. TheRk column indicates the position of the row if ordered by the
respective value. Rows marked with⋆ were tested in the laboratory.

Alg µ λ σ0 Median Rk Min Rk Max Rk Mean Rk Std Rk
⋆ CMA 20 40 0.10 2.471 1 2.207 2 3.117 2 2.525 1 0.229 4
⋆ DR2 20 80 0.20 2.703 2 2.073 1 3.932 9 2.834 3 0.532 13

CMA 20 40 0.20 2.716 3 2.441 4 3.114 1 2.747 2 0.210 3
CMA 10 40 0.10 2.876 4 2.515 6 3.928 8 3.024 5 0.462 11
CMA 10 20 0.10 2.937 5 2.453 5 3.291 3 2.981 4 0.237 5
DR2 10 100 0.20 2.938 6 2.432 3 6.258 22 3.248 8 0.988 27
CMA 10 20 0.20 3.018 7 2.635 7 3.759 7 3.047 6 0.355 8
DR2 10 40 0.20 3.125 8 2.740 8 3.613 4 3.192 7 0.271 7
CMA 20 80 0.10 3.336 9 2.989 13 3.739 6 3.317 9 0.188 1
CMA 5 20 0.10 3.340 10 2.797 9 5.156 15 3.543 11 0.588 15
CMA 10 40 0.20 3.415 11 3.165 17 3.719 5 3.446 10 0.193 2
DR2 20 40 0.20 3.607 12 3.093 15 6.656 23 4.014 16 1.130 30

⋆ DR2 5 50 0.10 4.043 18 2.963 12 5.537 16 3.969 15 0.733 21
⋆ CMA 5 10 0.10 4.256 21 3.835 24 4.970 12 4.275 20 0.266 6
⋆ DR2 20 40 0.10 7.256 32 5.025 30 12.497 31 7.477 32 2.010 42

DR2 1 10 0.20 9.886 35 7.269 35 12.513 32 9.993 35 1.669 40
DR2 1 10 0.10 10.308 36 7.254 34 13.978 35 10.168 36 1.974 41
CMA 1 10 0.10 11.282 37 8.758 39 16.961 38 12.198 37 2.336 44
CMA 1 10 0.20 13.553 38 9.254 40 15.974 37 13.032 38 2.195 43

⋆ CMA 20 40 0.01 16.967 42 14.955 45 18.409 40 16.747 40 1.030 28
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Table 4.2: Performance of initial step size values (σ0) (Column headings as in Table 4.1).

σ0 Median Rank Min Rank Max Rk Mean Rank Std Rank
0.10 5.16 1 2.21 2 74.46 2 15.08 2 20.67 3
0.20 5.52 2 2.07 1 72.40 1 14.75 1 20.13 1
0.01 26.97 3 13.15 3 83.11 3 35.84 3 20.28 2

Table 4.3: Performance of different parameter settings in laboratory experimentation. L̄. de-
note average performance of laboratory experiments,S̄. denotes average performance of simu-
lation experiments.{S̄, L̄}⋆ denote the best average performance achieved with the respective
adaptation scheme.

Alg µ λ σ0 L̄ S̄ L̄/L̄⋆ S̄/S̄⋆

CMA 20 40 0.1 70.42 2.47 1.00 1.00
CMA 5 10 0.1 142.86 4.26 2.03 1.72
CMA 20 40 0.01 500.00 16.97 7.10 6.87

DR2 20 80 0.2 156.25 2.70 1.00 1.00
DR2 5 50 0.1 222.22 4.04 1.42 1.50
DR2 20 40 0.1 250.00 7.26 1.60 2.68
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Chapter 5
Retracing pathways of evolutionary
algorithms

We have developed an experimental technique to expand upon optimisations using
stochastic search methods. The technique is based on retracing the search path taken
by a learning algorithm in a closed-loop optimisation experiment. In a study on the
control of the energy-transfer process in an artificial light-harvesting complex, we use
repeated measurements to disentangle two control mechanisms responsible for the
learning curve. In another example, we use repeated measurements to compare fitness
landscapes between variant systems. A solvent dependency of the fluorescence yield
optimisation result in a model dye, Coumarin 6, reveals a linear trend in the control
amplitude while preserving the general features of the learning curve. In addition, the
repeatability of closed-loop optimisations is discussed.
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54 Chapter 5. Retracing pathways of evolutionary algorithms

5.1 Introduction

Traditionally, the process of physical learning by experimental research proceeds with
controlled experiments in which a problem of interest is studied as a function of one
or more relevant experimental variables. The analysis of the experimental results then
provides further understanding of the system by providing insights into the specific
roles of these variables. One famous example of this approach is provided by Galileo.
In his book ‘Two new sciences’ he demonstrates by a series of experiments how the
distance travelled by a falling object is proportional to the square of the time [67]. This
approach has led to a wealth of accumulated knowledge. However, as the systems
grow in complexity, it becomes increasingly difficult to control all factors in an exper-
iment, simply because the experimenter may not account for all factors. To establish
causation the experimenter needs to have a control group where only one variable —
the variable of interest — is changed, and all other variables are held constant. The
difficulty lies in how to control all other variables when there could potentially be an
infinite number of variables.

Le Chatelier’s principle can be used to further exemplify the issue of controlled
variables. The principle states that ”If a chemical system at equilibrium experiences a
change in concentration, temperature, volume, or total pressure, then the equilibrium
shifts to counteract the imposed change”, and can be used in chemistry to predict the
effect of a change in conditions on a chemical equilibrium; i.e. as a tool to explain
and predict ‘passive’ control of the outcomes of reversiblereactions. It has been suc-
cessfully applied for instance in chemical industry to optimise product yields. How-
ever, couplings between variables, extra factors or additional changes in the conditions
will cause such predictions to fail. One example of a complexsystem and failure to
model it wrongfully assuming a set of controllable variables is shown in Figure 5.1.
Modelling macroeconomical systems that have interdependent variables and in which
organisations change, unexplored opportunities arise, and new choices are made, by
using such models is not straightforward [68] and can ultimately lead to serious mis-
judgements. In general, applying simple principles like the one of Le Chatelier or
using overly simplified models like the one in Figure 5.1 for systems that cannot be
described by a set of independently controllable variablesare doomed to provide an
unrealistic picture of the system.

These days, such complex problems with large number of variables and unknown
factors are encountered also frequently in natural sciences. Examples of such prob-
lems are numerous, including scientific, engineering and problems of commercial na-
ture concerning product design and optimisation of industrial product lines, optical
applications, acoustic problems, etc. etc [69–73]. In general, the realisation that a sys-
tematic variation of all parameters in a many-parameter physical system is not feasible
has strongly motivated the use of alternative ways to aid in addressing these problems.
Making approximations and conducting experiments with simplified model systems
that mimick the physics of the real systems are common scientific methods to tackle
this problem of complexity. Another approach to such multiparameter problems is
to use stochastic search methods like evolutionary algorithms that allow for a large
number of variables in finding the right combination to a given problem.
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Figure 5.1: Moniac, a peculiar contraption that most resembles the work of a deranged plumber.
Yellow tubes connect together a number of tanks and cisterns, around which coloured water can
be pumped. Sluices and valves govern the flow of liquid and makeshift meters record the water-
levels. The plumber responsible for this device was William Phillips. His machine, first built in
1949, is meant to demonstrate the circular flow of income in an economy. It shows how income
is siphoned off by taxes, savings and imports, and how demand is re-injected via exports, public
spending and investment. It is perhaps the most ingenious and best-loved of economists’ big
models. The figure shows a cartoonist’s interpretation that appeared in Punch magazine 15
April 1953.

The problem under study

In this chapter we discuss the implications of using evolutionary algorithms in the
field of laser control. Coherent control using laser light aims to steer physicochemi-
cal processes of atomic and molecular systems on the microscopic level [74]. For a
limited number of simple systems, a driving field that takes the system from its ini-
tial state to the desired target state can be found by means ofoptimal control theory.
However, in polyatomic systems insufficient explicit knowledge of the system Hamil-
tonian prohibits calculation of the optimal control field. To resolve this problem, a
practical approach incorporating adaptive pulse shaping in a closed loop guided by
a learning algorithm was developed [8]. This learning-loopcontrol technique lets a
physical quantum system solve its own Schrödinger equation in real time in labora-
tory, thus evading the problem of inaccuracies ina priori calculations due to inevitable
approximations. Today, optimal control using adaptive learning-loop technique is well
established and the number of systems brought under controlis impressive and rapidly
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increasing [75, 76].

Performing such black-box experiments, however, comes with certain drawbacks.
First, realising control by closed-loop optimisations provides but little knowledge
about the instigating mechanisms behind the control. Therefore, it is possible to reach
the control objective without actually learning anything new about the system [10].
It can be argued that a successful optimisation is only completed by solving of the
corresponding problem of inversion. Thus, to resolve the necessary and/or essential
control knobs and their settings, more often than not extra measurements are needed
as discussed in Section 2.5. The second drawback relates to the reproducibility of
the experiments. One key characteristic of the learning algorithms used in the closed-
loop optimisations is that, unlike traditional search algorithms relying on derivative
methods, they are indeterministic. In principle, this makes it impossible to ‘repeat’ an
optimisation since there is no guarantee that the algorithmwill follow the same path
on the multidimensional fitness landscape. This disagrees strongly with one of the
basic methodological principles of experimental science:the measurements must be
reproducible.

In this chapter we propose a simple idea on how to expand upon closed-loop ex-
periments by retracing the pathways taken by the algorithm in a repeated measure-
ment. First, we demonstrate how the aforementioned drawback of reproducibility can
be avoided and the repeatability of results can be verified. Secondly, we show how
the found control results can be further utilised. A closed-loop optimisation actually
provides us a limited map of the fitness landscape. Reusing the obtained optimisation
results by retracing the pathway in a series of measurementsusing a set of controlled
variables can provide insights to the importance and the influence of a particular vari-
ables to the control. Hence, the repeated measurements can actually be used to bring
optimal control results from the learning-loop approach back to the realm of Galilean
hard science. The technique is demonstrated by two case studies: The control of en-
ergy flow in an artificial light-harvesting complex, and control of emission yield of
Coumarin 6. However, we emphasise that this technique is general and can be applied
to the result of any optimisation involving a stochastic search.

5.2 Experimental

The experiments make use of a pump-probe setup with a tailored pump pulse and
an unmodulated probe pulse as described in Chapter 3. In the energy-flow study,
the pump spectrum was tuned to the first optically allowed transition (S0 → S2, Fig-
ure 5.2) of the carotenoid moiety of the artificial light-harvesting complex. In the
solvation study the pump spectrum was located at the red sideof the linear absorp-
tion band of Coumarin 6 dye overlapping with the emission band of the dye. In these
studies only phase shaping was used.

The experiments begin by recording a successful learning curve in a learning-loop
optimisation experiment using an evolutionary search algorithm. During the optimi-
sations, the best pulse shape out of each generation is savedallowing us to remeasure
the obtained learning curve, which is then subsequently compared to the original.
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Figure 5.2: Structure (a) and the simplified energy-level diagram (b) of the artificiallight-
harvesting dyad.

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Energy transfer yield

The first sample is an artificial light-harvesting complex that closely mimics the early-
time photophysics of the LH2 complex [77, 78]. The artificiallight-harvesting com-
plex consists of a single donor (carotenoid) and single acceptor (porphyrin) moiety
[77] (see Figure 5.2a), thus reducing the structural complexity significantly compared
to LH2 [79]. In the original optimal control experiments thetarget objective was to
manipulate the branching ratio between the functional energy transfer (ET) channel
and the internal conversion (IC) loss channel. The signals belonging to ET and IC are
resolved from the transient spectrum measured at 8 ps time delay and used as feedback
for the optimisation (see Figure 5.2b, and for more details Chapter 6).

Figure 5.3 shows the learning curve from the original optimisation (filled circles)
having a total increase of the IC/ET ratio of some 20%: an initial jump of∼10% and a
gradual learning part providing further 10% improvement. The repeated measurement
recorded two days later (open squares) shows a good match with the obtained result
thus verifying the repeatability of the obtained result.

The learning curve presented here is one of many closed-loopoptimisations on
the ratio IC/ET, all sharing two characteristic features. As in Figure 5.3, we invariably
observed an initial ‘jump’ after which, if the optimisationwas successful, a gradual
rise to a further enhancement of some degree. To better understand these common
characteristics of the obtained learning curves we now proceed with simulations and
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Figure 5.3: Original optimisation and the repeated experiments of the IC/ET ratio in artificial
light harvesting complex. Original (filled circles) repeated same power (open squares), and
repeated with half of the laser fluence (filled triangles). The grey lines show the fit for the
repeated measurements with full and half power, normalised to the first generation

repeated measurements.
The optimal control experiments were done using laser fluences that partially satu-

rate the carotenoid S0 → S2 transition when using a short unshaped pulse. Therefore,
we wanted to simulate if this saturation plays a role in the measured IC and ET sig-
nals and/or in the control results. In general, using a pulseshape that is stretched in
time will give the photons in the trailing end of the pulse a probability to re-excite
molecules that have had time to relax back to the ground state(see Figure 5.2). In the
case of signal saturation, the number of excitation processes can this way be increased
leading to an increase in the measured time-integrated signal compared to the short
pulse. Since the pulse analysis of the optimisations revealed a pulse-train structure we
simulated the magnitude of the IC and ET signals using a pulsetrain with 7 subpulses
together with the experimental saturation curves of IC and ET (Figure 5.4, inset).
Note, that the same transition (carotenoid S0 → S2) is responsible for the saturation
of both signals and an increase in the time-integrated signal of IC would be matched
with an increase of ET. Nevertheless, Figure 5.4 shows that,the ratio IC/ET increases
as a function of the subpulse spacing. At the intensity wherethe original optimisation
was made, the jump is approximately 10% for a total pulse timespan (= subpulse
spacing× number of pulses) of few picoseconds, which is an average time stretch for
a random pulse with the used experimental parameters. The increase originates from
the difference between the lifetimes of the two signals. In summary, assuming partial
saturation, and compared to the TL pulse, the pulse stretch essentially causes a time
shift for the ‘free’ evolution of the signals: the long-lived ET is invariable to this time
shift at 8 ps, whereas IC shows an increase.

To verify that a trivial mechanism that avoids the partial saturation by stretch-
ing the pulse in time is behind the observed jump in the learning curves and, more
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Figure 5.4: Simulated IC/ET ratio taking saturation into account. Ratio IC/ET as a function
of pulse separation with increasing pulse pulse energies: 50, 100, 250,500, 1000, and 2000
nJ/Pulse (asterisk, square, delta, triangle, circle, and diamond, respectively). Inset: Experi-
mental saturation curves for IC (circle) and ET (square) together with the exponential fit (grey
lines).

importantly, is not the cause of the subsequent gradual growth of the IC/ET ratio, we
conducted repeated measurements. The recorded pulse shapes from the IC/ET optimi-
sation were tested with the full fluence (Figure 5.3, open squares) used in the original
optimisation as well as only half the fluence (Figure 5.3, filled triangles). Data from
the repeated measurements was fitted with a simple exponential function, showing
how the same curve fits both measurements, when normalising to the first generation
(Figure 5.3, grey lines). This shows how the jump and the ‘learning’ part have different
fluence dependencies: the initial jump decreases to approximately half of its ampli-
tude whereas the learning part amplitude remains the same (∼10%). We conclude that
the initial jump observed in the optimisations is due to a trivial and incoherent control
mechanism that merely avoids saturation, and that the learning originates from an ac-
tive control mechanism over the branching of the energy flow in the dyad which can
be separated from the trivial control mechanism.

In summary, using the energy transfer example we demonstrated how the retrac-
ing technique can be used to overcome the drawback related tothe reproducibility of
experiments. By repeating the recorded pulse shapes this ambiguity is avoided and
results can be directly compared. To verify the repeatability and robustness of opti-
mal control results, we further showed how it is possible to disentangle two different
mechanisms underlying the fitness curve by monitoring how the shape of the lear-
ning curve reacts to the varying pulse intensity. This elucidates the power of repeated
measurements as a complementary technique to learning-loop experiments.
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Figure 5.5: Normalised emission yield curves for Coumarin 6 with different solvents hexane
(triangles), octane (squares), and decane (circles). The dashed line in all six curves is the same
polynomial function only scaled in amplitude.

5.3.2 Emission yield

In the second example, we demonstrate how repeated measurements can be used to
explore fitness landscapes. We study the effect of the solvent on a control experiment
by repeating a learning curve obtained by closed-loop optimisations on Coumarin 6
fluorescence yield and varying the solvent. The original optimisation was made in
cyclohexane where the feedback signal was stimulated emission probed by a white-
light pulse at 1 ns delay. In the repeated measurements we used a range of linear
alkanes (hexane, octane and decane) as solvents.

To reduce the experimental time, the remeasured fitness curves were undersampled
by only using the pulse shape from every 8th generation. Multiple runs at varying laser
intensities were performed to check the power dependence ofthe optimisation result.
The fitness curves for the repeated optimisations in the different solvents were nor-
malised to the fitness of the transform-limited pulse, allowing for direct comparison.
The resulting curves were fit with a polynomial function thatmaps out the ridges and
valleys in the traversed fitness landscape. Remarkably, thesame polynomial shape
fits all curves; only a scaling factor is adjusted. Hence, we conclude that the fitness
landscapes of the dye in the different solvents are comparable. The magnitude of
the scaling factor shows how well the system can be controlled in the corresponding
solvent. We indeed see that the ability to control the intensity of the stimulated emis-
sion strongly depends on the solvent. The enhancement of thestimulated emission
compared to excitation with the transform limited pulse varies from 40% in decane to
145% in hexane.

We stress that due to the indeterministic nature of evolutionary algorithms, this
trend could only be found with the use of repeated measurements of a single lear-
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ning curve. Further, the repeated curves indicate that the fitness landscape is the same
across all systems and that the result of the optimal pulse shape can be directly com-
pared. Although in some cases comparing the transform limited (TL) pulse to the
obtained best pulse may suffice and bring further understanding of the control [14] we
have shown that also the shape of the learning curve is significant: The saved pulse
shapes map out the path through the multidimensional searchspace and the fitness
curve depicts the value of a chosen physical parameter alongthis path. Generally,
variations in the shape of the fitness curve in the repeated experiments indicate that
the fitness landscape is different, and therefore the underlying physics have changed.
It is hence essential to retrace the shape of the learning curve, as changing a parameter
might still result in a different value between TL and the best found pulse, but perhaps
not due to the same mechanism.

5.4 Conclusions

We have presented a simple technique that complements adaptive femtosecond con-
trol experiments and can ultimately be used to utilise the obtained optimisation results
further. The power of repeated measurements is demonstrated with two examples, and
the results show how the technique allows for a direct comparison between the results
when a parameter is systematically varied. The repeated measurements allow for the
quantification of the robustness of optimisation results. Furthermore, by reapplying
recorded pulse shapes along the learning curve, it is possible to systematically eluci-
date the influence of a single parameter (laser fluence, solvent viscosity, temperature,
pressure, etc.).
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Chapter 6
Ultrafast energy transfer dynamics of
a bioinspired dyad molecule

A carotenopurpurin dyad molecule was studied by steady-state and pump-probe spec-
troscopies to resolve the excited-state deactivation dynamics of the different energy
levels as well as the connecting energy flow pathways and corresponding rate con-
stants. The data were analysed with a two-step multi-parameter global fitting proce-
dure that makes use of an evolutionary algorithm. We found that following ultrafast
excitation of the donor (carotenoid) chromophore to its S2 state, the energy flows via
two channels: energy transfer (70%) and internal conversion (30%) with time con-
stants of 54 and 110 fs, respectively. Additionally, some ofthe initial excitation is
found to populate the hot ground state, revealing another limitation to the functional
efficiency. At later times, a back transfer occurs from the purpurin to the carotenoid
triplet state in nanosecond timescales. Details of the energy flow within the dyad as
well as species associated spectra are disentangled for allexcited-state and ground-
state species for the first time. We also observe oscillations with the most pronounced
peak on the Fourier transform spectrum having a frequency of530 cm−1. The dyad
mimics the dynamics of the natural light-harvesting complex LH2 from Rhodopseu-
domonas acidophilaand is hence a good model system to be used in studies aimed
to further explain previous work in which the branching ratio between the compet-
ing pathways of energy loss and energy transfer could be manipulated by adaptive
femtosecond pulse shaping.
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Figure 6.1: Structure of LH2 pigments as compared to the dyad. Panel a: LH2. Panel b: ex-
pansion of two highlighted pigments in Panel a (the carotenoid donor in blue and the porphyrin
acceptor in red). Panel c: schematic structure of the carotenopurpurin dyad; the donor and
acceptor are chemically bridged by an amide link.

6.1 Introduction

In photosynthetic plants and algae, the early time energy transfer (ET) between two
chromophores (from carotenoid molecules to the porphyrin molecules) is the key step
in making use of the energy of the blue-green photons of sun light in photosynthesis
[80]. In a photosynthetic light-harvesting complex ofRhodopseudomonas acidophila,
a photosynthetic purple bacteria (Figure 6.1a), energy is transferred from rhodopin
glucoside carotenoids to bacteriochlorophylla molecules. In this particular system,
the efficiency of ET from the donor (carotenoid) to the acceptor (bacteriochlorophyll)
is about 56%, while the rest of the harvested energy is dissipated via the intramolec-
ular process of internal conversion (IC) [81–83]. Previously, Herek and co-workers
demonstrated that, by using adaptive femtosecond pulse shaping, it is possible to at-
tain coherent control over the branching ratio between the two competing pathways
[43]. The relative efficiencies of the two processes, the functional pathway (energy
transfer, ET) and the loss channel (internal conversion, IC), could be manipulated by
30%. The features of the potential energy surfaces, and the detailed pathways of the
energy flow in the natural light-harvesting complex LH2, arecritical factors in under-
standing the mechanisms leading to this control. However, this system is comprised
of several chromophores of both types, embedded in a large protein, and the size be-
comes a problem in describing the system by means of molecular modelling. In this
work, to better understand the mechanism of coherent control, we proposed an ex-
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Figure 6.2: Upper panel: absorption spectra of the dyad (solid line), carotenoid (dashed-dotted
line), purpurin (dashed line), and excitation spectrum of the dyad (greyline). Lower panel:
absorption spectrum of the LH2 complex fromR. acidophila.

perimental method to investigate the mechanisms behind theLH2 control study by
controlling a simpler model system, comprised of only an acceptor and a donor mole-
cule [84]. As a preparatory step to the coherent-control experiments we performed a
detailed ultrafast transient-absorption study of a caroteno-purpurin dyad model system
(Figure 6.1c), and compared the structure, spectra, and dynamics to that of LH2. We
begin with a structural description of LH2 and the dyad. The crystal structure of the
LH2 has already been determined to an atomic resolution [79]. LH2 consists of nine
subunits, arranged in a ring structure, each including three bacteriochlorophyll (Bchl)
molecules and one rhodopin glucoside carotenoid (Car) molecule, all embedded and
noncovalently bound to the surrounding protein. The Bchl molecules are arranged in
two rings that are physically and spectrally different. According to the maxima of their
Qy absorption peak, they are called the B800 and B850 BChls. Each carotenoid has
an S-like conformation and interacts with the neighbouringBchls in two protomers.
The distance from the carotenoidπ-conjugated stem to the Bchl-B800 macro cycle
is ∼3.4 Å, and∼3.6 Å to the Bchl-B850. In comparison, the dyad has only a single
carotenoid and a single purpurin, covalently linked together by an amide group (Fig-
ure 6.1c). The distance from the edge of the pi-conjugation of the carotenoid to the
edge of the pi-conjugation of the purpurin ring is∼3.7Å.

Despite these structural dissimilarities, the dyad mimicsthe major spectral fea-
tures of the LH2 complex well. The steady-state spectra of both systems consist of
overlapping carotenoid and purpurin (Bchl in LH2) bands, depicting their well-known
features (see Figure 6.2). Both LH2 and the dyad show a characteristic three-peak
structure in the region of 400–550 nm, corresponding to the carotenoid absorption.
The peak of the 0–0 vibrational band of the carotenoid S2 state in the dyad (∼520 nm)
is slightly blue shifted relative to that of LH2 (∼525 nm), and the same trend is seen
in the purpurin/Bchl Qx bands (583 nm vs. 590 nm). In LH2, the position of the Bchl
Qy band is strongly dependent on the embedding of the pigment inthe two distinct
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binding sites of the protein (800 or 850 nm). Further, excitonic coupling in the B850
ring affects the line shape of the absorption band [81]. In solution the difference is
much less: Bchl absorbs at∼770 nm, while the purpurin tetrapyrrole is at∼700 nm.
More important is that the Qx bands, which are primarily involved in the ET process
from the carotenoids (see below), are overlapping.

To probe the degree of similarity between the LH2 and the dyad, we focused on
the function of LH2 as a light-harvesting complex. Only by showing a similarity in the
internal dynamics of ET in the two molecules, can we really conclude that our model
system is a good candidate for investigating the previous results of coherent control.
Critical in this analysis are details of carotenoid photophysics, that were proposed to
play a crucial role in the control experiments in LH2 [44]. Hence, we made it our
priority to identify the spectral signatures belonging to the different species involved
in the dynamics and to understand the pathways, and their efficiencies, related to the
ET from the carotenoid to the purpurin.

In the case of LH2, the pathways and related rate constants have been previously
described in detail by many studies [81, 82, 85]. According to the generally ac-
cepted energy-flow model, about 51% of the absorbed energy inthis particular light-
harvesting complex is transferred to the accepting Bchl states (to B850 Bchls in about
190 fs, and to B800 Bchls in about 280 fs). The ET process can bedescribed to be
first-order by a F̈orster mechanism [81]. The rest of the energy is from the carotenoid
S2 state and is dissipated via intramolecular vibrational redistribution within about
120 fs down to the so-called dark S1 excited electronic state of the carotenoid. This
process is enhanced by a conical intersection between the S2 and the S1 states of the
carotenoid [86]. In the LH2 complex, about 20% of the energy is transferred from the
carotenoid S2 state to the B800 Bchls, and about 31% to the B850 Bchls. The energy
transferred to B800 will subsequently arrive to the B850 ring Bchls. In addition, a
small amount of the energy (about 5%) is transferred from theS1 state of the carote-
noids to the B800 Bchls, giving a total efficiency of about 56%for the ET from the
carotenoid to the Bhcls [82].

The biomimetic dyad molecule has been characterised previously by Macpherson
et al., by using pump-probe, fluorescence up-conversion, and time correlated single
photon counting techniques [77]. Results show that in the dyad, approximately 70%
of the energy is transferred to the purpurin moiety after excitation of the carotenoid
portion of the molecule with a 488 nm laser pulse. According to their analysis, all of
the energy is transferred from the S2 state of the carotenoid. Unfortunately, the time
resolution in these experiments was about 3 times longer than the fastest resolved rate
constant. In similar systems, it was shown that some of the energy is also transferred
from the S1 state of the carotenoid, depending on the conjugation length of the carote-
noid [87]. Since the publication of ref [77] in 2002, considerable interest in carotenoid
reaction dynamics has shifted to the presence and role of additional (dark) states (i.e.,
the hot ground state or fleeting intermediate states) [88–90]. To date, no discussion
on the involvement of the hot ground state or additional carotenoid excited states and
their role in the photophysics of the dyad has been presented, nor has any previous
study extracted the spectra belonging to the different spectral species involved in the
dyad photophysics.

In the LH2 coherent-control experiments, a possible mechanism is the activation of
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a backbone vibrational mode of the carotenoid favouring theloss channel by directing
the wave packet on the excited state toward the conical intersection between S2 and S1
states [44]. Carotenoid molecules in LH2 are embedded in theprotein by noncovalent
interactions, which may lead to augmentation of the importance of such skeletal modes
on the branching of the energy flow. This raises the question as to whether the dyad
exhibits similar low-frequency modes, and if so, what role might they play in the early
time photophysics? Further, is the efficiency of ET from the carotenoid to the purpurin
in the dyad in solution dependent on these modes? Is it possible to activate such modes
of the dyad by impulsive Raman scattering (IRS) as is the casein the LH2 complex?

In the coherent-control experiments, the feedback signal from the molecule will
be resolved by means of pump-probe spectroscopy. The resulting transient-absorption
spectra are a sum of many overlapping signals, originating from excited-state absorp-
tion, stimulated emission, and bleach signals of differentspectral species, each de-
picting unique spectral and temporal characteristics. Previously, the data analysis of
the pump-probe data was based on so-called single trace fitting [77], and no global
analysis of transient-absorption data has been reported onthis system. A thorough un-
derstanding of the interplay of different signals contributing to the transient absorption
is essential for any future studies that utilise these signals. For example, for the pur-
poses of the coherent-control experiments, it is importantto extract a reliable feedback
signal that correlates with the process(es) one aims to control. In this study, we used
a global fitting procedure to unravel the complex data by using a spectro-temporal
model [91].

The caroteno-purpurin dyad (Figure 6.1) is a model system that mimics the salient
features of the natural photosynthetic complex well, whilepreserving structural sim-
plicity. A complete/global characterisation of the photophysics of this system is de-
scribed in this article; it will be advantageous in the interpretation of the coherent-
control experiments.

6.2 Experimental procedures

The caroteno-purpurin dyad was prepared according to published procedures [77].
Steady-state absorption spectra were measured with a JascoV-530 spectrophotometer,
with the sample in a 0.5 mm rotating cuvette (built in-house)used in the pump-probe
experiments. Corrected fluorescence excitation and emission spectra were obtained
using a SPEX Fluorolog 112 and optically dilute samples (A < 0.07 in toluene).
The excitation spectrum was corrected using a correction file obtained with the parent
purpurin methyl ester by assuming that the absorption and fluorescence excitation
spectra were identical [79].

The pump-probe setup was as follows: Part of the output of an amplified Ti:sapphire
(Clark CPA-2001) laser was coupled into a non-collinear optical parametric ampli-
fier (NOPA), which produced∼10 µJ near-transform-limited pulses at 510 nm with
∼28 nm fwhm and 18 fs pulse duration; these pulses were used as the pump pulses. A
small fraction of the residual fundamental light was focused to a 2 mm sapphire win-
dow to create a white light continuum (WLC) that provided spectrally broad probe
pulses ranging from 450 to 710 nm. To avoid any anisotropy effects, the polarisation
angle between the pump and the probe pulses was set to the magic angle (54.7◦). The
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two beams were focused and overlapped at the sample position, where the fwhm of
the Gaussian intensity profile of the pump beam was 250µm. The pulse energy was
set to 100 nJ with an adjustable filter, giving∼5×1014 photons cm−2. The sample
cuvette was rotated sufficiently quickly to provide a fresh sample for every pulse to
avoid sample degradation or the accumulation of long-living states. The probe pulses
were coupled into a spectrograph (Acton), and individual spectral components were
focused onto a 256 pixel diode array. Diode signals were readout and AD converted
at a rate of 1 kHz, thus obtaining shot-to-shot statistics for each measured spectra.
Spectral resolution of the detection system was approximately 1 nm/pixel.

The time resolution of the pump-probe experiments as well asthe amount of spec-
tral dispersion in the WLC was determined by measuring the sum-frequency-mixing
signal of the pump and probe pulses at the sample position in a25 µm thick BBO
crystal. The wavelength to be mixed from WLC was selected by tuning the phase
matching angle of the crystal; in this way, the mixing of different wavelengths of the
WLC could be measured. The time resolution was∼70 fs across the spectrum, and
the overall time delay between the blue and the red parts of the WLC spectrum (chirp)
was approximately∼300 fs. The measured chirp curve was used to remove the WLC
dispersion from the data prior to analysis.

Spectroscopy-grade toluene was purchased from Riedel-DeHan and used without
further purification. The optical density used in the pump-probe experiments was
0.3 OD at 510 nm in the 0.5 mm path-length rotating cuvette. Tocheck for any sample
degradation, the steady-state absorption spectrum was measured before and after the
measurements. No changes in the OD or spectral shapes were observed, indicating
sample stability. All measurements were performed at room temperature.

6.2.1 Data analysis

Temporally and spectrally resolved data were analysed globally using analysis soft-
ware developed in-house. The principles of the method were first described by Holz-
warth [91] and further refined and used by van Grondelle’s group [92]. Recently, a
development adding the use of evolutionary algorithms to unravel the deactivation
pathways in LH2 ofRhodopseudomonas acidophilawas reported by Wohlleben et al
[93]. Here, we further extend this approach by introducing apowerful covariance-
matrix adaptation of an evolutionary algorithm allowing a large number of parameters
[35, 94].

In the first step, the data are fitted using a so-called sequential model where the 2-
D surface is described by a number of evolution associated difference spectra (EADS)
that evolve sequentially and irreversibly from one to another. The free parameters
in this step are the rate constants (i.e., the lifetimes) of each EADS and their spec-
tral shapes. This provides us with preliminary informationon the timescales that are
involved in the kinetics as well as where they are represented spectrally.

In the second step, various, more elaborate models are tested (target analysis).
The goal of the target analysis is to resolve the SAS that belong to each excited state
that depicts a transient spectrum, and the rate constants and the deactivation pathways
connecting these states. These models are comprised of parameters for the initial dis-
tribution of population (states (de)populated by the excitation pulse), rate constants
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connecting the states and species associated spectra (SAS). Ground-state bleach sig-
nals are described by inverted absorption spectra, having only their amplitude as a
free parameter. The spectral profiles of the rest of the SAS were each described by
50 parameters, using a small weighting factor, based on the second derivative of the
spectra, to favour smooth spectral shapes.

The fitting proceeds within a learning loop, where the targetobjective is to find
the spectro-temporal model that, together with corresponding rate constants, best fits
the data. The quality of the fit is evaluated by itsχ2 value. The program employs an
algorithm based on evolutionary principles. We start with ageneration of 20 random
sets of parameters, corresponding to 20 simulated surfaces, comparing the surfaces to
the measured data, and evaluating theirχ2 values. On the basis of this information,
a new generation of individuals is created by the algorithm.The iteration is then
left to run until convergence to an acceptableχ2 value is reached and the measured
data are simulated sufficiently. Details of the fitting program and examples will be
presented elsewhere. The errors in the resolved time constants (and quantum yields)
were determined using the variance in several fits resultingin comparableχ2 values.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Steady-state measurements

Absorption spectra of the dyad, the reference carotenoid, and the reference purpurin
(all dissolved in toluene) are shown in Figure 6.2, along with the LH2 spectrum for
comparison. Essentially, the dyad spectrum is a sum of the absorption of the two
contributing chromophores, showing the first optically allowed transition of the caro-
tenoid from the ground state to the S2 state between 350 and 550 nm with its vibra-
tional substructure, as well as the Sôret, Qx and Qy absorption bands of the purpurin
with maxima at 439, 583, and 699 nm, respectively. In the dyadthe amplitude of
the Qx band is slightly enhanced and shifted 5 nm to the red as compared to the iso-
lated purpurin in solution. Also, the Sôret band shows a minor red shift in the dyad.
The vibrational substructure in the absorption of the carotenoid moiety is reduced as
compared to the free Car in solution.

The fluorescence excitation spectrum of the dyad was measured to determine the
efficiency of the singlet-singlet ET. Figure 6.2 shows the fluorescence excitation spec-
trum of the dyad, normalised with the linear absorption spectrum at the maximum of
the Qx band (583 nm), where all of the absorption is due to the purpurin. From the
ratio between these normalised spectra, in the region wherethe carotenoid absorption
dominates (460–515 nm), the yield of the ET is on average 67%.

6.3.2 Time-resolved measurements

To characterise the energy flow pathways following the excitation by the pump pulse,
we performed spectrally resolved ultrafast transient-absorption measurements, where
the time delay between pump and probe pulses was scanned fromnegative times to
6.2 ns and the broad band probe light was detected from 470 to 710 nm. The resulting
2-D pump-probe data are shown in Figure 6.3. After the excitation, five major contri-
butions are visible. At early times, the negative signal on the blue side of the measured
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Figure 6.3: Pump-probe data as a function of time (y) and wavelength (x). The characteristic
features of Car bleach (1), Car S1 ESA (2), Pur Bleach (3), Pur ESA (4), and Car triplet ESA
(5) are indicated. Note the three different time axes. a: 0–2 ps, linear; b: 2–50 ps, linear; and c:
50 ps to 6.2 ns (logarithmic).

spectral range coincides spectrally with the carotenoid steady-sate absorption (1); the
strong positive signal in the central region of the measuredspectral range (2) is due to
an excited-state absorption; and the negative signal at∼700 nm, originates from the
bleach of the Qy transition of the purpurin moiety (3). Further, the bleach signal due
to the Qx band of the purpurin is seen as a crevice carved at 580 nm on thepositive
excited-state absorption extending from 520 to 690 nm.

A major part of the positive excited state absorption (ESA) as well as the caro-
tenoid bleach signal decays during the first 20 ps. A broad andweak positive signal
in the central region remains together with the features of the purpurin bleach (4). A
small rise of the negative signal at 700 nm can be seen. At the later times, as the posi-
tive signal between 600 and 690 nm and the negative signal at 700 nm both decay on a
nanosecond timescales, a new positive band arises, peakingat 540 nm (5). This is ac-
companied by a slight increase of the negative signal on the blue side of the measured
spectrum (Figure 6.3c, top left corner).

It is evident that various signals are superimposed. This congestion and/or overlap
of signals causes difficulties in the data analysis. For example, the so-called single-
trace fitting results in a multi-exponential function, of which physical interpretation
may become an intractable problem [91, 92]. To extract quantitative and physically
interpretable information out of the measured pump-probe data, we made use of a
global fitting procedure described in the Experimental Procedures.

To determine the number of time constants involved in the overall spectral evolu-
tion, the data were fitted using a simple sequential model. The model consists of a
number of states evolving subsequently to the next one with time. The related spec-
tra are left to develop without any constraints as the fittingproceeds. In principle,
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Figure 6.4: Results of the global analysis using the sequential model. The following EADS are
shown: 40 fs (dark blue), 200 fs (green), 1.1 ps (red), 7.8 ps (light blue), 1.58 ns (magenta), and
inf. (beige)

this approach is purely mathematical, and requires no physical intuition or previous
knowledge of the system, both of which may well be a hindranceto an objective data
analysis. Hence, this approach provides a beneficial way to begin to unravel the ki-
netics of any molecular system. In this first step, the pump-probe surface is expressed
by so-called evolution-associated difference spectra (EADS) and the corresponding
lifetimes that link the spectra together (e.g., the third EADS rises with the second life-
time and decays with the third). The found EADS (Figure 6.4) are used in concert
with the experimental data to provide the first insights intothe kinetics of the dyad
molecule. To aid the description of the rich dynamics, depicting features ranging from
femtosecond to nanosecond timescales, the data are presented here in three different
time regimes: early (0–2 ps), medium (2–50 ps), and late timeranges (50 ps to 6.2 ns).
The pump-probe surface and the temporal cuts are plotted accordingly (regions a, b,
and c in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.6). From the pump-probe surface (Figure 6.3), ac-
companying spectral and temporal sections (Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6) as well as
EADS (Figure 6.4), the following characteristic temporal and spectral features, are
qualitatively recognisable.

Early time range. Located spectrally in the blue end (from 480 to 525 nm) lies
the instantaneous negative carotenoid bleach (BlCar) signal, which is partially over-
lapped by the negative signal originating from the stimulated emission (SE) from the
carotenoid S2 state between 500 and 620 nm (Figure 6.4, blue line). The firstEADS
lives only some tens of femtoseconds before the strong positive carotenoid S1 → Sn

ESA dominates. This broad band at 530–700 nm is superimposedwith the negative
purpurin bleach (BlPur), with its characteristic features originating from the Qx and
Qy bands peaking at 583 and 699 nm, respectively (Figure 6.4, green line). Note,
that also the features of the purpurin bleach (BlPur) appear during the first few tens of
femtoseconds, revealing that at least part of the ET processmust occur rapidly right
after the excitation.

Medium time range. The S1–Sn ESACar band first narrows and then decays in
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Figure 6.5: Spectral sections of the pump-probe data (symbols) at selected time delays together
with the fit (solid line): 420 fs (circles), 7 ps (squares), 50 ps (diamonds), and 6.2 ns (triangles)

picosecond timescales. This is accompanied by the partial decline of BCar (Figure 6.4,
red line and cyan lines). Note here, that even after the positive signal due to the
ESACar around 550 nm has disappeared, there clearly is some additional transient
state giving rise to the positive signal that lies between 500 and 680 nm (Figure 6.4,
magenta line). The features of the BlPur remain clear.

Late time range. Here, a positive signal between 520 and 570 nm, belonging to
the carotenoid triplet T1–Tn ESAT, rises in nanosecond timescales. At the same time,
corresponding growth of BlCar at the blue end of the spectrum and recovery of BlPur

at the red end can be seen.

6.3.3 Oscillations

At the pump intensity used in the pump-probe scans (100 nJ), we also detect subtle
signatures of coherent wavepacket oscillations. The oscillations have their maximum
amplitude on the red side of the carotenoid ground-state absorption at 520–560 nm,
and disappear within a few picoseconds. To further study these oscillations, scans
with increasing pump intensities up to 1000 nJ/pulse were made. The oscillations
were analysed by fitting a simple exponential function to theearly time data at 546 nm
(Figure 6.7, left panel, red curve). The resulting curve wasthen subtracted from the
data, and FFT was then applied to the residual signal, revealing a Fourier spectrum
comprised of four frequencies contributing to the oscillatory pattern, 217, 530, 795,
and 1012 cm−1, with periods of 150, 63, 42, and 33 fs, respectively. The most pro-
nounced peak is at frequency 530 cm−1, whereas the other peaks were discernible
only at higher pulse energies. The amplitude of the oscillations increases linearly with
the increasing pump energies, as shown in Figure 6.7 (see inset of the right panel).
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Figure 6.6: Time traces of the pump-probe data (symbols) at selected wavelengths,together
with the fit (solid line): 478 nm (diamonds), 546 nm (squares), 610 nm (circles), and 700 nm
(triangles). Note the three different time axes. a: 0–2 ps, linear; b: 2–50 ps, linear; and c: 50 ps
to 6.2 ns (logarithmic).

6.4 Discussion

The sequential model served as a first step in the data analysis, giving information
on the rate constants and general spectral features of the data. In other words, by re-
solving and comparing the energy-level diagram of the dyad to the one of LH2, it is
possible to understand how well the dyad mimics the salient features of the kinetics in
LH2. In addition to the branching ratio between the functional channel (energy trans-
fer, ET) and the loss channel (internal conversion, IC) several questions remain. Are
there additional dark states involved in the kinetics? Do wesee evidence of impulsive
Raman scattering (IRS), possibly populating the hot groundstate (HotS0)? Is it feasi-
ble to resolve a clean enough molecular feedback for the learning-loop experiment as
used in LH2 coherent-control experiments? What wavelengthsand time positions, if
any, are suitable to detect signatures of the IC and ET processes?

6.4.1 Target analysis

With the previous discussion in mind, the results of a targetanalysis are discussed
here. In this second step of the data analysis, assumptions based on physical intuition
and previous knowledge are put to use, some of which were already presented in the
Results section, when assigning molecular states to certain spectral features that are
depicted by the experimental data and in the EADS. The goal ofthe target analysis
is to find the energy-level diagram, the species-associatedspectra (SAS), connections
and rate constants, which best describe the measured data. In doing that, one may refer
to results previously reported for similar molecules and thus assign certain constraints
that are based on information already available.

In principle, target analysis is model testing. Also here, various models, including
models with different numbers of states and connections between them, have been
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Figure 6.7: Coherent wave packet oscillations. Left panel: pump-probe traces with increasing
pump energies (100, 250, 500, and 1000 nJ/ pulse) at 546 nm. Rightpanel: FFT of the oscilla-
tory pattern at the highest pump energy showing peaks at 217, 530, 795, and 1012 cm−1. Right
panel inset: linear pump-energy dependence of the 530 cm−1 peak amplitude.

tested on the dyad pump-probe data. In the following discussion, the results of the
analysis are further elaborated, together with a more detailed discussion over previ-
ously presented models for the carotenoids and LH2 complex.

The best model is comprised of seven energy levels (i.e., spectral species): the
ground states of carotenoid and purpurin (Figure 6.8, brownand black lines, respec-
tively); five carotenoid and one purpurin excited states, carotenoid S2, HotS0, HotS1,
S1, and the triplet (Figure 6.8, blue, purple, red, cyan, and blue lines, respectively);
and purpurin S1 (Figure 6.8, green line). The resolved time constants are presented
in the Table 6.1. For clarity, the discussion proceeds with the help of the three time
regimes already introduced in the previous section.

Early time range. The carotenoid S2 and the carotenoid HotS0 are populated by
the laser pulse. Thus, the model includes two states that areinitially populated by
the pump pulse (S2 and HotS0). The initially excited population from the S2 state
decays to the vibrationally HotS1 state by internal conversion with a rate constant of
1/110 fs−1, from which it further undergoes a cooling process that results in the S1
population with a rate constant of 1/290 fs−1.

A competing pathway branches from the initially excited S2 state toward the pur-
purin excited states. This carotenoid-purpurin singlet-singlet ET has a rate constant of
1/50 fs−1 and gives an ET/IC branching ratio of 69:31 between ET and IC,which is in
good agreement with the ratio determined by the steady-state excitation measurements
(ET/IC is 67:33).

The carotenoid S2 excited state has a stimulated emission spectrum located roughly
where the carotenoid fluorescence is previously reported toexist [80]. The exact fea-
tures of the resolved ultrafast spectral band are slightly blurred due to the limited time
resolution and a small coherent artefact present in the data.

The vibrational-cooling process of the S1 state is described by including an ad-
ditional HotS1 level into the model. Accordingly, the algorithm finds a SAS for this
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Figure 6.8: Species associated spectra (SAS) obtained by the target analysis employing the
energy-flow diagram of in Figure 6.9. The following spectral species are presented for the ca-
rotenoid moiety: bleach (BlCar), S2 → S0 stimulated emission (S2), HotS1 → Sn excitedstate
absorption (HotS1), HotS0 → S2 excited-state absorption (HotS0), S1 → Sn excited-state ab-
sorption (S1), and T1 → Tn excited-state absorption (TCar). For the purpurin moiety: bleach
(BlPur), S1 → Sn excited-state absorption (PurQy).

intermediate state that extends more broadly than the cooled S1 SAS, in consequence
describing spectral narrowing. The spectral narrowing of the S1 ESA and the corre-
sponding rate constant is congruent with the work by Polli etal [85]. In their study
on rhodopin glucoside in benzyl alcohol and in LH2, they found that S2 decays to hot
S1 that cools sequentially with two time constants: 50 and 500 fs. Polli et al. used
∼10 fs pulses, and likely, the rate constant determined here manifests the lower time
resolution used in this study.

Table 6.1: Rate constants of energy-flow pathways

kIC kET k1 k2 k3 kISC + k4

(fs−1) (fs−1) (fs−1) (ps−1) (ps−1) (ns−1)
1/110± 5 1/50± 4 1/290± 15 1/7.8± 0.1 1/8.3± 0.1 1/1.5± 0.2

It is generally known that the S1 ESA band of carotenoids contains a pronounced
shoulder on the blue side of the peak [80]. This spectral feature has recently come into
focus by several groups, and various models (including additional dark states [88–90]
or alternatively a hot ground state [95, 96]) have been presented for carotenoids in
solution as well as for the LH2 complex [93, 97]. The previousstudy of the dyad by
Macpherson et al. preceded this development and hence did not address these aspects
of the carotenoid photophysics. Here, the model of Figure 6.9 includes a carotenoid
hot ground state (HotS0), which is populated instantaneously within the excitation
pulse by an impulsive stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS) process [98]. The popu-
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lation of HotS0 by ISRS has been previously reported by Wohlleben et al [99, 100],
and by Andersson and Gillbro [95]. Attempts to fit the data with models including an
additional dark excited state, lying energetically below the S2 state, and being popu-
lated from the S2 state, were also made. However, the algorithm was unable to find
any fit with a comparableχ2 value as was reached by the model of Figure 6.9. In light
of these results as well as the previous results from using various ultrafast techniques
[101] that claim that the general dynamics of the carotenoids are best explained by
a model with a HotS0 state, we conclude that the carotenoid in the bioinspired dyad
system behaves more as a carotenoid in the solvent; no additional excited states were
found nor any ultrafast triplet formation via these states is detected as is the case in
the LH2 complex [93].

Medium time range. The vibrational cooling from the HotS1 to the S1 state is
followed by the decay of the carotenoid S1 state to S0 state by internal conversion with
a rate constant of 1/7.8 ps−1. The hot ground state of the carotenoid decays slightly
slower (1/8.7 ps−1). In this time regime, the purpurin Qy ESA, present already at
early times, remains effectively unchanged.

The S1 spectrum has its maximum at 600 nm, and the shape with its longwing
extending toward the red is familiar from previous studies on the carotenoid excited
state. In natural light-harvesting complexes, both the S2 and the S1 states act as donors
in the ET. In the case of the LH2 complex, it has been shown thatthe major part of
the energy is transferred directly from the initially excited carotenoid S2 state and that
only a minor part (∼0.5%) of the energy is transferred from the carotenoid S1 state to
the B800 molecules [82]. The stepwise CarS1 → B800→ B850 is seen as a rising
bleach signal at 860 nm in the pump-probe data. Previously, it has been reported that
in the dyad, all of the ET occurs directly from the carotenoidS2 state [77]. The rise
of the negative bleach signal in LH2 at 860 nm may originate from the ET from the
carotenoid S1 state, increasing the amount of excited Bchl molecules, or from the
intramolecular internal-conversion process occurring from the carotenoid S1 state to
the carotenoid ground state. The latter case is naturally possible only if the wing of
the positive carotenoid S1 → Sn excited-state absorption band extends to overlap with
the Bchl bleach, which is not likely the case in LH2. However,in the dyad, the bleach
of the purpurin is located some 150 nm closer to the peak of theS1 ESA, at 700 nm.
Hence, it is impossible to say, as to whether the rising bleach in the dyad originates
from ET from the carotenoid S1 state, or if it is merely a signature of the decaying wing
of the S1 → Sn ESA. Therefore, even using sophisticated global analysis techniques,
we cannot rule out the possibility of ET from the carotenoid S1 state. However, the
contribution of this channel would be small: at most only a few percent.

Late time range. After the population in the carotenoid S1 and HotS0 states
has decayed, the excess energy left in the system is located in the purpurin Qy state.
The ESA spectrum of the purpurin Qy state spreads across the spectrum from 500 to
700 nm. From this state, part of the population is relaxed viainternal conversion to
the ground state, and part of the population undergoes an inter-system crossing (ISC)
process from purpurin Qy to the purpurin triplet state and further a triplet-tripletET
from purpurin to carotenoid TPur → TCar ET. The carotenoid triplet ESA band arises
with a rate constant of 1/1.5 ns−1. The ET from the purpurin triplet state to the caro-
tenoid triplet state is fast as compared to the ISC; thus, no population is accumulated
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Figure 6.9: Energy-flow diagram of the bioinspired dyad system.

in the purpurin T1 state. Consequently, no spectral signature of the purpurinT1 state
can be resolved from the data.

6.4.2 Comparison: Natural versus artificial

The early time dynamics plays the most important role when considering the dyad as
a model system to mimic the dynamics of the LH2 complex. The crucial branching
occurs from the initially excited S2 state in less than 100 fs. In LH2, the ratio is known
to be 50:50, where as the dyad shows a 70:30 branching ratio. The rate constants
are comparable; in both systems, the internal conversion occurs in little over 100 fs.
Better efficiency of the ET in the dyad is due to faster ET, eventhough there is only
one chromophore accepting the energy (Table 6.2).

According to the F̈orster mechanism, the efficiency of the ET depends on the inter-
chromophore distance, the relative orientation of the two chromophores, and the over-
lap between the absorption and the emission spectra. The absorption of the carotenoids
is at the same wavelengths in both systems, as are the Qx bands of the accepting mo-
lecules (purpurin and Bchls). Accordingly, the rapidly decaying S2 emission spectra
are also likely to exist at the same wavelength in both systems. Hence, the spectral
overlap between the donor emission and the acceptor absorption are of the same order
in both systems. The edge-to-edge inter-chromophore distances in LH2 are slightly
shorter, and the orientation of the dipoles is fixed in the protein matrix. The fact that
the dyad depicts faster ET suggests a more favourable average orientation between
the chromophores. The involvement of other mechanisms, possibly mediated by the
bridge atoms, has also been discussed [77].

The proposed mechanism behind the enhancement of IC in LH2 byshaped laser
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pulses involves the excitation of a specific low-frequency mode by an ISRS process
[44]. A multi-pulse laser field is synchronised to a criticalvibrational frequency, or an
integer multiple of it, whose activation leads to more rapidinternal conversion, thus
increasing the efficiency of the loss channel. Interestingly, the dyad depicts coherent
wave packet oscillations in the spectral region where the HotS0 is located. Such os-
cillations have previously been observed in carotenoids and assigned to ground-state
wavepacket motion due to the ISRS process within the pump pulse [85, 102]. This is
one feasible explanation here as well, and the∼530 cm−1 peak could be assigned to
the beating between the C–C and the C=C stretching modes at 1004 and 1539 cm−1.

Another interpretation could be the involvement of the solvent (toluene) vibra-
tional modes that are somehow coupled to the solute carotenoid. The resolved wave-
numbers of the detected three bands agree well with the knowntoluene FT-IR Raman
spectrum, although differing in their relative amplitudes. A similar observation of
solvent modes was made by Shimada et al. in a hyper-Raman (HR)scattering ex-
periment onβ-carotene solvated in cyclohexane [103]. As is the case in the present
study, a mode attributed to the solvent was only detected in the presence of the so-
lute β-carotene but was missing in the neat solvent. The authors ascribed this effect
to a solvent induced molecular near field, giving rise to an extra HR band. Accord-
ing to their interpretation, the mixing of the carotenoid S2 and S1 states is influenced
by the solvent vibrations, intervening with the HR process.However, HR scattering
is a two-photon process, and the mechanism cannot be the same, since the intensity
study (see Figure 6.7) clearly reveals that the amplitude ofthese oscillations depends
linearly on the pump intensity, as expected for an ISRS process [104]. Possibly, the
mechanism here can be thought to be analogous to surface-enhanced Raman scatter-
ing, in that it requires the presence of carotenoid modes andtheir near-field coupling
to the solvent. However, studies varying the concentrationand including experiments
with deuterated solvents are needed to confirm such a mechanism. We also note that
a further influence of the contributing electronic resonance is crucial, since a similar
solvent band in cyclohexane as detected in a degenerate fourwave mixing (DFWM)
experiment [51] was only to be detected under resonant excitation conditions and was
missing when the soluteβ-carotene was excited non-resonantly.

6.5 Conclusions

We present a detailed time-resolved spectroscopic study onthe bioinspired dyad mo-
lecule, comparing its structure, spectrum, and dynamics tothe LH2 complex from
R. acidophila. Regardless of the structural simplicity, the dyad mimics the major
spectral and kinetic features of the LH2 complex well (see Table 6.2). The major dif-
ference found in the photophysics is the energy flow in the carotenoid moiety, which
is consistent with the photophysics of carotenoids in solution rather than in the protein
environment of the LH2 complex. In addition, the newly foundinvolvement of ISRS
process in the photophysics of the dyad arouses further interest in using the dyad in
mimicking the coherent control results obtained in LH2, where ISRS is the proposed
contributing mechanism.

The caroteno-purpurin dyad is an ideal case for a coherent-control study, having a
clear branching of the energy flow between two competing pathways leading to two
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different processes: IC and ET. With the aid of a global fitting procedure, the under-
lying spectral and dynamical contributions of the processes were resolved from the
data in detail. On the basis of the analysis, clear signals for the ET and IC can be re-
solved in a pump-probe experiment. The amount of energy flowing to the ET channel
can be probed around 700 nm and to the IC channel around 610 nm.The sufficient
time window for these signals extends from short times to several picoseconds. This
provides a reliable and well-characterised feedback signal for future coherent-control
experiments, which aim to manipulate the efficiency of theseprocesses.
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Table 6.2: Structural, Spectral, and Dynamical Comparison between LH2 and Bioinspired Dyad

LH2 dyad
Structure

donor carotenoid carotenoid
rhodopin glucoside (n = 11) β-carotene derivative (n = 10+ benzene ring)

acceptor bacteriochlorophyll purpurin
linkage none amide bridge
neighbours 9 repeating units in ring structure none
surrounding protein solvent (toluene)
inter-chromophore distance 3.4 Car-B800 3.7
(edge-to-edge) (̊A) 3.6 Car-B850

Spectra (absorption)
donor (nm) 450-540 450-540
acceptor (nm) Bchl-B800 Qy: 800; Qx: 592 Qy: 699; Qx: 583; Soret: 439

Bchl-B850 Qy: 850; Qx: 592

Dynamics
k S2 → acceptor;(ΦET)(fs−1) S2 → Bchl-B800 1/280; (0.2) 1/50; (0.7)

S2 → Bchl-B850 1/185; (0.3)
kIC (S2 → S1); (ΦIC)(fs−1) 1/120; (0.49) 1/110; (0.3)
kIC (S1 → S0); (ΦIC)(ps−1) 1/14.2 1/7.8
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Chapter 7
Controlling the efficiency of an
artificial light-harvesting complex

Adaptive femtosecond pulse shaping in an evolutionary learning-loop is applied to
a bioinspired dyad molecule that closely mimics the early-time photophysics of the
LH2 photosynthetic antenna complex. Control over the branching ratio between the
two competing pathways for energy flow — internal conversion(IC) and energy trans-
fer (ET) — is realised. We show for the first time that by pulse shaping it is possible
to increase independently the relative yield of both channels, ET and IC. The opti-
misation results are analysed using Fourier analysis, which gives direct insight to the
mechanism featuring quantum interference of a low-frequency mode. The results from
the closed-loop experiments are repeatable, robust and demonstrate the power of co-
herent control experiments as a spectroscopic tool (i.e. quantum control spectroscopy)
capable of revealing functionally relevant molecular properties that are hidden from
conventional techniques. Finally, open-loop control experiments provide first experi-
mental evidence of the involvement of a hot ground state in the control mechanism.
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7.1 Introduction

Artificial photosynthesis is an important challenge of science and technology today.
Numerous applications include solar cells and other artificial power sources, light-
emitting materials, sensor systems, and other electronic and photonic nanodevices
that utilise the conversion of light energy into chemical potentials [18]. Over the last
decade, major technological advances have been made using biomimicry, an approach
making use of teachings from studies on Nature’s wide-ranging selection of highly
efficient pigment-protein complexes [105]. It has been shown that integrating light-
harvesting antennae with electron-transfer relay systemsis a potent way to emulate
photosynthesis [19]. Thus, biomimicry has inspired systems based upon complicated
natural light-harvesting complexes (LHCs) reduced to their basic elements, and effi-
cient antenna systems based on polymer polyenes covalentlyattached to tetrapyrroles
have been synthesised [106, 107].

The antennae are responsible for the first step of the photosynthesis, capturing
energy of the sun and transferring it to subsequent photosynthetic structures where
the energy is transformed in chemical potential. Within various natural and synthetic
LHCs, blue-green photons are absorbed by carotenoid molecules, from which the en-
ergy is transferred to neighbouring porphyrin molecules [80]. This energy transfer
(ET) step from the carotenoid donor to the accepting molecular species is the primary
process in utilising energy in the window 450–550 nm, and contributes significantly to
the functioning of the complex. The efficiency of ET over competing loss processes,
such as internal conversion (IC) is a crucial factor in the overall quantum yield of
(artificial) photosynthesis. Hence, a high priority is given to understanding the mech-
anisms of energy flow and mediating processes in order to allow development of more
efficient artificial systems.

In this study, we use a novel approach: Adaptive femtosecondpulse shaping in
a learning loop [8, 21] to control the pathways of energy flow in an artificial LHC.
This closed-loop optimisation technique has produced several successful examples
in obtaining control over various physicochemical reactions in complex molecules in
liquid phase without prior knowledge of the molecular Hamiltonian [21, 108]. Exam-
ples extend from control of energy transfer [43], fluorescence yield [109], population
transfer [110], selective excitation of vibrational modes[111], and isomerisation re-
actions [14, 112, 113]. However, in such complex systems thealgorithm has to nav-
igate through a multi-dimensional parameter space and the search often results in a
complicated, highly modulated pulse shape. This makes the interpretation of the ob-
tained pulse challenging and often leaves the physical mechanism unresolved. Here
we show how coherent control techniques can teach us more about the intrinsic prop-
erties and interactions of molecular systems, i.e. we perform quantum control spec-
troscopy (QCS) with pulse shaping [21, 52, 53]. For artificial photosynthesis the goal
is to reveal mechanisms and related design criteria that underlie optimal performance
for light harvesting.

The system we study is inspired by the LH2 complex from the purple bacterium
Rhodopseudomonas acidophila, where many carotenoid and porphyrin pigments are
embedded in a ring structure within a protein [79]. Our bioinspired dyad molecule
consists of a single donor (carotenoid) and single acceptor(purpurin) moiety, thus the
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structural complexity is reduced significantly. Previously, detailed ultrafast studies
revealed that the dyad mimics the salient features of the photophysics of the natural
photosynthetic complex [77, 78].

The present study also expands upon previous work where coherent control was
used to manipulate the branching ratio between two competing energy-flow pathways
in LH2 [43]. In that study the relative efficiency of the loss channel (internal conver-
sion, IC) was improved over the functional pathway (energy transfer, ET) by 30%. The
proposed control mechanism [44] involves an excitation of aspecific low-frequency
C-C-C bending mode enhancing the energy flow to the IC channel. According to this
mechanism, a multi-pulse laser field is synchronised to a critical vibrational frequency
(∼160 cm−1) on the electronic ground state, whose activation leads to more rapid in-
ternal conversion, thus increasing the energy flow to the loss channel [44].

To control the pathways of energy flow in the dyad molecule we start blindly,
without restricting the optimisation to any particular region of the search space. We
then extract recognisable features from the resulting pulse shapes, simplify the pa-
rameter space accordingly and test whether a similar resultis available using a smaller
number of parameters [10, 42]. This strategy provides a powerful spectroscopic tool
that is sensitive to the function of the artificial LHC, thereby revealing important char-
acteristics affecting the efficiency of the light-harvesting process. Furthermore, we
show that it is possible to enhance or suppress the functional channel by pulse shapes
exploiting different control mechanisms. Ultimately, this approach may lead to the
discovery of new design principles to aid the development ofmore efficient artificial
light-harvesting systems.

7.2 Materials and methods

The control experiments utilised a closed-loop optimisation strategy [8, 21], whose
basic elements are presented in the Figure 7.1a. The optimisation is ‘blind’ in that it
begins with no initial guess, but rather a set of random phases that corresponds to a
generation of different pulse shapes. The individual phasepatterns are applied to the
SLM, which modulates the dispersed spectrum of the femtosecond laser, tuned to the
first optically allowed transition of the carotenoid (S0 S2 in Figure 7.1b) at 510 nm.
The resulting pulse shapes are then successively tested on the sample and a feedback
signal is derived using transient absorption. Based on thissignal, a fitness function is
evaluated according to the target of the optimisation, and the individual pulse shapes
are ranked. A learning algorithm then selects the best pulseshapes for reproduction
and creates a new generation of pulse shapes. Another iteration of the cycle begins,
and the loop proceeds to search for pulse shapes that furtherincrease the value of
the feedback function, thus closing in on the target objective. A robust calibration
method, where each SLM pixel is calibrated and correction for any phase distortion is
made by optimising second-harmonic generation in a non-linear crystal, ensured that
the shaping introduced no effect on the amplitude of the pumppulse; the fluencies of
the excitation pulses were kept moderate, at about 1014–1015 photons/cm2 at 510 nm
excitation wavelength.

The target objective is to manipulate the pathways of energyflow in the dyad
(Figure 7.1b). Two competing channels, labelled (ET) and (IC), are resolved from the
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Figure 7.1: Optimisation of the energy-flow in a learning loop. Panel a: Elements of the
learning-loop experiment. Panel b: Simplified energy-flow diagram. Following excitation, en-
ergy transfer (ET) from the carotenoid S2 state to porphyrin takes place in 54 fs. Simultaneously,
the first excited state (S1) of the carotenoid is populated via hot S1 state by a competing internal
conversion (IC) process in 110 fs, resulting in a 30/70 branching ratio between IC and ET. The
S1 state decays to the ground state in 7.8 ps. The lowest excited energy levelof the porphyrin
is deactivated on nanosecond timescales.

transient spectrum at 8 ps time delay, and used as feedback for the optimisation. A
10 nm band cantered at 610 nm corresponding to the excited-state absorption of the
S1 state was used to monitor the loss channel (IC); and a 10-nm band around 700 nm,
corresponding to the bleach of the acceptor, for the functional channel (ET). The pump
spectrum was cantered at 510 nm and had a full width of∼45 nm. The algorithm
used was a covariance-matrix adaptation (CMA) of the de-randomised evolutionary
strategy [35, 94].

7.3 Results

For the blind optimisation, a large search space described by 208 parameters was
chosen in order not to limit the complexity of the pulse shape. The search space was
described by a basis having three different frequency ranges (10, 20, and 40 pixels)
over the pulse shaper window, and the spectral phase was interpolated between these
frequencies. The shaping was done only to the phase and no amplitude shaping was
used.

Figure 7.2 shows a learning curve of a blind optimisation in which the target was
to maximise the ratio IC/ET, the pathway successfully optimised in LH2 [43]. A total
of 15% increase of the ratio was obtained after 108 generations. The fitness values
of the best pulse shapes (red circles) reveal that after an initial jump of about 5%,
the algorithm explores the search space for∼20 generations before finding a feasible
route on the fitness landscape, which gradually results in a further∼10% increase
of the IC/ET ratio, though the optimisation likely has not yet converged. The fitness
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Figure 7.2: A closed-loop optimisation of IC/ET. The learning curve shows an improvement
of ∼15% in the fitness value of the best individuals (red dots) compared to the fitness of the
TL pulse measured prior to each new generation (blue squares). Inset: cross correlation (upper)
and FFT of the cross correlation (lower) of the best pulse of generation108.

value of the TL pulse (blue squares) was determined prior to each new generation,
providing an excellent indicator that the experimental conditions remained constant
during the optimisation.

The optimal pulse shape of the generation 108 (Figure 7.2, inset) spreads as a
complicated pulse-train like structure over several picoseconds. The power spectrum
of the cross-correlation of the pulse (Figure 7.2, inset) shows a major peak at a period
of ∼300 fs corresponding to a frequency within the complex pulse-train structure of
∼110 cm−1. The initial jump between the first and the second generationis due to an
artefact as will be further discussed in the following section.

According to our strategy, the following step was to move to amore restricted pa-
rameter space. Since the first results hinted that pulse trains were a key characteristic,
we then used a Fourier-series parameterisation consistingof 20 sinusoidal and 20 co-
sine functions. In this optimisation the number of parameters was 40, still sufficiently
large to allow for complex pulse shapes. The results of this optimisation are shown
in Figure 7.3; now the learning is much faster, such that withjust 31 generations a
∼10% increase of the fitness value IC/ET is again found (Panel a). Figure 7.3b shows
the optimal phase pattern (blue line) overlapping the pump spectrum (grey area) and
Panel c the corresponding experimental cross-correlationof the resulting optimal con-
trol field. The power spectrum of the cross-correlation of the optimal pulse is shown
in Figure 7.3d. The figure indicates that the major feature responsible for the increase
of the IC/ET ratio is indeed a pulse train with a sub-pulse spacing of∼300 fs. This is
in agreement with the aforementioned experiment on LH2 , where the optimised pulse
shape showed a strong periodic modulation with spacing of 220 fs.

We also explored a target objective aimed to improve the relative yield of the
energy transfer, using fitness function ET/IC. Figure 7.4a shows an example of a le-
arning curve of an ET/IC optimisation. Initially, the fitness jumps downwards∼8%,
but grows to a final improvement of∼13% higher. Notably, during the learning pro-
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Figure 7.3: Optimisation of the ratio IC/ET using the Fourier-series parameterisation. Panel a:
The learning curve shows an improvement of∼10% in the fitness value of the best individual
(red circles). Blue squares indicate the fitness of the TL pulse, measured prior to each new
generation. The initial (from TL to the first generation) increase of the fitness value due to the
stretching of the pulse is subtracted from the data. Panel b: The optimal phase pattern (blue
line) and the pump spectrum (grey area). Panel c: Cross correlation of the optimal pulse shape.
Panel d: The power spectrum of the cross correlation.

cess a non-flat phase pattern having an equal fitness value as the TL pulse is found
at around the halfway point of the optimisation. However, after the crossing point,
more favourable pulse shapes are found that lead to an improvement of the efficiency
of the energy transfer process over the competing internal conversion process by 5%,
compared to the TL pulse. As in the case of the IC/ET optimisation, the optimal phase
pattern, shown in Figure 7.4b (blue line), results in a multi-pulse structure shown in
Panel c of Figure 7.4. The four-pulse structure has a total duration that is significantly
shorter than the best pulse from the IC/ET optimisation, andthe most pronounced sub-
pulse spacing is approximately 200 fs. The power spectrum ofthe cross-correlation
of the best-found pulse shape in Figure 7.4d shows a major peak at a period around
200 fs.

7.4 Discussion

The experiments show that both product channels (ET and IC) in the artificial LHC are
susceptible to coherent control. Using the strategy of sequentially moving from blind
optimisations to a restricted parameter space and analysing the optimisations using
Fourier analysis, we find that for both product channels a pulse-train structure with
varying sup-pulse spacing (around 300 fs for IC and 200 fs forET) is responsible for
the control. The large parameter space gives a lot of freedomfor the learning process,
but the result is very difficult to interpret. We show that a simpler parameterisation
makes optimisations faster while preserving the amplitudeof the learning process
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Figure 7.4: The closed-loop optimisation of the ratio ET/IC. Panel a: The learning curve shows
an improvement of∼5% in the fitness value of the best individual (red circles). The blue
squares indicate the fitness of the TL pulse, measured prior to each new generation. Panel b:
The optimal phase function (blue line) and the pump spectrum (grey area). Panel c: Cross
correlation of the optimal pulse shape. Panel d: The power spectrum ofthe cross correlation.

(10%). Thus, we have found important directions on the fitness landscape describing
a smaller search space still containing the optimal solution.

The initial jump observed in the optimisations is due to a trivial and incoherent
control mechanism that simply avoids saturation by pulse stretching, a phenomenon
previously discussed for LH2 by Papagiannakiset al. [114]. The effect stems from the
fact that the signals for IC and ET have very different life times. Effectively, this means
that when the excitation pulse gets longer we observe more signal in IC compared to a
transform limited pulse that can readily saturate the carotenoid S0 to S2 transition. We
used the measured saturation curves (data not shown) in combination with the kinetic
model of the system [78], and the measured cross-correlations of the pulse shapes
along the learning curve to model the effect. The simulations show that compared
to the TL pulse the first shaped pulse is invariably stretchedin time, resulting in a
higher fitness value for IC/ET (or lower in the ET/IC optimisation). This contribu-
tion remains constant (fluctuating less than 0.5%) over the course of the optimisation,
creating a step that underlies the exponential growth curvedue to real learning. In
addition, we experimentally tested the recorded pulse shapes from the IC/ET optimi-
sation in a repeat measurement using only half the energy. According to the data (not
shown) the jump and the ‘learning’ part have very different intensity dependencies;
the initial jump decreased by approximately half of its amplitude whereas the learning
part remained the same (∼10%). We conclude that the initial jump observed in the
optimisations is due to a trivial and incoherent control mechanism that simply avoids
saturation and that the learning originates from an active control mechanism over the
branching of the energy flow in the dyad.

The control mechanism may involve dynamics in an excited and/or the ground
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state of the dyad. Following excitation of the carotenoid moiety to its S2 state, a
rapid internal conversion via a conical intersection competes with the energy trans-
fer to the porphyrin [78]. This competition results in a veryshort lifetime of the
S2 state (<40 fs). Considering that the pulse separations in the found pulse shapes
are substantially longer, control mechanisms involving wave packet dynamics in the
S2 state during the interaction with the pulse can be excluded since population (and
thereby also the electronic coherence) decays completely between the sub-pulses. On
the other hand, the S1 lifetime of the carotenoid is 7.8 ps, and one possibility is that
the found pulse shapes are promoting constructive (destructive) interferences between
wavepackets that are evolving on the S1 potential energy surface. While in some
systems vibrational coherence may be preserved during a relaxation between elec-
tronic states , previous reports on carotenoids show that passage through the conical
intersection between the S2 and S1 occurs most likely incoherently [52, 102, 115].
The observations in the pump-probe experiments show vibrational coherence only in
ground-state potential energy surface, indicating that the vibrational wavepacket cre-
ated in the S2 state does not survive the IC process to the S1 potential energy surface
[102].

In a recent study on all-trans-β-carotene in solution, Lustreset al. described a
strongly over-damped oscillation between the S2 and S1 states that causes a recurrence
of population in the S2 potential energy surface with 300 fs period [116]. Interestingly,
this matches the found time separation in the found pulse train in the IC/ET optimisa-
tion. Involvement of such a dynamical feature cannot entirely be excluded, but again
the lifetime of S2 state suggests that influence of the recurring feature wouldbe very
small. Only a minor part of the carotenoid still has excitation, since 70% flows to
the purpurin with ultrafast timescales. Further, it is uncertain whether this recurrence
exists in the dyad and with what efficiency.

We now consider a mechanism that incorporates impulsive stimulated Raman scat-
tering (ISRS) of low frequency skeletal modes in the ground state [117]. In the fol-
lowing, we use a pathway approach with potential energy surfaces and wavepackets to
describe the multidimensional photophysics of the dyad. Wavepacket generation on
specific vibrational modes by shaped pulses [9, 118, 119], which turns into enhance-
ment of vibrational coherence under near-electronic resonant condition [51, 120, 121],
has been demonstrated in various molecules including carotenoids. By periodically
modulating the phase of the laser pulse over its spectrum it is possible to prepare
wavepackets selectively, and under near-resonant conditions to enhance wavepacket
excitation of Raman-active modes. The leading pulses prepare a wavepacket in the
vibrationally hot ground state of the carotenoid. By matching the frequency of the
pulse train to a ground state vibrational mode, for instancea low frequency twist-
ing of the backbone, we introduce momentum along a trajectory that may take the
wavepacket towards Franck-Condon regions not accessed by aFourier-limited pulse.
Subsequently, this leads to an altered evolution on the excited state, either towards or
away from the conical intersection between S2 and S1. In the former case, an exci-
tation of vibrationally hot ground state modes could lead toa more efficient internal
conversion process, averting the energy transfer pathway.

Observing the population transfer from S0 to S2 for the two investigated con-
trol scenarios, namely IC/ET or ET/IC optimisations, substantiates this mechanism.
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Figure 7.5: The transient spectra at 8 ps probe delay using TL pulse (red line) and the found
optimal shapes (blue line). Panel a: IC/ET optimisation. Population transfer increases, IC
increases and the ET reduces slightly. Panel b: ET/IC optimisation. Population transfer de-
creases, IC decreases and the ET increases. Insets: Zoom-in to ET signals at∼700 nm. The
arrows indicate the change from the TL to the optimal pulse shapes.

The former case (IC/ET) brings upon an increased populationtransfer compared to
Fourier-limited excitation (see Figure 7.5). The pulse optimal for the ET/IC shaping
goal results in a reduction of population transfer (PT) to S2 (Figure 7.5b). This can be
attributed to a modulation of the population transfer from ground to excited state due
to the multipulse interaction [120]. In the case of IC/ET theincreased population has
momentum along the reaction coordinate leading to wavepacket propagation along a
trajectory that brings the wavepacket faster to the conicalintersection between S2 and
S1, hence the improved population transfer almost entirely flows to the S1 state. This
mechanism is mediated by a pulse-train like structure with adominant sub pulse spac-
ing of ∼300 fs that matches to a Raman-active mode according tob = nTvib, with
Tvib as the vibrational period of the mode, andn as an integer number. The opposite
holds for the ET/IC optimisation; the pulse train with∼200 fs pulse separation is out
of phase with the multipulse optimal for the other scenario.It avoids the aforemen-
tioned build-up of momentum along the low-frequency mode. Such an excitation laser
field is more favourable for the ET process by lacking momentum along the trajectory
towards the conical intersection. Therefore, through the reduced population transfer
we gain a slight increase of energy transfer as illustrated in Figure 7.5. The amount
of total population transfer can be estimated from the blue most region of the bleach,
where no pump scattering is observed. In the case of IC/ET optimisation PT and IC
are increased and ET slightly reduced. In ET/IC optimisation ET is increased and IC
and PT decreased.

As a further test of the ISRS mechanism, we monitor how the IC/ET ratio evolves
when the parameterb of a periodic phase functiona sin(2πx/b + c), is scanned. In
time domain, this so-calledb scan renders a pulse train with varying time separationb
between the sub pulses. In theb scan, the parametersa andc are kept constant atπ and
0, respectively, producing a pulse envelope profile having 11 sub pulses. Figure 7.6a
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Figure 7.6: Results of the pulse-train scan. Panel a: Ratio IC/ET as a function of the sub-
pulse separation (black circles). To guide the eye, a frequency filteredtrace is shown (grey
line). Panel b: The power spectrum of the pulse-train scan. The two major contributions are at
periods of 55 and 68 fs.

shows the result of theb scan after the aforementioned incoherent contribution due
to the pulse lengthening has been removed from the data. As expected for the ISRS
hypothesis, we observe a maximum at the pulse separation of 300 fs. The power
spectrum of theb-scan trace (Figure 7.6b) reveals two major contributions with periods
of 55 and 68 fs. This suggests that the optimal control field found in the closed-
loop optimisations employs higher harmonics of more than one Raman-active modes,
most pronounced having frequencies of∼500 cm−1 and∼600 cm−1. These periods
may correspond to low-frequency structural modes as proposed in the work on LH2
[43, 44]. We note that the control amplitude atb = 300 fs is lower than the 10% that
was found in the closed-loop optimisations. This may be due to the lower pulse energy
used in theb scan, reducing the amount of ISRS. Also, the possible interplay between
several modes in the control mechanism might be better utilised by the optimal control
field found in the closed-loop experiments than the ‘clean’ and the equidistant pulse
train used in theb scan. The underlying physics are likely to incorporate quantum
interferences whose manipulation requires more sophisticated pulse shapes than are
available using a simple sinusoidal phase function.

To test whether the pulse-train control is sensitive to the relative phases between
the subpulses we measured ac scan. In thec scan, theb parameter was fixed to a
maximum atb = 300 fs (see Figure 7.6a) andc was scanned from 0 to 4π radians.
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Figure 7.7: Results of thec scan whenb is set to the maximum atb = 300 fs. Panel a:
Normalised IC (red circles) and PT (black diamonds) signals. Panel b:Normalised ET (blue
squares) signal. Panel c: the resulting IC/ET ratio (green triangles). The grey curves are sinu-
soidal functions overlayed on data.

As can be clearly seen in Figure 7.7, the signals vary periodically as a function of
the parameterc. A simple sinusoidal function is overlayed on the data showing and
excellent match. The sinusoidal function has aπ phase shift between the ET and IC
channels and the amplitude of the fluctuation is∼2% for the IC and PT signals and
∼1% for the ET adding up to a 3% amplitude of the IC/ET ratio. Thephase sensitivity
of the control suggests that coherence is preserved in the system for at least 300 fs.

We also studied the effect of linear chirp to the ET signal. Figure 7.8 shows how
ET shows an antisymmetric behaviour. We used a density-matrix approach [120] with
three energy levels to simulate the population on the hot ground state. The left panel
of Figure 7.8 shows how the diagonal element of density matrix belonging to the hot
ground state that describes the population varies as a function of chirp and demonstrate
good qualitative correlation with the data. We recognise that such a simple model is
an oversimplification of the complex dyad system, however the good correlation with
the data indicates that the essential features of the systemare described. The results
show how the ET yield correlates with the hot ground state population, illustrating the
involvement of such a higher-lying ground state in the control mechanism. Hence,
the open-loop studies presented here are the first direct experimental proof for the
mechanism that was previously proposed for LH2 in reference[44] and earlier in this
chapter for the artificial light-harvesting complex.

7.5 Conclusions

We have shown how the energy flow in the artificial LHC can be manipulated by
femtosecond pulse shaping, to both suppress and for the firsttime to enhance the
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Figure 7.8: Effect of chirp to the ET channel (left) and the simulated hot ground statepopula-
tion.

ET yield. Many repeated runs of the recorded phase shapes from the optimisations
were performed indicating that the results are robust. The efficiency of ET in the
dyad depends strongly on the photophysics of the carotenoidmoiety. By reducing the
parameter space in combination with a Fourier analysis of obtained results we were
able to track down the functionally important features of this molecular system. A
mechanism based on the periodic excitation pulse enhancingthe vibrational coher-
ence of low-frequency wavepackets via ISRS process is most likely responsible for
the control, analogous to that proposed earlier for the control in LH2 [44]. However,
in the dyad the observed effect is smaller, perhaps illustrating the fact that the dyad
in solution has more degrees of freedom and possible conformations in the ground
and/or excited states [122, 123]. The low-frequency mode that is involved is not re-
stricted by the environment and may gain energy due to intramolecular vibrational
redistribution freely, hence leaving the effect of the selective excitation smaller than
in LH2 complex, where such a mode is probably more inhibited.In nature, the pro-
tein environment/structure seems to aid the ET by posing restrictions to the carotenoid
conformational degrees of freedom. This is an important point when considering the
design of artificial light-harvesting systems. It appears that coupling to the environ-
ment and the restricted conformation and movement have influence on the quantum
yield. In future, this will lead to novel design principles for building more efficient
artificial solar energy harvesting systems for various applications.
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Chapter 8
Characterising and controlling
photodrug efficiency

A promising photosensitiser, zinc phthalocyanine, is investigated by means of steady-
state and time resolved pump-probe spectroscopies. Spectrally resolved pump-probe
data are recorded on time scales ranging from femtoseconds to nanoseconds. Global
analysis yields the excited-state absorption spectra and lifetimes, as well as the path-
ways and efficiencies of the competing relaxation processesfrom the initially excited
S1 state. In addition to the expected nanosecond-scale processes of fluorescence, in-
ternal conversion and intersystem crossing that follow thegenerally accepted kinetic
scheme, we also resolve ultrafast dynamics. The nature of these fast processes and
their implications to the functional pathway involving triplet formation are discussed.

Optimal control experiemnts show that it is possible to find pulse shapes that ma-
nipulate the triplet yield of the model photodrug ZnPc. The robustness of the obtained
results is verified by repeated measurements and trivial mechanisms due to saturation
are excluded based on careful intensity studies. Further, the performed open-loop con-
trol experiments strongly suggest that one possible mechanism influencing the triplet
yield involves a sequential resonant two-photon transition to a higher-lying state lead-
ing to an increased probability of inter-system crossing tothe triplet manifold.

95
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8.1 Introduction

The functionality of photosensitiser molecules arises from their ability to react with
molecular oxygen to produce highly-reactive singlet oxygen and other radical species.
Among the applications are photodynamic therapy, blood sterilisation and sunlight
activated herbicides and insecticides [124, 125]. A good photosensitiser should have
a high absorption cross-section at a wavelength suitable for the application, e.g. the
optical window of tissue in photodynamic therapy [126]. Singlet oxygen species are
created by the interaction between a photosensitiser in itstriplet state and oxygen
molecule, hence the quantum yield of the triplet state is a key factor when searching
for or designing new photosensitisers. Other important factors include the rate of
photodegradation, solubility, and the tendency to aggregate [126].

In the end, the efficiency of all these applications depends on the photophysics
of the photosensitiser molecule. Improving the photosensitiser to enhance the func-
tional pathway and suppress loss channels is an attractive route to explore by coher-
ent control experiments using shaped ultrafast laser pulses [8]. In this approach, an
optimisation experiment is designed with the goal of findinga pulse shape that will
improve the yield of a chosen photophysical process in comparison to that obtained
with a transform-limited (i.e. unshaped) laser pulse. Improving the triplet yield, and
correspondingly the efficiency of the photosensitiser molecule in generating singlet
oxygen, is a clear target for an optimisation experiments onphotosensitisers. How-
ever, prior to these experiments a detailed understanding of photophysical processes
involved in the excited state deactivation, as well as theirmanifestation to the tran-
sient spectral signals used as feedback in the control experiments, must be acquired.
Here, we report transient absorption experiments and detailed global analysis to ex-
tract the pathways, spectral signatures and efficiencies ofenergy flow in a prototype
photosensitiser molecule.

Amongst the most promising second-generation photosensitisers for photodynamic
therapy (PDT) are the phthalocyanines [124]. In this study,zinc phthalocyanine
(ZnPc) is chosen to serve as a model photosensitiser to studythe efficiency of the
triplet yield as well as other processes occurring after theinitial excitation of the chro-
mophore (see Figure 8.1). ZnPc has been in clinical trials [127, 128], is easy to ob-
tain, stable, produces singlet oxygen with high yields [129], and has a high absorption
cross-section in the far-red part of the visible spectrum close to the optical window of
tissue. To fully explore the photosensitising qualities ofZnPc, a detailed description
of the intramolecular processes, occurring on time scales ranging from femtoseconds
to microseconds, is required. We begin by reviewing resultsfrom related studies ob-
tained during the last decade, which we will later compare toour own results.

Several experimental studies on the photophysics of ZnPc and similar compounds
(derivatives or different metallophthalocyanines) in solution have been reported [130–
141], but so far the results fail to depict a coherent pictureof the overall photophysics.
The generally accepted energy-flow model includes three major intramolecular relax-
ation pathways from the initially excited S1 state. The competition between these
processes can be summarised by the modified Gouterman’s equation [142]:

ΦF + ΦIC + ΦISC = 1, (8.1)
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whereΦF, ΦIC andΦISC are the quantum yields of fluorescence, internal conversion
and inter-system crossing, respectively.

For the most part, first excited state (S1) lifetimes (often called fluorescence life-
time (τF) due to the direct relation between detected fluorescence intensity and S1
population) and fluorescence quantum yields, obtained fromfluorescence measure-
ments in different environments, are consistent, and similar values are reported in
various studies. Measured S1 lifetimes are in the order of few nanoseconds, for ex-
ampleτF ∼2.88 ns with a quantum yield ofΦF ∼0.277 for zinc phthalocyanine tetra
sulfonate (ZnPcTS) in DMF [128]. For the sample used in this study ZnPc in DMSO,
a ΦF of 0.20± 0.03 is reported by Ogunsipeet al. [140]. Fluorescence yields and
decays of the same order have been reported in different environments like proteins,
cell suspensions and in vesicles [143, 144], and they are found to be dependent on the
surroundings of the chromophore, yet always displaying nanosecond-scale behaviour.

A more complete picture of the nanosecond dynamics is depicted by Bishopet al.
in a study of ZnPc (and its 16-deuterated derivative) in toluene by various photophys-
ical methods [145]. The authors report rate constants of 9.1ns, 38.5 ns, and 5.6 ns,
with corresponding quantum yields of 0.34± 0.03, 0.08± 0.11 and 0.58± 0.08 for F,
IC and ISC, respectively. However, as an example of the wide variation in the reported
nanosecond dynamics, we note a study by Frackowiaket al. These authors found the
quantum yield for the inter-system crossing to be even as high as 0.98± 0.18 for ZnPc
in air-saturated DMSO [134], using a photothermal measurement technique.

The triplet-state lifetime (τT) is strongly affected by the presence of molecular
oxygen, which drastically reducesτT due to efficient intermolecular energy transfer.
Grofscik et al. [131] find a τT of 220 ± 22 ns for ZnPc in air saturated ethanol;
Lang et al. [144] report 1.6µs for ZnPcS3 in aerated aqueous protein solution and
205µs without the presence of oxygen.

In addition to the nanosecond dynamics described above, also femtosecond and pi-
cosecond processes have been reported. The S1 lifetime of ZnPc in toluene is claimed
to be∼35 ps by Rao and co-workers, a value obtained by degenerate four wave mix-
ing using incoherent light [135]. The setup used, however, was inadequate to quantify
components exceeding 100 ps. In addition, the authors report a ∼3.5 ps component
that is assigned to vibrational relaxation in the S1 state, as well as a Sn dephasing time
of <170 fs. Howe and Zhang report an S1 lifetime of ∼160 ps and an S2 lifetime
of ∼10 ps for tetrasulfonated ZnPcS4 in DMSO [132]. The data wereobtained by
femtosecond pump-probe measurements, where excitation was to the second excited
state. In explaining the multi-exponential behaviour of the kinetics authors introduce
an energy-flow model that includes an uphill climb from S1 to the S2 state at room
temperature and an inverse saturable absorber model. Recently, in a study of artificial
light-harvesting complexes where ZnPc is covalently linked to a carotenoid mole-
cule, ultra-fast branching of the energy flow in the singlet manifold with time scale of
<100 fs has been reported by Berera and co-workers [87].

Collectively, the various observations from the ultrafaststudies suggest that the
conventional energy-flow model (Equation 8.1) fails to depict the entire picture of the
kinetics, and that faster processes may also play an important role in the photophysics
of ZnPc and its derivatives. However, the previous results from the ultrafast studies
performed on ZnPc in solution are extremely divergent, and motivate further studies
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in order to resolve the intramolecular dynamics of this system.
Here, we employ pump-probe spectroscopy from femtosecond to nanosecond time

scales in order to deliver a more consistent picture of the kinetic processes following
the excitation of the photosensitiser. Using a state-of-the-art pump-probe setup and
global analysis of the spectrally broad data we focus on the intramolecular dynam-
ics of ZnPc in DMSO, determining the excited state spectra, deactivation pathways,
time constants and efficiencies. Besides resolving the nanosecond scale dynamics that
follow the conventional energy-level scheme, we show that there indeed are ultrafast
processes present. In this context, we also address the roleof the solvent, and how
solvation dynamics may complicate the analysis of dynamicson ultrafast time scales
[146–151]. Global analysis of the temporally and spectrally resolved data allows us
to extract a complete picture of the branching ratios between the three competing in-
tramolecular energy-flow pathways as well as the species-associated spectra (SAS).
We present an energy-flow model used in the analysis and discuss the origins of all
observed dynamics.

8.2 Experimental

Steady-state absorbance spectra were measured with a JascoV-530 spectrophotome-
ter, with the sample in a 1 mm quartz cuvette (Hellma). For thefluorescence measure-
ments, a Jobin Yvon Spex Fluorolog Tau-3 system was used. Thefluorescence spec-
trum and quantum yield were measured by the ratio method [152] using chlorophyll-a
in water as a reference sample. Fluorescence lifetimes weremeasured in the frequency
domain using the modulation technique as described in reference [153]. Fitting soft-
ware supplied by the manufacturer was used to obtain the fluorescence lifetime.

The pump-probe setup was as in Chapter 6 with minor variations: NOPA produced
∼10µJ near-transform-limited pulses at 672 nm with∼30 nm FWHM and 22 fs pulse
duration (pump pulses). The pulse energy was set to 50 nJ withan adjustable filter,
giving a peak power of3.4 × 109 W cm2 (3.4 × 1014 photons cm−2). The sample
was circulated in a 1 mm quartz flow-cell to provide a fresh sample for every pulse to
avoid sample degradation or accumulation of long-living states.

The control experiments make use of the same pump-probe setup with a pulse
shaper introduced into the pump beam path. In the pulse shaper a liquid-crystal spa-
tial light modulator (SLM; Cambridge Research Instruments) is placed in the Fourier
plane of a 4-f zero-dispersion compressor having two 1800-grooves/mm gratings and
cylindrical mirrors (f = 500 mm). A robust calibration method, ensured that the
phase and amplitude shaping were uncoupled. The optimisations were performed at a
moderate laser fluences.

ZnPc and DMSO were both purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without fur-
ther purification. The optical density used in the pump-probe experiments was 0.3 at
672 nm in a 1 mm path-length flow cuvette, giving a concentration of∼12.6µM (ac-
cording toǫ = 2.38× 105 mol−1 cm−2, reported by Ogunsipeet al. [140]). To check
for any sample degradation, the steady-state absorption spectrum was measured be-
fore and after the measurements. No changes in OD or spectralshapes were observed,
indicating sample stability. All measurements were performed on aerated sample at
room temperature.
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Figure 8.1: Absorption (solid curve) and fluorescence (dashed) of ZnPc in DMSO. For the
latter, the excitation wavelength was 660 nm. Inset: chemical structure of ZnPc.

8.2.1 Data analysis

The temporally and spectrally resolved data were analysed globally using software
developed in-house, in which the measured 2D-surface is described by a spectro-
temporal model. The model comprises of parameters for the initial distribution of
population (states (de)populated by the laser), rate constants connecting the states and
species associated spectra (SAS) belonging to the states. The ground-state bleach
signal is described by inverting the measured absorption spectrum, leaving only its
amplitude to evolve as a free parameter. In a similar manner,the stimulated-emission
signal was fitted using the inverted fluorescence spectrum that was scaled with a factor
of ν3. In the fit this spectrum had its amplitude and spectral position as free param-
eters. The spectral profiles of all other SAS were described by 50 free parameters,
which independently represented spectral amplitudes of every 5th pixel. A spline in-
terpolation was made between these points; hence, no assumption on spectral shapes
was made. A small weighting factor, based on the second derivative of the spectra,
was used to favour smooth spectral shapes. The fitting makes use of an evolutionary
learning loop, where the target objective is to find the physical model that, together
with corresponding rate constants, best fits the data. The quality of the fit is evaluated
by itsχ2 value. The program employs an algorithm based on evolutionary principles.
We start with a generation of 20 random sets of parameters, corresponding to 20 simu-
lated surfaces which are each compared to the measured data to determine aχ2 value.
The best fitted surfaces are then used to create a new generation of parameter sets.
The loop is then let to iterate until convergence to an acceptableχ2 value is reached
and the measured data are simulated sufficiently. Details ofthe fitting program and
examples will be presented elsewhere.

For the time-window 0–7 ps we also made use of standard singletime-trace fitting
at the selected wavelengths. The fine features at the early times have low amplitudes
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Figure 8.2: Pump-probe data as a function of time (y) and wavelength (x). The characteristic
features of stimulated emission and bleach (A), singlet ESA (B1 and B2) and triplet ESA (C)
are indicated. Note the two different time windows, and non-linear intensity scaling, used to
emphasise the ultrafast dynamics.

and the global-analysis program failed to resolve them adequately. In the single trace
fitting a sum of exponentials was used as the fitting function.The errors in the resolved
time constants (and quantum yields) were determined using the variance in several fits
resulting in comparableχ2 values.

8.3 Characterisation results

8.3.1 Steady-state and fluorescence measurements

The steady-state absorbance spectrum of ZnPc in DMSO is shown in Figure 8.1. The
Q-band (S0 → S1) has a sharp maximum at 672 nm [154], as well as a vibrational
progression to the blue side with a shoulder at 645 nm and a small peak at 606 nm.
The shape of the Q-band spectrum and the positions of the absorption maxima indicate
that the ZnPc sample is in a monomeric form [140]. Further in the ultraviolet, the Soret
or B-band can be seen (λmax = 345 nm), which we label the S0 → S2 transition.

The fluorescence spectrum (Figure 8.1,λex = 660 nm) shows an almost perfect
mirror image of the absorption spectrum in the Q-band region, including the vibra-
tional progression. The maximum of emission at 680 nm corresponds to an 8 nm
Stokes shift. The fluorescence quantum yield was determinedto be 0.34± 0.2. Re-
trieval of the lifetime components, according to the modulation technique used [153],
returned only one 3.4± 0.2 ns component with substantial amplitude.
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Figure 8.3: Early time transient traces (symbols) and fits (solid curves) at selected wavelengths.
Left: 466, 472 and 486 nm (circles, triangles and diamonds, respectively) in blue; 532 nm (plus
sign) in red; and 612, 620 and 639 nm (asterisk, crosses, and squares, respectively) in green.
Right: 668 (circles) and 686 nm (squares) in blue.

8.3.2 Time-resolved spectroscopy

The 2D-transient surface (Figure 8.2) features broad positive excited-state absorption
(ESA) bands, superimposed with a deep negative signal, due to the ground-state bleach
and stimulated emission (SE). These signals are identified in Figure 8.2 where they are
most pronounced as Bleach + SE (A), S1 → Sn1 ESA (B1), S1 → Sn2 ESA (B2), and
T1 → Tn ESA (C).

Directly upon excitation, an instantaneous bleach is present, as well as other over-
lapping signals. The negative band originally centred at 672 nm broadens and the cen-
tre of mass moves towards the red. This behaviour is explained by a dynamic Stokes
shift: the solvent molecules redistribute in response to the new electron distribution in
the excited state of ZnPc, which lowers the energy of this state and correspondingly
red shifts the SE signal. These dynamics are more clearly demonstrated in Figure 8.3
(right panel), where transient traces show a rapidly decaying negative signal on the
blue side of the band (668 nm) and rapidly growing negative signal on the red side
of the peak of the bleach band (686 nm). The decay is found to bebi-exponential
and is fitted with time constants of 250± 30 fs and 2.5± 0.2 ps. Further ultra-
fast dynamics can be resolved in other regions of the transient absorption spectrum
(Figure 8.3, left panel). The initial decays of the ESA bandsin the spectral regions
460–490 nm and 615–645 nm are mono-exponential and can be fitted with a time
constant of 450± 50 fs, and 250± 30 fs, respectively. Likewise, the trace at 532 nm
requires a 250± 30 fs component, but here with a negative pre-exponential factor (i.e.
a rise).

In the later time window extending to nanoseconds, the dominating negative bleach
band narrows and the centre of mass moves towards the blue, ultimately reaching per-
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Figure 8.4: Transient spectra (symbols) and the fit (solid curves). Time positions:7 ps (circles)
and 7 ns (squares). Inset: selected transient time traces and fits (solid curves) at wavelengths
486 nm (circles), 607 nm (squares), 631 nm (diamonds), and 674 nm(triangles; scaled by 0.1).

fect overlap with the steady-state spectrum (λmax = 672 nm). The ESA band at
∼630 nm decays completely, while below 500 nm the signal persists. Careful inspec-
tion of this region shows that maximum, however, is shifted.In Figure 8.4, spectral
cross-sections reveal that at 7 ps the ESA band on the blue edge of the spectrum has
its maximum at 486 nm, while at 7 ns the band peaks at 480 nm. Accounting for the
effective fluorescence lifetime (the lifetime of the S1 state) of 2.9± 0.2 ns, and the fact
that ISC process must occur on the same time scales to allow for a significant triplet
quantum yield, we assign the band in the early time window to the S1 → Sn ESA and
the band at later times to the T1 → Tn ESA. Time evolution in this time window across
the measured spectrum is shown by time traces at selected wavelengths (Figure 8.4,
inset).

Table 8.1: Lifetimes, and quantum yields

F IC ISC
QY 0.28a 0.10 ± 0.02 0.64 ± 0.02
Life time (ns) 10.1 ± 0.3 38 ± 1 4.5 ± 0.2
a) from reference [155]

The late time window of the 2D surface (from 7 ps to 7 ns) can be well fitted
according the kinetic model corresponding to equation 8.1,in which three competing
processes (F, IC and ISC) account for the deactivation of theS1 state. The resulting
SAS are shown in Figure 8.5 and quantum yields and lifetimes are given in Table 8.1.
Note that in the global fitting, the depopulation of S1 is described by two pathways
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Figure 8.5: Resolved Species-Associated Spectra (SAS) from the late time fitting using the
model of Figure 8.1. S1 (solid), T1 (dashed), Bleach (solid, grey), and SE (dash-dotted). For
comparison see the original combined transient spectra at 7 ps and 7 nsin Figure 8.4.

with rate constants KISC and (KIC + KF). Hence, in order to resolve all three quantum
yields we make use of equation 8.1, the separately-determined fluorescence quantum
yield [155], and the following three equations:

kF =
ΦF

τF

kISC =
ΦT

τF

kIC =
1 − (ΦF + ΦF)

τF
,

(8.2)

wherekF is the measured fluorescence rate constant andkISC andkIC are the rate
constants of inter-system crossing and internal conversion, respectively.

From the SAS (Figure 8.5) it is clear that the ESA bands are very broad and also
overlap the bleach/SE signals. The ESA in the singlet manifold shows two distinct
bands peaking around 490 nm and 640 nm, whereas the triplet ESA has only one clear
maximum at about 480 nm. This difference explains the shift of the maximum of the
ESA signal in the blue region of the measured spectrum, whichis due to the decay
of population in the S1 state, concurrent with the population growth in the T1 state.
The 2.8 ns lifetime of the S1 state determined from the fit matches well with previous
studies [128, 137, 155], and the effective fluorescence lifetime measured in this study.
The position found for the SE spectrum is red shifted by 8 nm, with respect to the
peak of the bleach (672 nm), congruent with the Stokes shift found in the steady-state
fluorescence measurements. Furthermore, the strong negative signal is first broadened
on the red side due to SE and then narrows to the width given by the pure bleach signal
when S1 state is fully depleted.
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Figure 8.6: Schematic of the proposed new energy-level diagram for ZnPc showing both the
singlet (S) and triplet (T) manifolds and the deactivation pathways from the S1 state: fluores-
cence, F; internal conversion, IC; inter-system crossing, ISC; andphosphorescence, Ph. Newly
found states and energy spacings are shown in bold.

The ultra-fast dynamics observed in the first few picoseconds depict additional
processes that cannot be accounted for with such a simple kinetic scheme. Hence,
accurate modelling requires a more elaborate description.Bearing in mind that the
measured data is a superposition of overlapping signals andthat the bleach signal oc-
curs instantaneously, the ultra-fast evolution of the transient 2D-surface must be due
to excited-state processes, such as energy flow between electronic states, vibrational
wavepacket dynamics and/or solvation processes. To betterinterpret these fast com-
ponents we refined the kinetic model, as discussed in the following section.

8.4 Discussion

Based on our global analysis of the data, we aim to update the energy-level diagram of
ZnPc. As a caveat, we note that the excited-state absorptionbands are very broad and
the density of states is high; hence, such a simplistic levelscheme is likely inadequate
in describing the real molecule in solution. This disclaimer is also important in the
assignment of energies to the excited states, which are taken from the maxima of each
broad transition. Nevertheless, such a model is a good basisfor discussion and is
useful in providing organised information, once its limitations are recognised.

The ESA signal from the S1 state allows us to identify two distinct higher-lying
states in the singlet manifold (Sn1 and Sn2, see Figure 8.6). Sn2 is accessed from
the S1 state with probe wavelengths in the range of 460–490 nm, and Sn1 in the range
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615–645 nm. Taking the centre of these ESA bands, we put the energies of these levels
at 35 500 and 30 800 cm−1 from the ground state. In addition, the observed ultrafast
components indicate the presence of short-lived processesinvolved in the early-time
dynamics of the system. To our knowledge, these processes have not been previously
reported for ZnPc. However, other molecules in DMSO have shown similar dynamics
attributed to solvation processes [151].

It is well known that solvation dynamics can occur on severaltime scales [146–
151]. For example, dielectric relaxation (i.e. the Stokes shift) generally takes place in
picoseconds, while inertial components of the solvent dynamics occur on femtosec-
ond time scales. Hence, it is no surprise that these different time scales also show up
here. The solvation process is nonexponential in nature, and can be characterised only
approximately by a set of exponential decay times. In a studyof the solvation dynam-
ics of coumarin 153 in DMSO [151], the spectral solvation response function could be
fitted with time constants of 214 fs, 2.29 ps and 10.7 ps. The fastest component was
assigned to the inertial component of solvation followed bythe dielectric nature of
the solvation processes. In light of this, we are inclined toattribute the 250 fs and the
2.5 ps components to inertial and dielectric solvation dynamics of the DMSO solvent.
The 450 fs time constant, while not directly corresponding to one of the previously
determined time constants for DMSO solvation dynamics [151], may also have the
same origin. Alternatively, it could reflect intramolecular dynamics occurring in the
ZnPc deactivation, such as relaxation or equilibration between energy levels. Likely
targets would be the two degenerate Q states in ZnPc, which are spectroscopically in-
distinguishable upon excitation, or an independent precursor energy level that rapidly
decays to the S1 state. Even though the ultrafast components can be clearly observed
in the data over a wide spectral range (see Figure 8.3), the fitting program was un-
able to extract neither unique spectral bands nor connections to other states for these
features without substantial initial input and fitting restrictions. Unfortunately, the
data offer no decisive evidence for assigning the 450 fs component; nonetheless, the
existence of ultrafast dynamics that cannot be explained bythe generally accepted
energy-flow scheme is evident, and furthermore is not without precedent.

Previous studies fail to paint a clear picture of the ultrafast dynamics of ZnPc.
Bearing in mind that some of these studies were on ZnPc derivatives (i.e. tetrasul-
fonated ZnPc), we nonetheless feel a comparison is worthwhile. Our justification is
based on ab initio calculations that indicate the primary photophysics originate from
the central conjugated ring structure of the ZnPc molecule [156, 157].

Howeet al. [132] have suggested a model including an energy-flow equilibrium
between S1 and S2 states in tetrasulfonated ZnPc. At room temperature,kT is ap-
proximately 200 cm−1 where as the energy separation between the S1 and S2 states
is 14100 cm−1. Hence, we find it unlikely that a molecule in the S1 state could gain
enough energy to jump to the S2 state, or that there could ever be an equilibrium
between the two excited states. Furthermore, the 10 ps lifetime for the S2 → S1

internal conversion seems rather long, especially when comparing to the work by
Fournieret al. [136] where a lifetime of<210 fs is reported for the same transition
in NiPc and in CuPc. Also problematic here is that the data by Howe and co-workers
shows a 160 ps component, which is assigned to the decay from S1 to the ground state.
We find no evidence of this component in our measurements and considering that the
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fluorescence lifetime is in the order of 3 ns it should simply not be possible to have
such a fast decay pathway from the S1 state.

Using degenerate four-wave mixing with incoherent light, Raoet al. found three
different time components [135], which were assigned to phase relaxation of Sn states
(<170 fs), vibrational relaxation (∼3–5 ps), and population relaxation from the S1 to
the ground state (35 ps). Again, such a fast relaxation from S1 is unrealistic, consider-
ing the known fluorescence quantum yield and lifetime. However, the 3–5 ps found for
the vibrational relaxation is of the same order as was found in the present study. Their
assignment to a solvation processes is consistent with our resolution of the dynamic
Stokes shift.

Berera and co-workers studied ZnPc photophysics in an artificial light-harvesting
complex where excitation energy is transferred from the ZnPc to a carotenoid moiety
[87]. To explain the ultrafast dynamics observed in this dyad system, they suggest a
model that includes branching from an initially excited precursor state to two different
S1 states. The origin for the proposed deactivation scheme is attributed to ground-state
heterogeneity. Only one of the S1 states connects to the triplet state, while the other
channel leads to energy transfer to the carotenoid molecule.

The discrepancies in the measured fluorescence lifetimes and quantum yields can
likely be explained by sample concentration effects. In this work, the lifetime deter-
mined in the fluorescence measurements (3.4 ns) is somewhat longer than was found
in the pump-probe measurements (2.9 ns), which is most likely due to the higher con-
centration used in the pump-probe experiments, leading to self-quenching of the S1
population and re-absorption of emitted photons. These phenomena are frequently
seen in fluorescent molecules with relatively small Stokes shifts and high absorption
cross-sections [153]. The lifetimes and quantum yields reported in the literature vary
from 2.88 ns to 3.4 ns, and from 0.18 to 0.34, respectively [128, 134, 139, 145]. The
cause of this variation likely also stems from the differentconcentrations and solvents
used. In calculating the values for Table 8.1 we chose to use the fluorescence quantum
yield of 0.28 [155], corresponding to the lifetime of 2.88 nsfound in this study.

Perhaps the most important photophysical parameter is the quantum yield for
triplet formation, which is directly related to the functional photosensitising appli-
cations. The found quantum yield of 0.64± 0.02 for the inter-system crossing is only
slightly higher than reported by Bishopet al. (0.58± 0.02) [145], which might be
due to the different solvent used. In contrast, a quantum yield close to 1 as reported
by Frackowiaket al. seem unrealistically high [134]. It is important to note that the
ambiguity of the fluorescence quantum yield discussed abovedoes not affect our de-
termination of the quantum yield of triplet formation, which is resolved directly from
the fit of the data with the kinetic model. Hence, the fluorescence quantum yield is
only used to calculate the quantum yield of internal conversion process.

Finally, the possible existence of ultra-fast intramolecular dynamics and branching
in the deactivation of the ZnPc photosensitiser molecule opens new opportunities for
coherent-control experiments [158, 159]. In further studies, we will explore the possi-
bility to find a laser pulse shape that leads to enhancement ofthe functional channel in
which excitation energy flows to the triplet state. Success would further imply that it
is possible to enhance the efficiency of this photosensitiser by means of pulse shaping.
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Figure 8.7: Optimal control results on the triplet yield of the model photosensitiser ZnPc.
Panel a: The obtained learning curve (red circles) for the ratio T/S and fitness of the TL pulse
measured before each generation (blue squares). Panel b: The X-FROG surface of the best
pulse. Panel c: The obtained learning curve (red circles) for the ratio S/T and fitness of the TL
pulse measured before each generation (blue squares). Panel d: The X-FROG surface of the
best pulse.

8.5 Coherent control results and discussion

Optimal control experiments

In the optimal control experiments, the singlet (S) signal was obtained by integrating
a 10 nm band from the transient spectrum at 20 ps time delay at the maximum of the
found S1 ESA band centred at 490 nm. The feedback signal for the triplet (T) state was
measured at 25 ns using an extra photodiode and additional NOPA tuned to the max-
imum of the triplet ESA at 480 nm with a bandwidth of 15 nm. The fitness function
wasf = T/S andf = S/T of the triplet yield and singlet yield optimisations, respec-
tively. We used this pump-probe-probe arrangement and fitness functions to aid the
algorithm to focus on finding solutions that manipulate the branching ratio between T
and S rather than solutions that vary the extent of the initial population transfer from
the ground state. The initial pulse energies were kept moderate at 500 nJ/pulse. We
chose a large search space having 250 pixels where the phase and amplitude were de-
scribed independently by 500 parameters. Hence, in these particular optimisations we
also used amplitude shaping of the pump spectrum as discussed in the following.

Figure 8.7 shows learning curves from such optimal control experiments together
with the X-FROG traces of the resulting best pulse shapes. Panels a and c of Figure 8.7
show that it is possible to manipulate the triplet yield by increasing it some 10% and
decreasing it a few percent with respect to the singlet channel. As is often the case
in closed-loop experiments on real molecules in condensed phase, the found pulse
shapes show complicated structures that are difficult to interpret directly (Panels b and
d). In this particular study we moved directly to open-loop control experiments, rather
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Figure 8.8: Repeated measurement of the T/S optimisation. Panel a: The ratio T/S (black
triangles) and normalised actinic energy (red squares). The grey line isa polynomial fit to guide
the eye. Panel b: The triplet signal (blue circles) and the singlet signal (green squares).

than performing more elaborated pulse analysis and furtheroptimisations.
To verify the robustness and to further understand the obtained optimal control

results we conducted repeated measurements where the fitnesses of the found best
pulse shapes were remeasured. The black triangles in Panel aof Figure 8.8 show how
the optimisation indeed is robust and repeatable. However,the final and somewhat
sharp increase in the fitness around the generation 200 in Figure 8.7 is missing from
the repeated results, which implies that some experimentalparameter(s) had changed
during the last part of the original optimisation, which then resulted in an experimental
artifact that is not repeatable and thus not an interesting part of the found control.

The red squares in Panel b of Figure 8.8 indicate the so-called actinic energy of the
best individual pulses along the optimisation. Actinic energy is simply an integrated
sum of the pump spectrum, amplitude mask, and the absorptionspectrum of the ZnPc.
The shown values are normalised to 100 for the flat amplitude mask with no amplitude
shaping. The actinic energy first drops to∼47% of the initial value, which is expected
for the random amplitude mask of the first generation. From there on the actinic
energy stays fairly constant varying in total some 13%. It isinteresting to compare
how the actinic energy relates to the fitnesses. The initial fall of ∼53% in the actinic
energy results in an increase of the T/S ratio of∼6%. Later, along the optimisation
such correlations cannot be found. For instance, from generation 50 to 100 the T/S
ratio raises with the slightly increasing actinic energy, whereas between generation
150 and 200 the opposite holds: increasing fitness with decreasing actinic energy. In
conclusion, the data show that the control involves other features than trivial solutions
related to the pulse intensity.

Panel b of Figure 8.8 shows how the individual signals belonging to T (blue cir-
cles) and S (green squares) behave during the repeated measurement shown in Panel a.
The overall population transfer decreases as both of the channels show decreasing sig-
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Figure 8.9: Intensity dependence of the feedback signals using TL pulse. Singlet (green
squares) and triplet (blue circles) show slightly different behaviour resulting in a decreasing
ratio T/S with pulse intensity. The grey area indicates the actinic energy regimeused by the
algorithm in the course of the optimisation.

nals. However, it is evident that the difference between thetwo signals is shows a jump
with the initial fall of the actinic energy and then slowly expands along the learning
curve.

To further investigate the importance of the pulse intensity to the control, we con-
ducted intensity dependence measurements using TL pulse with varying intensities.
Figure 8.9 shows how the magnitude of the S and T signals depend on the pump inten-
sity with a TL pulse. A difference in the shape of the saturation curves of S (squares)
and T (circles) is reflected in the fitness value as an increaseof the ratio T/S (triangles)
with decreasing pump intensity. This is in good agreement with what was observed
in the T/S optimal control experiments: an initial drop in the pump intensity to some
47% of the initial energy of 500 nJ/pulse results in a step-wise increase of the fitness
value in the beginning of the optimisation. However, quantitatively the jump from 500
to 235 nJ/pulse with TL pulse causes a larger (∼17%) jump in the fitness compared
to the one observed in the optimisation and the repeated measurement (∼6%, see Fig-
ure 8.7 and 8.8). Further, as is shown in Figure 8.9 the fitnessvariation of the TL pulse
in the actinic energy range of the optimisation is less than 4% and cannot therefore be
behind the learning process. This indicates that the actualshape of the pulse bears
importance implying the involvement of more complicated mechanisms than signal
saturation.

Open-loop control

Open-loop phase scans were performed using the amount linear chirp and the spectral
location of aπ phase steps as variables. First, we tested how a linear chirpinfluences
the triplet and singlet yields. Panel a of Figure 8.10 shows how S and T decrease
similarly when introducing more negative chirp. Positive chirp leads to a different
behaviour: S remains constant whereas T grows gradually. This variation can be
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Figure 8.10: Open-loop control results. Panel a: Chirp scan, the feedback signalsS (green
squares), T (blue circles), and the T/S ratio when a linear chirp is scanned from negative to
positive. The grey line indicates a TL pulse. Panel b:π-phase jump scan where the feedback
signals S (green squares), T (blue circles), and the T/S ratio are measured when the spectral
position of a step function having aπ phase jump is scanned over the pump spectrum. The grey
line indicates the peak of the resonance.

seen in the asymmetric shape of the ratio (triangles). The overall shape of the chirp-
scan traces points to a pump-dump mechanism that reduces thepopulation on the
excited state demonstrated previously in a study on the fluorescence emission yield of
the green fluorescent protein (GFP) [109]. As the initially excited wavepacket slides
down the potential energy surface of the first excited state,a negatively chirped pulse
can dump it back to the ground state whereas a positively chirped pulse is not able
to produce such an effect, or might even reduce it compared toTL pulse. However,
this well established mechanism does not explain the different behaviour of the two
channels i.e. the gradual growth that was observed for the T trace. Therefore, we
also tested how the chirp scan results react when the pulse intensity is varied (data
not shown). Unlike in the GFP study, the same overall features remained (less S and
T with negative chirp), but the difference between T and S vanished with reduced
intensity. This could be an indication of a multiphoton process involving higher-lying
excited states. The evolution of the wavepacket on the potential energy surface of
the first excited state can vary the transition probabilities of possible sequential two-
photon absorption processes. By following this evolution achirped pulse can enhance
the yield of such processes, which then lead to more efficienttriplet formation.

To further test the involvement of multiphoton processes inthe control of the yields
of T and S we usedπ-phase-jump scanning where the spectral position of a step-
function with an amplitude ofπ is scanned over the pump spectrum while recording
the feedback signals. The results in Panel b of Figure 8.10 show that the T and S
signals are dependent on the location of the phase jump. The overall shape of the
S and T traces resembles the imaginary part of resonance thatdescribes absorption.
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The phase profile of the pulse modulates the population transfer by compensating the
natural phase flip occurring at resonance. Furthermore, theratio T/S has a different
shape having a maximum at the peak of the absorption band at 672 nm, and U-shaped
features symmetrically around it. The ratio trace (black triangles) bears a striking re-
semblance to previous results on multiphoton transitions [160]. The T/S trace is an
intermediate example between a narrow atomic transition and a broad molecular tran-
sition of a multiphoton control curve. Qualitatively this makes sense as the width of
the ZnPc absorption band is between the widths of Cesium and Coumarin 6H used
in reference [160] In conclusion, theπ-phase jump scan supports the hypothesis that
multiphoton processes are involved in the control mechanism. Finally, it has previ-
ously been shown that unlike in the case of nonresonant two-photon absorption TL
pulses are not optimal for two-photon transitions involving an intermediate resonant
state [161]. Considering this together with the results from the chirp andπ-jump
scans we propose a control mechanism that utilises multiphoton pathways to higher-
lying states from where the inter-system crossing is more probable, thus leading to
the enhancement of the triplet yield. Similar mechanism hasalso been proposed in a
previous study on the triplet yield inβ-carotene by Buckupet al. [53].

8.6 Conclusions and outlook

We conclude that by combining fluorescence and pump-probe measurements with
global analysis of the data we can describe the excited-state dynamics of ZnPc in
detail. Once the fluorescence lifetime and quantum yield is known, careful transient-
absorption measurements combined with global analyses provide information about
the kinetics of the molecular system, ranging from femtosecond to nanosecond time
scales. With this, we are able to resolve the lifetimes and quantum yields of flu-
orescence, internal conversion, and inter-system crossing processes, determine the
species-associated spectra belonging to the excited states, and extract dynamics due to
solvation. We suggest a new energy model, comprising newly-resolved excited states
in the singlet manifold accessed by the probe pulse.

The presented optimal control experiments together with the complementary in-
tensity studies show that it is possible to manipulate the triplet yield of the model
photodrug ZnPc, and further that the control mechanisms utilise more elaborate fea-
tures of the optimal control field than merely the pulse intensity. Based on the open-
loop scans we propose that the control mechanism involves a sequential resonant two-
photon transition to a higher-lying state, which leads to anincreased probability of
inter-system crossing to the triplet manifold. We note thatthese ideas need yet to be
better substantiated by more analysis as well as new experiments. However, these
further studies will greatly benefit from these preliminaryresults. For instance, the
parameterisations for serch space reduction could includehigher order chirp terms as
well as phase steps. The future studies will also take advantage of the emission prop-
erties of the photosensitiser and the actual target molecule singlet oxygen. In a simple
emission detection scheme we will optimise the relative yield of the photosensitised
singlet oxygen fluorescence and the ZnPc fluorescence detecting the singlet oxygen
fluorescence at∼1270 nm and photosensitiser fluorescence around 690 nm.
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Appendix A
Appendix

Nonlinear optical processes

Nonlinear optical processes inside the NOPATM box as well as elsewhere in the setup
are an essential part of the experiments and are therefore introduced in this Appendix.
In order for nonlinear processes to occur, high enough intensities are required, the
light entering the media should be coherent, the media must have the right proper-
ties, and the phase-matching condition must be satisfied. Hence, in every-day life we
don’t observe nonlinear optical processes happening. However, the high intensities
and coherent nature of ultra-short laser pulses fill these requirements, and therefore
cause nonlinear processes readily, especially when coupled into carefully selected and
aligned birefringent crystals. There are several textbooks that describe nonlinear op-
tics in depth and for more detailed discussion the reader is referred to the existing
literature [162, 163].

Generally, nonlinear optical processes occur when the response of the medium to
the electric field of the light becomes nonlinear. In other words, when the induced
polarisationP (t) in the medium has contributions from the higher order terms of the
Taylor expansion

P (t) ∝ χ(1)P (t) + χ(2)P 2(t) + χ(3)P 3(t) + ... . (A.1)

We now consider the case where we have two fieldsE1 andE2 present:

E(t) = E1 exp(iω1t) + E∗

1 exp(−iω1t) + E2 exp(iω2t) + E∗

2 exp(−iω2t) , (A.2)

which can lead to so-calledχ(2), or three-wave mixing processes:

P (t) ∝ E2
1 exp(2iω1t) + c.c. +

E2
2 exp(2iω2t) + c.c. +

E1E2 exp(2i(ω1 + ω2t) + c.c. + (A.3)

E1E2 exp(2i(ω1 − ω2t) + c.c. +

2E2
1 + 2E2

2 ,
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where the corresponding processes are called SHG (E1 field), SHG (E2 field), sum-
frequency generation (SFG), difference-frequency generation (DFG) and optical dc
rectification (OR).

Nonlinear processes are typically realised in the laboratory by coupling a beam
into a birefringent crystal, for instance BBO, that has an extraordinary and ordinary
axes that have different refractive indices for different polarisations. This makes it
possible to find a certain phase-matching angle where the induced polarisation and
the second-harmonic frequencies have the same effective refractive indices and the
process may continue throughout the crystal length. In other words, at the phase-
matching angle the phase-matching condition is satisfied. For instance,

npkp = nsks + nsks , (A.4)

is the phase-matching condition for DFG. The fields, refractive indices, and wave
vectorsk have been renamed as pump, signal, and idler, correspondingto the high
frequency field, intermediate frequency field and the low-frequency field.

An important phenomenon called the group-velocity mismatch (GVM) due to the
general dispersive property of matter must be considered. GVM occurs because fields
having higher frequencies see generally a higher refractive index and therefore travel
slower in the crystal than fields having lower frequencies. This phenomenon results in
a so-called bandwidth limit, which depends on the crystal thickness, the material used,
and the wavelength of the initial field. In practice, we are faced with a compromise:
shorter the pulses thinner the crystal. But, thinner the crystal, lower will the output
intensity be.

Optical parametric amplification, OPA

OPA is a special example of aχ(2) process, where the intensity of the signal field
is weak. A field with the difference frequency between the pump and seed fieldsωi

begins to form in the front end of the crystal. This field interacts with the pump field
having a frequencyωp and generates the difference frequencyωs. As the beam prop-
agates, these interactions are repeated and theωs andωi fields get amplified gaining
energy from theωp field.

In other words, in OPA, the high-energy pump photonsωp from the SHG are split
into one signal photonωs (visible) and one idlerωi (near-infrared, NIR) photon each.
The conservation of energy gives us:

ωp = ωs + ωi , (A.5)

whereωp, ωs, andωi are the pump, signal (and seed), and idler frequencies, respec-
tively.

As mentioned above, the phase velocities of pump, signal andidler are matched
by proper orientation of the birefringent crystal for efficient conversion. Since the
peak intensities of the ultra-fast pulses are very high, even when the pulse energies
are relatively low, it is possible to reach considerable gain in the OPA process without
destroying the crystal. OPA is schematically illustrated in Panel a of Figure A.1.
Unfortunately, the three fields propagate with different speeds inside the crystal, and
GVM introduces a limit for how broad spectra and how short pulses can be amplified.
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Figure A.1: Schematic representation of the OPA and NOPA processes. Panel a: The pump
photons are split into signal and idler photons, while the splitting is guided by theseed photons.
Panel b: The noncollinear arrangement NOPA with the noncollinearity angle θ.

As a result of GVM the typical practical limit for the pulse length of the amplified
signal field is in the order of∼100 fs for the collinear configuration in a 1-mm BBO
crystal.

The aforementioned limit can be overcome by introducing a noncollinearity angle
between the seed and the pump beams [164]. This means that an angle can be found
between the pump and the seed, so that the projection of the idler group velocity
matches the signal group velocity.

GV(ω2) cos θ = GV(ω1) , (A.6)

whereθ is the angle between the two input beams (see Figure A.1). This makes it
possible to amplify very broad spectra and as a consequence,pulses out of NOPA can
be compressed to pulse lengths as short as 10 fs[59].

White-light continuum, WLC

WLC is used inside the NOPATM box to provide the seed beam for the first OPA step
as well as in the setup to provide the broad-band probe pulses. Higher order terms of
the induced polarisation (Equation A.1) are required to describe the WLC generation.
A major contribution occurs due to a third-order nonlinear optical process, which is
usually called optical Kerr effect or, when the effect arises from a single pulse itself,
self-phase modulation. Generally, in any media, if intensity of the incident field is
high enough, the refractive index becomes a function of the incident intensity.

n(I) = n1 + n2I + . . . , (A.7)

In WLC generation, self-focusing readily causes the beam to break up into fila-
ments that interfere and make the white light output extremely unstable. In practice,
this limits the amount of energy that can be used to feed the process. Therefore, In or-
der to create as much and as stable as possible WLC the energy, beam waist (depth of
the focus) and the position of the focus in the crystal must beoptimised. This is done
with a gradient neutral-density filter, an adjustable aperture, and moving the focusing
element or the crystal carefully with a so-calledµm stage.
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Summary

Coherent control of biomolecules

This thesis presents new strategies for optimal control experiments and beyond. Di-
vided in two parts, it proceeds by first describing the methodological developments
and then moves to the studies on functional molecules for artificial photosynthesis and
photomedical therapies, demonstrating the power of the chosen approach for complex
systems.

The dream of laser control of chemistry has inspired scienceever since the advent
of the laser. Traditionally, the approach to obtain chemical control has been passive,
utilising macroscopic entities like pressure, temperature etc., but recently active meth-
ods based on manipulating microscopic properties of the light-matter interaction have
emerged. The general goal is to find laser pulse shapes that will drive reactions to de-
sired products and avoid unwanted products. However, the complex molecular world
is still a big challenge for theory and accurate predictionsof control pulse shapes are
not available. To answer this call, an experimental technique involving adaptive fem-
tosecond pulse shaping in a learning loop (see Figure A) was proposed in 1992, and
soon followed by numerous successful applications.

In this work we make use of the versatility of this learning-loop technique to study
biologically-relevant functional molecules. Our approach is top-down: rather than
using simple model systems, we study real molecular systemsin the condensed phase.
We use the means of laser control as a novel spectroscopic tool to unravel functionally
relevant information of the molecular systems. In other words, our aim is not only to
control, but to understand the control and to extract new information from it. Since
the laser control relies on the quantum-mechanical detailsof molecular systems we
call this quantum control spectroscopy.

The first part of the book discusses challenges and opportunities that follow the
use of such a black box approach. In Chapter 2 we describe the methodology and
the existing techniques involved. Chapters 4 and 5 present new work concerning the
methodological aspects of coherent control. First we focuson improving the black-
box tool by comparing two evolutionary algorithms and showing how well they func-
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tion in solving a real-life physical problem. Second, we think beyond the loop and
show how the obtained control results can be utilised to gainfurther knowledge on the
systems.

In the second part we move to the molecular applications. In Chapter 6 we de-
scribe the photophysics of an artificial light-harvesting complex in detail and provide
a clear temporal and spectral picture of the different energy levels and pathways in-
volved. Chapter 7 presents coherent control results on the energy transfer process
taking place in the biomimicking light harvester (see Figure B, panel a). Furthermore,
we perform quantum control spectroscopy which leads to a deeper understanding of
the control mechanism and sheds light to the functionally relevant motions that influ-
ence the efficiency of the energy transfer process.

Chapter 8 is on a model photosensitiser ZnPc for emerging photomedical appli-
cations like photodynamic therapy. Relatively little is known about the molecular
level photophysics of photosensitisers for these applications. Thus, we characterise
the photosensitiser thoroughly in ultrafast transient absorption studies and then use
the gained knowledge in subsequent coherent control experiments. Our control target
is to enhance the triplet yield by improving the efficiency ofthe intersystem cross-
ing process that is an essential step in Type 2 reaction path of photodynamic therapy
(see Figure B, panel b). After demonstrating control in closed-loop experiments we
conduct open-loop control experiments, which lead to a proposed mechanism for the
enhancement of the efficiency of the model photodrug.

In conclusion we have built a state-ot-the-art laboratory,developed methodologies
and applied them to realise coherent control of biomolecules. The power of the used
tools in bringing new insights to photophysics of complex systems is demonstrated.
From characterisation using transient absorption spectroscopy via the learning loop to
performing quantum control spectroscopy is a long path, butwe have demonstrated
here that this approach is capable of providing informationthat is hidden from tra-
ditional techniques. Ultimately, these teachings may leadto design principles for
chemical engineering as well as practical applications of shaped laser pulses, which
makes our approach increasingly appealing.

Janne Savolainen
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Figure A: The learning-loop experiment

Phase and amplitude patterns (described in Voltages) from the evolutionary algorithm
are transformed into pulse shapes in the pulse shaper that modulates the spectral com-
ponents of short input pulses to produce modulated pulses. The shaped pulses are then
used as pump pulses together with spectrally broad probe pulses in a transient absorp-
tion experiment, which provides spectrally resolved molecular feedback. According
to the feedback the algorithm creates new pulse shapes usingoperations based on evo-
lutionary principles. A new round can now begin and the loop is let to run until the
experiment has converged to the chosen molecular target objective.

Figuur A: Het leerlus experiment

Fase en amplitude maskers (uitgedrukt in voltages) gegevendoor het evolutionaire al-
goritme worden omgezet in pulsvormen door de vormer, die de spectrale componen-
ten van een korte ingangspuls moduleert om in tijd gemoduleerde pulsen te verkrijgen.
De gevormde pulsen worden dan gebruikt als pomp-pulsen, samen met een spectraal
brede probe-puls in een overgankelijke absorptie experiment. Dit experiment geeft
spectrale feedback van het molecuul. Gebaseerd op deze feedback genereert het al-
goritme nieuwe pulsvormen volgens evolutionaire principes. Een nieuwe ronde kan
nu beginnen. De lus wordt doorlopen tot dat het experiment isgeconvergeerd op het
gekozen moleculaire doel.
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Figura A: O laço de aprendizagem

Os padr̃oes de fase e amplitude (descrito em Voltagens) do algoritmoevolutivo s̃ao
transformados em impulsos modelados no modelador de impulsos. Os impulsos mo-
delados espectralmente são ent̃ao utilizados como impulsos de excitação juntamente
com impulsos de prova espectralmente amplos, numa experiência de excitaç̃ao e de
prova. Dependendo do feedback experimental, o algoritmo cria ent̃ao impulsos com
novos perfis, usando operações baseadas em princı́pios evolutivos. Um novo ciclóe
iniciado e o processo repete-se até que a experiência convirga para o objectivo defi-
nido.

Kuva A: Oppimisluuppikoe

Evolutionaarisen algoritmin tuottamat vaihe-ja amplitudikuviot (kuvattu j̈annittein̈a)
muunnetaan pulssinmuodoiksi pulssinmuokaajassa, joka moduloi lyhyen sis̈aänme-
nopulssin spektrikomponentteja muokattujen pulssien tuottamiseksi. N̈aitä muokattu-
ja pulsseja k̈ayteẗaän sitten pumppupulsseina pumppaa ja koeta -kokeessa yhdessä
erittäin laajaspektristen koetinpulssien kanssa. Koe tarjoaa spektraalisesti eritellyn
molekyylisen palautteen, jonka mukaisesti algoritmi luo uusia pulssinmuotoja k̈aytẗaen
evolutionaarisiin periaatteisiin perustuvia periaatteita. Uusi kierros voi nyt alkaa ja op-
pimisluupin annetaan pyöriä kunnes koe on tarpeeksi lähell̈a valittua molekyylisẗa ta-
voittetta.
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Figure B: Molecular applications

Panel a: We use shaped laser pulses to control the ratio between the energy trans-
fer (red arrow) and internal conversion (blue arrow) processes that take place in the
artificial light-harvesting complex. Panel b: In photodynamic therapy, photoexcited
sensitiser molecules go through an intersystem crossing (ISC) process to the triplet
state (big blue ZnPc structure) that trigger the formation of singlet oxygen (red mo-
lecules), which is highly reactive and causes cell death. Weuse pulse shaping to find
pulses that improve the functional triplet formation over the competing loss channels.

Figuur B: Moleculaire toepassingen

Paneel a: We gebruiken gevormde laser pulsen om de verhouding tussen energie-
overdrachts (rode pijl) en interne conversie (blauwe pijl)processen die voorkomen in
een kunstmatig licht-opvang-complex te sturen. Paneel b: In fotodynamische thera-
pie gaan gefotoexciteerde moleculen over in de ‘triplet’ toestand (grote blauwe ZnPc
structuur) van waaruit de formatie van ‘singlet’ zuurstof (rode moleculen) wordt ge-
start. Zuurstof in deze toestand is erg reactief en zorgt ervoor dat de cel sterft. We
gebruiken de leerlus om pulsvormen te vinden die de formatievan de ‘triplet’ toe-
stand verbeteren ten opzichte van concurrerende verlies kanalen.

Figura B: Aplicações moleculares

Esquema a: Usamos impulsos LASER modulados para controlar araz̃ao entre os
processos de transferência de energia (indicados pela seta vermelha) e de conversão
interna (seta azul) que tem lugar no complexo de colheita artificial de luz. Esquema b:
Na terapia fotodin̂amica, as moléculas sensibilizadoras fotoexcitadas passam ao es-
tado tripleto (representado pela estrutura de ZnPC em azul)por um processo the cru-
zamento singuleto-tripleto. Este estado tripleto dá origemá formaç̃ao de oxiǵenio
singuleto (moĺeculas em vermelho), altamente reactivo e letal para as células. Ńos
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usamos a modelação de impulsos LASER para encontrar impulsos cujos perfis pro-
movam a formaç̃ao de ZnPC no estado tripleto relativamente aos mecanismos alterna-
tivos.

Kuva B: Molekyylisovellukset

Paneeli a: K̈ayẗamme muokattuja laserpulsseja keinotekoisessa valonsieppauskomplek-
sissa tapahtuvan energiansiirtoprosessin (punainen nuoli) ja sis̈aisen konversion (sini-
nen nuoli) v̈alisen haarautumiskertoimen kontrolloimiseen. Paneeli b: Fotodynaami-
sessa terapiassa viritetyt valoherkistäjämolekyylit k̈ayvät läpi spinkielletyn konver-
sion (intersystem crossing, ISC) triplettitilalle, jotkaavaavat singlettitilaisten happi-
molekyylien (punaiset molekyylit) tuoton. Singlettihappi on eritẗain reaktiivinen ja
johtaa solun kuolemaan riittävinä pitoisuuksina. K̈ayẗamme ẗass̈a väitöskirjassa puls-
sinmuokkausta pulssien, jotka parantavat toiminnallisentriplettikanavan tehokkuutta,
löytämiseen.
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Samenvatting

Koherente sturing van biomoleculen

Dit proefschrift beschrijft nieuwe strategieën voor experimenten met optimale sturing
en resultaten van de toepassing hiervan. In het eerste deel wordt de ontwikkeling van
deze methoden beschreven, waarna het proefschrift verder gaat over de toepassing
op functionele moleculen voor kunstmatige fotosynthese enfotomedische therapieën.
Deze toepassingen demonstreren de kracht van de gekozen methoden voor de studie
van complexe systemen.

De droom om chemische reacties te besturen met behulp van licht heeft de we-
tenschap gëınspireerd sinds de uitvinding van de laser. Traditioneel wordt in de che-
mie de controle passief aangepakt, veelal microscopische eigenschappen zoals druk
en temperatuur worden gebruikt. Meer recent zijn er ook actieve controle mechanis-
men ontwikkeld, gebaseerd op de microscopische interactievan licht met de materie.
In het algemeen is het doel om een laser pulsvorm te vinden diede reactie naar het
gewenste product stuurt, terwijl de vorming van ongewilde bijproducten vermeden
wordt. De complexe wereld van moleculen is nog steeds een grote uitdaging voor the-
orie en nauwkeurige voorspellingen van de benodigde pulsvormen zijn niet te maken.
Als mogelijk antwoord op dit probleem werd in 1992 een methode gebaseerd op een
flexibele pulsvormen in een leerlus (zie Figuur A) voorgesteld en al snel volgden vele
succesvolle toepassingen van deze techniek.

In het werk dat voor u ligt maken we gebruik van de veelzijdigetoepasbaarheid
van de leerlus methode om biologisch relevante moleculen tebestuderen. In plaats van
simpele modelsystemen bestuderen we echte moleculaire systemen in oplossingen,
de omgeving waarin deze moleculen functioneren. We gebruiken de middelen van
laser sturing als een nieuwe spectroscopische methode om informatie relevant voor de
werking van deze moleculaire systemen te achterhalen. Omdat de sturing afhangt van
de microscopische details van de moleculaire kwantum systemen, kunnen we zeggen
dat we ‘Kwantum Sturing Spectroscopie’ uitvoeren. Dus, hetdoel is niet sturing op
zich, maar om nieuwe fysica uit de sturing te halen.

Het eerste deel van dit boek beschrijft de moeilijkheden en mogelijkheden ver-
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bonden aan het gebruik van deze ‘zwarte doos’ aanpak. In het tweede hoofdstuk
beschrijven we de methode en al bestaande technieken. De hoofdstukken vier en vijf
presenteren nieuw ontwikkelde methoden betrekking hebbende op coherente sturing.
Eerste focussen we op het verbeteren van de zwarte doos aanpak door het vergelijken
van twee evolutionaire algoritmen. We laten zien hoe deze algoritmen functioneren in
de aanpak van een echt fysisch probleem. Ten tweede denken weverder dan de lus en
laten zien hoe de behaalde resultaten gebruikt kunnen worden om nieuwe kennis over
het systeem te verkrijgen.

In deel twee van het boek stappen we over naar toepassingen opmoleculaire sys-
temen. In hoofdstuk zes wordt de foto-fysica van een artificieel licht-opvang-complex
in detail beschreven. Een duidelijk beeld van de spectra en dynamica wordt gegeven
door door het toekennen van de verschillende toestanden en de wegen waarin ze ver-
bonden zijn. Hoofdstuk zeven presenteert de resultaten metcoherente sturing van het
energie overdracht proces in het artificiële complex (zie Figuur B, paneel a). Verder
doen we kwantum sturing spectroscopie die leidt tot een dieper begrip van het stu-
ringsmechanisme en belichten de relevante bewegingen die de functionaliteit van het
energie overdracht proces beı̈nvloeden.

Hoofdstuk acht gaat over een model fotogevoelig medicijn, ZnPc, dat toegepast
wordt in nieuwe fotomedische therapieën. Relatief weinig is bekend over de foto-
fysica van fotogevoelige moleculen in deze toepassingen. Eerst wordt het molecuul
dus grondig gekarakteriseerd in een overgankelijke absorptie studie, waarna we deze
kennis gebruiken in een sturingsexperiment. Ons sturingsdoel is het vergroten van
de opbrengst in de ‘triplet’ toestand door de efficiëntie van de overgang naar deze
toestand te verhogen. Dit proces is een essentiële stap in het type 2 reactie pad van
fotodynamische therapie (zie Figuur B, paneel b). Na demonstratie van sturing in
een gesloten lus experiment voeren we open-lus experimenten uit die leiden tot een
voorstelling van een mechanisme voor de verhoging van de efficiëntie van het foto-
medicijn.

Concluderend, een laboratorium volgens de modernste technieken is door ons op-
gebouwd. Nieuwe methoden zijn ontwikkeld en toegepast om coherente sturing op
bio-moleculen te bereiken. De kracht van de nieuwe methodenom nieuwe inzichten
te geven in de foto-fysica van complexe systemen is gedemonstreerd. Van karakte-
risatie in overgankelijke absorptie spectroscopie via de leerlus naar kwantum sturing
spectroscopie is een lange weg, maar we hebben laten zien datdeze weg kan leiden tot
nieuwe informatie die verborgen blijft voor traditionele technieken. Uiteindelijk kun-
nen deze lessen leiden tot principes voor chemische ontwikkeling als ook praktische
toepassingen van gevormde laser pulsen. Dit maakt de door ons ingeslagen richting
meer en meer aantrekkelijk.

Janne Savolainen
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Resumo

Controle coerente de biomoléculas

Esta tese introduz e aplica novas estratégias de controle coerente. Na primeira de
duas parteśe apresentado o desenvolvimento da metodologia e na segundadescrito
o estudo de moléculas activas em processos fotosintéticos ou na fototerapia ḿedica
demonstrando o potencial da aplicação dos ḿetodos desenvolvidos a sistemas com-
plexos.

O sonho de controlar reacções qúımicas utilizando o LASER tem inspirado a
ciência desde o advento do mesmo. Tradicionalmente, o controle qúımico é feito de
forma passiva, variando parâmetros macroscópicos como a temperatura e a pressão.
No entanto surgiram recentemente métodos de controle activos com base nas propri-
edades da interacção entre luz e a matéria. O objectivo geraĺe de encontrar impulsos
LASER cujas formas sejam capaz de controlar reacções promovendo a formação de
compostos alvo e diminuindo a formação de produtos secundários indesejados. No
entanto o complexo mundo molecularé ainda um grando desafio para a teoria, impos-
sibilitando desta forma o cálculo de impulsos de controle. Como resposta a este desa-
fio uma t́ecnica experimental de modelação adapt́avel de impulsos de femtosegundos
baseado num laço de aprendizagem (ver Figura A) foi proposta em 1992 encontrando
logo aṕos numerosas aplicações.

O trabalho aqui apresentado faz uso da versatilidade deste laço de aprendizagem
adapt́avel no estudo de moléculas de importância bioĺogica. A nossa aproximação é
top-down, i.e. em vez de usar um sistema modelo simple, estudamos sistemas mo-
leculares complexos reais em fase condensada. O controle coerenteé aqui utilizado
como uma nova ferramenta espectroscópica para obter e resolver informação sobre
a funcionalidade do sistema molecular em estudo. Por outraspalavras fazemos es-
pectroscopia de controle quântico. O nosso objectivóe, ñao somente o controle mas
tamb́em uma melhor compreensão do processo de controle.

Na primeira parte da tese discutem-se os desafios e oportunidades intŕınsecos a
esta aproximaç̃ao black-box. No caṕıtulo 2 é descrita a metodologia usada e a tecno-
logia existente. No capı́tulo 4 e 5 apresentam-se novos resultados no que diz respeito à
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metodologia de controle coerente. Primeiramente concentramo-nos sobre o melhora-
mento da ferramenta black-box através da comparação de dois algoritmos evolutivos
e demonstrando a sua eficácia na resoluç̃ao de um problema real especı́fico.

A segunda parte da teseé dedicadàa aplicaç̃ao a sistemas moleculares. No capı́-
tulo 6 descreve-se em pormenor a fotofı́sica de um complexo de colheita artificial de
luz bem como os diferentes nı́veis de energia e mecanismos involvidos. No capı́tulo 7
apresentam-se os resultados de controle coerente de processos de transferência de
energia que ocorrem no complexo biomı́mico da colheita artificial de luz (ver Fi-
gura B, Esquema a). Em seguidaé feita a espectroscopia de controle quântico que
permite um conhecimento mais aprofundado do mecanismo de controle e esclarece os
processos que influenciam a eficiência da transferência de energia.

O caṕıtulo 8 é dedicado ao modelo de fotosensibilizador ZnPC com aplicac¸ão em
fototerapias como por exemplo a terapia fotodinâmica. No contexto destas aplicações
terap̂euticas, pouco se sabe ainda sobre os processos fotofı́sicos que envolvem fotosen-
sibilizadores a ńıvel molecular. Por esta razão procuramos aqui caracterizar porme-
norisadamente a função destes fotosensibilizadores através do estudo das absorções
transientes ultrarápidas e da aplicação do conhecimento adquirido em subsequentes
experîencias de controle coerente. O objectivoé de aumentar o rendimento quântico
do estado tripleto através do melhoramento da eficiência do cruzamento singuleto t-
tripleto, passo essencial no mecanismo tipo 2 da terapia fotodinâmica (ver Figura B,
Esquema b). Uma vez demonstrado o controle em experiências de laço de aprendiza-
gem fechado passa-se então a experîencias de laço de aprendizagem aberto que permi-
tem a proposta de um mecanismo para o melhoramento da eficiência do fotof́armaco
modelo.

Concluindo, constrúımos um laborat́orio que reflecte o mais alto nı́vel de conhe-
cimento actual, desenvolvemos metodologias e aplicámo-las ao controle coerente de
biomoĺeculas, demonstrando assim a capacidade das técnicas utilizadas na compre-
ens̃ao da fotof́ısica de sistemas complexos. O percurso que vai da caracterizaç̃ao dos
sistemas atrav́es de espectroscopia de absorção transiente pelo laço de aprendizagem
at́eà espectrocopia de controle quânticoé longo, mas conseguimos aqui demostrar que
a nossa aproximação fornece informaç̃ao que ñaoé acesśıvel pelos t́ecnicas tradicio-
nais. Os ḿetodos aqui apresentados poderão eventualmente levar ao desenvolvimento
de novos prinćıpios no campo da engenharia quı́mica, bem como a aplicações pŕaticas
da modelaç̃ao de impulsos LASER, tornando a aproximação aqui proposta bastante
atraente.

Janne Savolainen
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Yhteenveto

Biomolekyylien koherentti kontrollointi

Tämä väitöskirja k̈asittelee uusia strategioita molekyylien optimaalista kontrollointia
varten. Kirja on jaettu kahteen osaan ja etenee kuvaten ensin saavutetut metodologiset
edistysaskeleet joita seuraa niiden soveltaminen toiminnallisten molekyylien kontrol-
lointiin. Valitun lähestymistavan tehokkuus monimutkaisten biologisten systeemien
tutkimuksessa havainnollistetaan keinotekoisen valonsieppaajakompleksin sekä foto-
dynaamisen l̈aäkemolekyylin avulla.

Unelma kemian kontrolloimisesta laservalon avulla on inspiroinut tiedetẗa laserin
keksimisesẗa lähtien. Perinteisesti kemiallinen kontrolli on ollut passiivista, käytẗaen
hyväkseen makroskopisia suureita kuten painetta, lämp̈otilaa jne., mutta nyt on alka-
nut ilmeẗa uusia aktiivisia menetelmiä jotka perustuvat valon ja aineen vuorovaikutus-
ten manipuloimiseen. Laserkontrollin yleinen tavoite on löytää sellaisia laserpulssin
muotoja, jotka ajavat reaktiota kohti haluttuja tuotteita, samalla v̈alttäen ei-haluttujen
sivutuotteiteiden muodostumista. Molekyylien monimutkainen maailma on kuitenkin
vielä suuri haaste teoreettisille menetelmille, joten tarkkoja ennustuksia tarvittavista
pulssinmuodoista ei yleensä ole saatavilla. T̈amän ongelman ratkaisemiseksi esitel-
tiin 1992 kokeellinen menetelm̈a, joka perustuu femtosekuntipulssien mukatutuvaan
muokkaamiseen oppimisluupissa (katso Kuva A) ja jota pian seurasivat lukuisat on-
nistuneet sovellukset.

Täss̈a väitöskirjatyöss̈a hÿodynneẗaän oppimisluuppi-tekniikan monikäyttöisyytẗa
biologisesti ẗarkeiden toiminnallisten molekyylien tutkimisessa. Lähestymistapamme
on ‘top-down’: Sen sijaan että käytẗaisimme yksinkertaistettuja mallisysteemejä me
tutkimme varsinaisia toiminnallisia molekyylejä nestefaasissa. Me käyẗamme laser-
kontrollimenetelmïa uutena spektroskooppisena työkaluna molekyylien toiminnalle
tärkeiden ominaisuuksien selvittämiseksi. Toisin sanoen tavoitteenamme ei ole ai-
noastaan kontrollointi, vaan myös kontrollin ymm̈arẗaminen ja uuden informaation
uuttaminen saavutetuista tuloksista. Koska laserkontrolli on riippuvainen molekyylien
kvanttimekaanisista yksityiskohdista me kutsumme täẗa lähestymistapaa kvanttikont-
rollispektroskopiaksi.
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Tämän kirjan ensimm̈ainen osa k̈asittelee haasteita ja mahdollisuuksia jotka liit-
tyvät edell̈amainitun ‘black-box’ l̈ahestymistavan k̈ayttöön. Luvussa 2 kuvataan käy-
tetty metodiikka ja olemassa olevat tekniikat. Luvut 4 ja 5 esittävät koherenttiin kont-
rollointiin liittyvi ä uusia metodologisia kehitysaskelia. Ensin keskitymme ‘black-box’
-työkalun kehitẗamiseen vertailemalla kahta evolutionaarista algoritmiasek̈a esitẗamäl-
lä kuinka ne suoriutuvat tosielämän fysikaalisen ongelman ratkaisemisesta. Tämän
jälkeen katsomme oppimisluupin ulkopuolelle ja näyẗamme kuinka saavutettuja opti-
maalisen kontrollin tuloksia voidaan käytẗaä systeemien edelleen tutkimisessa.

Kirjan toisessa osassa siirrymme käsittelem̈aän kontrollimenetelmien sovelluksia
molekyyleihin. Luvussa 6 selvitämme keinotekoisen valonsieppaajakompleksin fo-
tofysiikkaa yksityiskohtaisesti sekä annamme selkeän aika- ja spektrikuvauksen eri
energiatasoista ja niihin liittyvistä energiavirtapoluista. Luvussa 7 esitämme keino-
tekoisessa valonsieppauskompleksissa tapahtuvan energiansiirtoprosessin koherenttia
kontrollointia (katso Kuva B, paneeli a). Tämän lis̈aksi suoritamme kvanttikontrol-
lispektroskopiaa, joka johtaa kontrollitulosten parempaan ymm̈arẗamiseen ja valaisee
toiminnallisesti ẗarkeiden vapausasteiden vaikutuksia energiansiirtoprosessin tehok-
kuuteen.

Luku 8 käsittelee valoherkistäjämolekyylïa fotol̈aäketieteellisïa sovelluksia var-
ten. Valoherkisẗajämolekyylien molekyylitason fotofysiikasta tiedetään ẗaḧan asti suh-
teellisen v̈aḧan, joten me ensin karakterisoimme näytemolekyylin huolellisesti pump-
paa ja koeta -spektroskopian avulla. Saavutettuja tuloksia hydynneẗaän ẗamän j̈alkeen
kontrollikokeissa. Kontrollitavoitteenamme on parantaatripletti-tilaisen valoherkisẗa-
jän saantoa edistämällä spinkiellettÿa konversiota, joka on olennainen askel fotody-
naamisen terapian tyypin 2 -reaktioketjussa (katso Kuva B,paneeli b). Osoitamme
ensin, etẗa optimaalisen kontrollin avulla suhteellista triplettisaantoa voidaan lis̈aẗa.
Tämän j̈alkeen suoritamme avoimen luupin kokeita, jotka johtavat ehdotetuun mah-
dolliseen kontrollimekanismiin tutkitun fotolääkkeen tehokkuuden lisäyksen takana.

Olemme rakentaneet huippulaboratorion, kehittäneet metodiikkaa ja soveltaneet
niitä biomolekyylien koherenttiin kontrollointiin, ja näinollen havainnollistaneet käy-
tettyjen tÿokalujen tehokkuutta uuden tiedon ja oivalluksien tuottamisessa. Tie karak-
terisoinnista pumppaa ja koeta -kokeen avulla oppimisluupin kautta kvanttikontrol-
lispektroskopiaan on pitk̈a, mutta ẗass̈a väitösirjassa esitetyty tulokset osoittavat, että
tämä lähestymistapa pystyy tuottamaan informaatiota, joka on piilossa perinteisilẗa
tekniikoilta. Viime k̈adess̈a n̈amä opit voivat johtaa uusiin synteettisiin sunnitteluperi-
aatteisiin kemiallista teollisuutta varten sekä muokattujen laserpulssien käyẗann̈ollisiin
sovelluksiin, mik̈a tekee l̈ahestymitavastamme yhä kiinnostavamman.

Janne Savolainen
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